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DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
IC751
IC745
IC735
PS15
PS30
SM6
C290D
C290E
0271E
C271H
C25/1
C27E
045E
C47E
CBUl
CR70
CR71
CO2E
C2E
MU
C4E
004E
8C35
HM9
IC3
ICBP3
BPS
CP1

DC1

SLNA 50
SLNA 144s
SLNA 145sta
GLNA 432e
RPCB 144ub
RPCB 251ub
BBA 500u
GFBA 144e
SBLA 144e
RPCB 271ub
TVHF 230c
LBPF 144v
LBPF 432u
TVVF 50c
GINA 433e
TVVF 144a

1131 ICOM
HF Transceiver
HF Transceiver
New HF Transceiver
P.S Unit
Systems p.s.0 25A
Base microphone for 751/745
2m 25w M/Mode
Low Multi -Mode Mobile
2m 25w PiA/Modb Base Stn
100W version of above
2m 45w FM
25W FM mobile
70c lOw FM
25w 70cm FM mobile
B/U Supply for 25/45,290
General Coverage Receiver
General Coverage Receiver
2m H/Held
2m H/Held

lOw Linear
70cm 1-I/Held
70cm handheld
Base Charger
Speaker mic
Carry Case
Std Battery Pack
High Power Battery Pack
Car Charging Lead
12v Adaptor

MUTEK
50MHz Switched preamp
144MHz Low noise switched preamp
Preamp intended for 290
70cm Mast head preamp
Front end FT221/225
Front end IC251/211
20-5000MHz Preamp
2m Mast head preamp
2m Mast head preamp
Front end for IC271
2M -FM Transverler
Bandpass Filter
Bandpass Filter
6M Converter
70cm Pre -amp
2M Transverse

1219 00
899 00
849 00
145 00
297 85

40 25
479 00
449 00
729 00
899 00
359 00
379 00
345 00
469 00

29 90
629 00
729 00
269 00
199 00

79 35
259 00
279 00

62 10
18 56
5 50

27 50
52 80
550

13 75

44 90
39 95
29 90

149 90
79 90
84 90
34 90

149 90
89 90
89 90

334 90
22 40
22 40

199 90
79 90

239 90

MET ANTENNAS
70cms
432.58
432-197/ATV
432-170
432-171

2M

144 7T
144-8T
144-14T
144.19T
144.60
144 GP

4M
70/3
70/5

5 Ele
19 Ele
17 Ele Crossed
17 Ele Long

5 Ele
7 Ele
8 Ele Long

14 Ele
19 Ele
6 Ele Crossed
Ground Plane

Fie

16.95
35.60
49.17
3920

19.55
24.15
31.26
46.71
55813
3925
14.41

30.12
45.74

SWR/POWER METERS
WEL2
SP45
SPIOX
SP200
SP250
SP300
SP350
SP400

CN410M
CN460M
CN520
CN500
CN6204
CN630
CN650
CNW419
CNW919

CNW5I8
CL680

130-470MHz PWR/SWR
1 8-150MHz PWR/SWR
1 8-160MHz PWR/SWR
1 8.60MHz PWR/SWR
1 8-500MHz PWR/SWR
1 8-500MHz PWFVSWR
130.500MHz PWR/SWR

DAIWA

69 00
34 00
89 00
65 00

129 00
79 00
89 00

3.5-150 Mhz mobile cross needle
140-150 Mhz mobile cross needle
1.8-60 Mhz mini cross needle
1.8-60 Mhz cross needle
1.8150 Mhz cross pointer. Up to 1KW
140-450 Mhz cross pointer. Up to 200W
1.2.2.5 Ghz cross pointer. Up to 20W
1 8-30 Mhz 200W tuning unit
2M Power meter and antenna tuning
unit
3.30 Mhz 8 band hi power tuner
1 8-30 Mhz 200W general coverage ATU

48 00
52 00
39 00
19 50
2 10

66 21
98 11

129 50

159 64
104 99
233 09

ICS
We now have in stock the full range of ICS RTTY/ASCIVAMTOR/
CW products and the remarkable ALM-203E. This keypad operated
handheld 2M transceiver has a host of features yet costs much the
Same as limited facility thumbwheel units - lust E209.00.

TRIO
TS940 HF General Coy 1695.00
TS940S 9 Band TX General Coy RX 1695.00
T59305 General COv RX 129500
TS830S 160-10m Transceiver 9 Bands 83275
AT230 All Band ATU/Power Meter 157.99
SP230 External Speaker Unit 47 73
TS530S 160rnlOm Transceiver 698 00
TS430S 1601,10m Transceiver 720.00
PS430 Matching Power Supply 138.00
SP430 Matching Speaker 39.50
MB430 Mobile Mounting Bracket 13 17
FM430 FM Board for TS430 45.00
T51305 8 Band 200W Pep Transceiver 633 06
SP120 Base Station External Speaker 30 74
AT130 100W Antenna Tuner 108 62
MC50 Dual Impedance Desk Microphone 36 19
MC355 Fist Microphone 50K ohm IMP 1701
LF304 HF Low Pass Filter I kW 24 68
TR7930 2M FM Mobile 329 00
TR9130 2M Multimode 499 00
TW4000A 2W70cm mobile 522 00
TM201A 2M 25W mobile 296 00
TM401A 7cms FM 12W 316 00
TR2500 2M FM Synthesised Handheld 258 00
TR3500 70cm Handheld 270 00
TR2600 New 2M FM Synthesised Handheld 275 00
ST2 Base Stand 60.36
SC4 Soft Case 15.92
SMC25 Speaker Mike 18.66
PB25 Spare Battery Pack 29 10
MS1 Mobile Stand 37 31
R600 Gen. Coy Receiver 299 52
R2000 Synthesiser 200KH7-30MHz Receiver 479 47
HC1O Digital Station World Time Clock 78.99
HS5 Deluxe Headphones 26 88
SP40 Mobile External Speaker 16 46
TH21E/41E 2M/70cm Mini-Handhelds 170 00/199 00
TM211E/411E 2M/70cm FM Mobiles 365 00/399 00
TS7116/811E 2M/70cm base stations 768 00/895 00
TR3600 70CM Handheld 292 00

MR750E
MR750PE
MR300E
MR750U
MR3WU
DR7600X
KS065
KR500

ROTATORS

Muibtorque, round controller
Round and preset controller
High speed VHF rotator
Additional motor unit
Additional motor unit
Heavy duty. Preset control
Deluxe bearing
Elevation rotator Inot Daiwa I

CW/RTTY/TOR

193 00
217 64
193 00
64 64
64 64

189.37
27 30

14490

Tono 9000E Reader/Sender P O.A.
Tono 550 Reader 329.00

HI -MOUND MORSE KEYS
HK702 Straight keyer marble base
HK703 Straight keyer
HK704 Straight keyer
HK705 Straight keyer
HK706 Straight keyer
HK708 Straight keyer
HK802 Straight solid brass
HK808 Straight keyer
MK704 Twin paddle keyer
MK705 Twin paddle keyer marble base

VIBROPLEX
Vibroples Iambic Standard
Brass Racer
Vibrokeyer Standard
Original Vibroplex Standard
The Presentation

MISC
AFR8000 TOR/RTTY/CVY Decoder
AFR2010 TOR/RTTY/CW Decoder
AFR2000 TOFVRTTY/ASCII Decoder
AFR1000 Low cost version of above
Video module for above
CW module for AFR2000
Telereader CWR610E CYV/RTTY/ASCII
STAR
MASTERKEY Electronic Iambic keyer
Junkers Straight key
GW Morse Keys

30 95
29 35
19 95
15 49
16 96
14 95
86 30
39 95
13 50
25 65

63 98
54 59
63 98
70.51

129 62

684 57
496 80
427 00
P 0 A
85 00

124 00
195 00

49 95
45 00
34 99

YAESU
FT690
FT980
SP980
FT77
FP700
FC700
FT77s
FMU77
FL2050
FT290
FT290

F12010
MMB11
NCI 1
CSCI
YHAl 5
765440
YM49
MMB15
FT203R
F1209R
MMB10
NC9C
NCB
PA3
FNB2
VM24A
FT726R
4301726
FRT7700RX
MHIB8
MD11313

MFtA3B
7677
7655
761
SB1

SB2
SBIO
OTR241)
FF501DX

NEW MODELS
FRG8800
FRV8800
MO3R
FT709R
FT27OR

FT270RH
FT2700R
FRG9600

6m Mulbmode
HF Transceiver
Speaker
Mobile HF Transceiver
PSU
Tuner
lOw version
FM Board for FT77
Linear Amplifier
2m M/Mode Port/Transceiver
With Mulek front end fated
Linear Amplifier
Mobile Bracket
Charger
Carrying Case
2m Helical
70cm '2wave
Speaker Mike
Mobile Bracket
NEW 2m Ft/Heir:/OW FNB3
NEW 2m HTHelcVCAN FNB3
Mobile Bracket
Charger
Base/station Charger
Car Adaptor/Charger
Spare Battery Pack
Speaker Mike
2m Base Station
70cm Module for above
ATU
Hand 600 Spin nary
Desk 600 Spin mic
Boom mobile nary
Lightweaght phones
Padded phones
L/werghi Mobile I-I/set-Boom mic
PTT Switch Box 208/708
PTT Switch Box 2901790
PTT Switch Box 270/2700
World Time Clock
Low Pass Filter

HF Receiver
Convertor 118-175 for above
70cm II/Held
70cm H/Held
2m 25W F M
2m 45W FM
2m/70cm/25W/25W
60-905MHz Scanning RX

BNOS 

POWER SUPPLIES
6 amp 56.00 25 amp

12 amp 99.00 40 amp

UNEARS
LPM 144-1.100 2m. 1W in. 100W out. preamp
LPM 144-3-100 2m, 3W in. 100W out. preamp
LPM 144-10-100 2m, IOW in, 100W out, preamp
LPM 144-25-160 2m. 25W in, 160W out. preamp
LPM 144-3-180 2m, 3W in. 180W out, preamp
LPM 144.10-180 2m, 10W in. 180W out. preamp
LP 144-3-50 2MN 50W out. preamp
LP 144-10-50 2M IOW in, preamp
LPM 432.1.50 70cm. 1W in, 50W out, preamp
LPM 432-3-50 70cm, 3W in. 50W out. preamp
LPM 432-10-50 70cm, lOW in, 50W out, preamp
LPM 432-10100 70cm. lOW in. 100W out. preamp

269 00
1450 00

78 95
079 00
150 00
105 00
449 00

28 35
115 00
315 00
345 00
69 00
30 00
11 50

500
765
995

20 20
14 55

195 00
239 00

880
960

64 80
18 00
27 02
23 75

775 00
255 00
49 85
15 70
64 80
18 00
14 95
15 35
14 95
15 70
13 80
1495
33 35
29 90

475 00
80 00

235 00
259 00
315 00
365 00
499 00
44900

148 00
296 00

181 DO

181 00
157 00
217 00
247 00
247 00
108 00
108 00
235 00
235 00
195 00
335 00

Miscellaneous

DRAE Wavemeter
130 30W Dummy load
L100 100W Dummy load
L200 MOW Dummy load
CT300 300W Dummy load
DRAE 2m Pre-set A T U

TOKYO HI -POWER
HC200 10-80 HF Tuner
HC400 10-160 HF Tuner

SWITCHES
Sigma
Welz
Wel:
Drae
Drae

2 way 'n' Skts
2 way 50239
2 way 'n' Sifts
3 way S0239
3 way 'n' Skts

27 50
805

35 20
42 55
69 00
14 50

82 50
176 00

19 95
22 95
41 90
15 40
19 90

SPEC AL OFFER FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON
The STAR MASTERKEY has proved to be extremely popular with our customers and now, for the Christmas
period only, we will be giving one away to every customer who buys a new h.f. transceiver from us. This is a
limited period offer but it applies to any h.f. transceiver thay you buy.

Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a happy New Year - Tony G4CLX tea

BARCLAYCARD

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge
West Midlands
Tel: Stourbridge (0384) 390063/371228

Allow Ten Days for Delivery
Open Monday thru Saturday.
Instant H.P. subject to status.

Access. Barclaycard and real money.
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AMATEUR Amp
ELECTRONICS Bar LTD

YAESU PRODUCTS
FT -757G X

FC 757AT

FP-757GX

FP-757HD

FIF-65

FIF-80

FIF-232C

FAS 14R

MMB 20
FP 700

FC-7(X)

FP 757GX

HF transceiver gen coverage all modes 739.00
Automatic antenna tuner 255 00
Switched mode PSU - 50°, duty 160 00
Heavy duty PSU - 1000c duty 175 00
Computer interface Apple II 47 15
Computer interface NEC 109 25
Computer interface RS -232 57 00
Remote antenna selector 64 40
Mobile mount 18 00
Matching power supply 150 00
Matching antenna unit _ 10400
When purchased with FT-757GX 100 00

APhiaiiii ki.11.164Kham.. &AAA&

FT-757GX £739

TELEPHONE 021-327-1497/6313 BY FAR THE LARGEST

PHONE THE REST THEN PHONE THE BEST FOR FAST DELIVERY, PROMPT

MMB-I1
NC11C

CSC -1A

YHA 15

YM-49
YH-1

SB-2
MF 1A3B
YM-49
MF-1A3B
SB-2

FT 209R

FT 209RH

NC -15

NC -18

NC -9C

FF 5010X

LB

OTR-24D

YH 55

YH-77

Mobile mount
Charger
Case

Antenna telescopic (spare)
Helical antenna
Spkr mic
Headset mic
Switching unit
Mob, e Tic
Spkr mic
Mobile boom mic
Switching unit
2m synth FM handle 350mw/3W
2m synth FM handle 500mw/5W
Base stn chargeradaptor
Standard charger 1FNB-41
Standard charger IFNB-31
Low pass filter
Log book
World Clock
Headphones
Headphones (lightweight)

30.00

11.50

5.00

6.15

7.65

2020
14.95

13.80

1200
2020
18.00

13.80

239.00

249.00

5900
9.60

9.60

19.90

2.30

33.35

15.35

14.95

FT -726R £775

XF-8 9KC

XF.8 9KCN

FRG 8800

i-RV 8800

FT -726R

21 22 28

50 726

430.726

SAT 726

XF-455MC
FT -290R

FL 2010

CW filter 1600 Hz)
CW filter Hzl
Gen coverage Rx. 150 kHz -30 MHz.
AM CW SSB NBFM
Convener 118-174 MHz
Multimode transceiver 2n1 fated
HF module

6m module
70ctn module
Duplex module
300Hz CW Filter ICerainicl
2m Portable mobile base multimode
IOW linear for above

19.95

19 95

475.00

80 00

775 00

210 00

185 00

255.00

95 00

44.85

299.00

39 00

FRG -9600 £449

AGENTS
SHROPSHIRE

Syd Poole, G31MP, Newport. SALOP 109521 812134

NORTH STAFFS
Bob Ainge. G4XEK 105381 754553

WALES & WEST
Ross Clare, GW3NWS 106331 880 146

DUAL BANDER

FT-2700RH £499

MH-12A2B Spkr mic
MMB-2I
YH-2
PA -3

FNB 3

FNB-4
FBA 5

FT -203

Mobile Mount
Headset Inc
DC adaptor
108V ban pack
12V pan pack
Bat case for 6AA dry cell
2m synth handle thumbwheel tuning
 FNB-3

FT.203 2m synth handle thumbwheel tuning
FNB-4 199.00

FT -203R 2m synth handle thumbwheel tuning
FBA -5 (accessories as for FT -209R) 175.00

FT-2700RH Dual band receiver 2m and 70cm Full
duplex Scanning priority 10 mems
Dual VFO 499.60

FVS-1 Voice synthesiser module 20.70

FT -270R 2m FM transceiver 25W Scanning
mems. Dual VFO 315.00

FT170RH 2m FM transceiver 45W. Scanning
mems. Dual VFO 365.00

RrS-1 Voice synthesiser 270R 270RH 20.70
YHA -44 x wave helical antenna 7.65

16 50

7 65

1535
18.00

30.65

34.90

650

195.00

YH 1

SB 2
MF 1A3B
YM-49
YH1

SB 2

MF-1A3B
FT 980

SP 980

F G 757AT

FIF-232C

FIF-65

FIF 80

XF- 8 9HC

XF-8 9HCM

XF-8 9HCN

XF-455MC

XF-455MCN

NC -8C

NC -7

NC 9C

S. EAST MIDLANDS
AjH 1 R11 Rugby

75473

EAST ANGLIA
Eastern Comms. 31 Cartlemarket St.

Norw,y6 Te 0603 667186

Headset mic
Switching unit
Mobile boom mic
Spkr mic
Headset mic
Switching unit
Mobile boom mic
HF transceiver with gen coverage RX
(CAT system)
External speaker with audio filter
Automatic antenna tuner
Computer interface RS -232
Computer interface Apple II
Computer interlace N E C
CW filter 1600 Hz)
CW filter (450 Hz)
CW filter 1300 Hz)
CW filter (ceramic)
CW filter (ceramic)
Base stn charger adaptor 208 708
Base stn charger 208 708
Standard charger

14 95

13 80

18 00

20 20

14 95

13 80

18 00

1450 00

7895

255.00

57 00

47 15

10925

28.75

2920
29.90

49.85

44 85

64.80

34 65

9.60

FT -980 £1,450
YHA -44D 1/2 DC gounded antenna 9.95
YM-24A Spkr mic 23.75
PA -3 DC adaptor 1800
MMB-10 Mobile mount 765
FNB-2 Battery pack 2722
FBA -2 Battery pack adaptor 1NC8A-NC-71 3.85
FT -703R 70cm handle thumbwheel tuning -

FNB-3 235.00
FT -703R 70cm handle thumbwheel tuning

FNB-4 (Accessories as for FT -209 -

krztrJR
FT -203R(

70cm handy portable synthesiser
239.00

13 options) from 239.00
FRV-7700 A VHF converter 4920
FRV-7700 B VHF converter 49 00
FRV-7700iC VHF converter 49 00
FRV-7700,13 VHF converter 4900
FRV-7700/E VHF converter 49.00
FRV-7700/F VHF converter 49.00
FRT-7700 Antenna tuning unit 4985
FRA-7700 Active antenna 43.70
FF-5 Filter 10.75

SOUTH WEST
Uppington 12-14 Pennywell Rd.

Bristol Tel 0272 557732

FREEPOST -
MAIL ORDER
ENQUIRIES

Amateur Electronics Ltd.
FREEPOST
Birmingham B8 1BR

510-512 ALUM ROCK ROAD,
ALUM ROCK, BIRMINGHAM B8 3HX

4 Please mention HRT when replying to advertisements. G4NXV. HAM RADIO TODAY JANUARY



ARE AMATEUR RADIO
EXCHANGE LONDON

RETAILER IN THE COUNTRY TELEPHONE 01-992-5765/6

ATTENTION, FREE POST SERVICE, KEENEST PRICES & EXCELLENT PART EXCHANGE

YAESU ANTENNAS
M150-GSX 2m whip 7.35

RSL-435S 70cm Ya over Ye , whip 28.50

RSM 4M Mag mount for above 16a5

MICROWAVE MODULES
MML14430LS Inc preamp 113w I.pl 82 90

MML144/50S Inc preamp, switchable 92.00

ML144/100S Inc preamp (10w lip) 149.95

MML144/100HS inc preamp (25w I/p) 149 %

MML144/100LS me preamp 11/3w 1/p1 16535

MML144/200S Inc preamp (3/10/25 lip) 299.00

MML432'30L Inc preamp (1/3w Pp) 145.00

MML432!50 inc preamp 110w 1'0 Inas
MML432 100 linear 110w lip) 299.00

B.N.O.S.
LPM 144-1-100 2m, IW in, 1013W out, preamp 181.00

LPM 144-3-100 2m, 3W in, 1011W out, preamp 181.00

LPM 144-10-100 2m, 10W in, 100W out, preamp 197.00

LPM 144-25-160 2m, 25W in, 160W out, preamp 217.00

LPM 144-3-180 2m, 3W in, 180W out, preamp 247.00

LPM 144-10-180 2m, 10W in, 180W out, preamp 247.03

LP 144-3-50 2MN, 50W out, preamp 108.00

LP 144 10-50 2M, 10W out, preamp 108.00

LPM 432-1-50 70cm 1W in, 50W out, preamp 197.00

LPM 432-3-50 70cm 3W in, 50W out, preamp 191.00

LPM 432-10-50 70cm, lOW in, 50W out, preamp 167.00

1' I:hi-in:7T '

70cms
432-58
432-197, ATV

432-17X
432-17T

2M
144-5

144-71

144-8T

144-14T 14 Ele 46 71

144-19T 19 Ele 55 88

t44 -6X 6 Ele Crossed 39 75

144 -GP Ground Plane 14.41

4M
70 3 3 Ele 30.12

70/5 5 Ele 45.74

POWER SPLITTERS
70cms 2 Way 19.55

4 Way 23.00

2M 2 Way 25.50

4 Way 28.75

NOW IN
STOCK

5 Ele 16 95

19 Ele 35 60

17 Ele Crossed 49 17

17 Ele Long 3920

5 Ele 19.55

7 Ele 24.15

8 Ele Long 3126

DATONG PRODUCTS
PL1

VLF

FL2

FL3

ASP P
ASP A
ASP
D75

D70
MK
RFA

AD270-MPU
AD370-MPU
MPU
DC14418
PTSI
ANF
SRB2

Gen Con Con
Very low frequency cony
Multi -mode audio filter
Audio filter for receivers
r I speech clipper for Trio
r f speech clipper for Yaesu
As above with 6 pin coon
Manual RF speech clipper
Morse Tutor
Keyboard morse sender
RF switched pre -amp
Active dipole with mains p s u
Active dipole with mains p s u
Mains pown unit
2m convene.
Tone squelch unit
Automatic notch filter
Auto Woodpecker blanker

137 40
29 90

89.70
129 00

82 80
82 813

89.70
56 35
56 35

137 40
33 90
51 75
6900
690

39 67

45 03
67 85
8525

TOKYO HY POWER
ATU's
HC 200 HF bands ATU 200W PEP
HC 400L HF bands ATU 350W PEP

LINEARS VHF
HL 30V 30W 2m linear 0.5-3W input
HL 35V VHF linear 0.5.5W 13W in 30W out)
HL 82V

HL 110V

HL 160V

HL 160V25

LINEAR UHF
HL 20U

HL 30U

HL -60U

HL 120U

PREAMPS
HRA 2
HRA-7

85W 2m linear 10W input
110W 2m linear
160W 2m linear lOW input
160W 2m linear 25W input

20W 70cm linear
30W 70cm linear
60W 70cm linear lOW input

120W 70cm linear 10W input

2m mast head pre -amp
70cm mast head pre amp

82.95

175.75

4510
69.95

144.49

199.00

244 52

20915

82.90

119.00

198.99

356.85

9489
10329

We
would

like to thank

all those people that
have supported us

during the past year
and to wish all
HRT readers a

Joyful Christmas and
a Healthy and

Peaceful New Year

130

T100

1200

BL4OX

BL50A

SA450N

SA450M

YM1X

Insulators
AE EGG

AE DOG

TOYO
T430

1435

HI -MOUND MORSE KEYS
HK702 Up down keyer marble base
HK703 Up down keyer
HK764

HK705

HK706

HK708

HK802

HK803

HK808

MK704

MK705
KENPRO
KP100

KP200

Up down keyer
Up down keyer
Up down keyer
Up down keyer
Up down solid brass
Up down brass
Up down keyer
Twin paddle keyer
Twin paddle keyer marble base

Squeeze CMOS 230 13 8v
Memory 4096 Multi channel

30 Watt 3 5-500 MHz dummy load
100 Watt 3 5-500 MHz dummy load
200 Watt 3 5-500 MHz dummy load
50 ohm -50 ohm 1-I Balun 1kw pep
50 ohm -50 ohm 1-1 Balun 4kw (pepl

2kw (cwl
2 way antenna switch, 'N'

connectors

8.05

3520
42 55

16.90

19.84

18.40

2 way antenna switch S0239

connectors 14 49

3 5-150 MHz 120 Watt SWR/PWR
meter 21 49

Ceramic egg insulator 0.40

Ceramic dog bone insulator 060

144 432 120W 44 65

144 432 200W 49.35

30 95

29 35

19 95

15 49

16.96

14 95

86.31

82 64

39 95

13 50

25 65

82.50

169.50

COMING SOON
* FT 770 70cm Mobile *

All the features of the FT 270
but on 70cms

NORTHERN
Holdings, 45 Johnston St.
Blackburn Tel 0254 59595

EAST MIDLANDS
R A S Notts, 3 Farndon Green,

Wollaton Park. Nottingham Tel 0602 280267

YORKSHIRE
A.J Hooker. 42 Nether Hall Rd..

Doncaster Tel 0302 25690

373 UXBRIDGE ROAD,
ACTON, LONDON W3 9RN

FREEPOST -
MAIL ORDER
ENQUIRIES

Amateur Radio Exchange
FREEPOST
London W3 9BR
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UMPLgulhifl
Win aerials for mobile, fixed and portable use on the

UHF, VHF and HF bands!
Are you radiating into a piece of wet string?
Why waste those valuable watts? Poor inefficient
aerials lead to poor weak signals and can be the
cause of RFI, BCI or TVI. Anyone who wants

their signal to be heard knows that the first
requirement is for a good effective antenna. In
this month's competition we have aerials for HF,
VHF and UHF to be won.

So read on and anSWeR the
following mind boggling questions
you could be one of the lucky
winners.. .

1. The HB9CV antenna is named
after the Swiss amateur who
designed it:

A True B False

2 . Its 'E' plane radiation pattern is

C omni directional D cardioid
E bidirectional.

3. You have a half wave vertical
dipole on 2 m, spaced 1/2 wave from
a 2" diameter mast. The dipole faces
due north from the mast. Maximum
radiation is

F due north G east and west
H omnidirectional I due south

4. The radiation pattern from a
G5 RV type of antenna varies
depending on the band you are
operating on:

J True

5. Your transmission line has a loss
of 15dB and does not have an aerial
attached. When a VSWR bridge is
inserted at the transmitter end and
power is applied, the reading will be
approximately:

K False L1.25:1 M1 5 :1 N infinity

6. You have an aerial with a quoted
gain of 6dB. Your transmitter runs
25 watts output when correctly
terminated. Assuming no feeder or
connection losses what is the ERP
you would expect from your antenna
system?

0 200 W P50W 0100W

WHAT YOU CAN WIN
1st. Multi P6 mobile antenna for 2m and 70cm from
R Withers Communications and is valued at approximately £40.
2nd. The QD double quad 2m antenna for base station use
from Halbar antennas valued at about £20.
3rd. A half size GSRV HF antenna for 10, 15, 20, 40 and
80m from AL UK Ltd valued at £16.50.
4th. An HB9CV for 70cm an ideal aerial for portable use
and fox hunting valued at £9.50.

Complete fully and clearly, if you are the winner, this will be used
as a label. Post to Antenna Competition, Ham Radio Today, 1
Golden Square, London, W1 R 3AB. The closing date is first post
on 1 2 th January 1 9 8 6 .

NAME
ADDRESS

post code
Your choice of question answers ie B D Q etc

How To Enter
Look at the questions nearby. Each question has a number
of possible answers. Choose which you think are the
correct answers and write them in sequence on the coupon
below.
IMPORTANT: write your choice of the order on the back of
the envelope in addition to the coupon. Send your entry to
Antenna Competition, Ham Radio Today, 1 Golden Square,
London, W1 R 3AB. Closing date is first post 1 2th January
'86.

Complete the coupon fully and clearly, if you are one of
the winners this will be used as a label. You may enter as
many times as you like, but each entry must be on an
official coupon - not a copy - and sealed in a separate
envelope.

The Rules
Entries will not be accepted from employees of ASP Ltd,
the above companies or Garden City Press. This restriction
also applies to employees families and agents of the
companies. The 'How To Enter' section forms part of the
rules.
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ARROW
YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR RADIO

ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

5. The Street.
Hatfield Peverel.

Chelmsford. Essex

THE NAME YOU CAN TRUST FOR PRICE Et AFTER SALES SERVICE

HAVE A MERRY XMAS WITH ARROW
AND THESE SUPER YULETIME BARGAINS

FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
phone with your Access, Eurocard,
Mastercharge or Visa number to

0245 IChelmslooll 361673 or 381626
Telex 995801 (ref A.0

INTEREST FREE FINANCE
Yes, you really can spread the cost of your
new rig over 6, 9 or 12 months and ARROW ARE fully
ARROW pays the interest charges for you TRi0

franchised dealers for

Three schemes: 20% deposit, balance TRIO and are now fully
stocked with all the, latest modeisover 6 monthly payments

1/3rd deposit, balance over 9 monthly
payments
50% deposit, balance over 12 monthly
payments
And remember, you pay no more than
the normal RR price
Just call us and we will send
agreement for your new gear same day,'

AuimOR.SED One of the country's
largest Yaesu stockists
you can see all the
new models at ARROW
plus get the very
best deals - take
advantage of our
Interest Free Credit or
call us for a really
keen price - Nobody
does it better'',
DAIWA produce a
marvellous range of
PSUs - see the variable
volt PS300 or the
Cross needle SWR
bridges, New 2M
RTU/SWR meter. And
some of the best HE
tuning units around.
"Bencher- Paddles
stocked and
"Vibroplex", Hi -
Mound see and try a
key or paddle at the
ARROW shops. BNOS
make some of the
finest British made
PSUs we have seen
and
the Linears are
superb with 5 year
warranty

YAESU

1p

NEW AOR2002
Send for details

The

Rotators stocked include the new
Daiwa multi -torque with up to 4
motors possible.
Also the full Daiwa range at
competitive prices, Kenpro from
KR2000RC to KR250 inc KR500
Elevation type

AUTHORISED

113 IC OM1
DEALER

IC751, IC745, R71, R70. IC271E.
IC471E, IC2E, IC4E, ICO2E. ICO4E, all
stocked with accessory ranges -
Call us for price

NEW
WEL2
RANGE
NOW IN!!

500
LINES AT

UNBEATABLE
PRICES

Send us an SAE for details of the new TET
beams with 40 metre band 11 & the
monibeains with the same gain as tullsize

PIP
Our normal despatch is one or two days gas thousands of
satisfied customers will tell you), Subject to manufacturers
supplies being available. CARRIAGE FREE on all orders of
£300 value and over IUK Mainland only)
Access and Barclaycard accept-
ed. Save time - phone over your
order with your Access or
Barclaycard number. Express delivery can be arranged on all
items for a total charge of E7.50. Please phone for details. This
offer applies to UK Mainland only.
N.B. The F O.C. carriage offer does not app;y when Express
Delivery is requested

7IS

Hatfield Peverel showrooms which
are just off the Al2 trunk road, are
open 9-5pm Mon, Tues, Weds, Fri,
Sat. Closed all day Thursdays.
Approach by road via M25 & Al2.
By rail to BR Hatfield Peverel (3
mins from shop) We will taxi you
back to rail station with heavy
equipment Buses from Chelmsford
and Colchester pass the thaw. Free
parking in our own car park. Local
repeater GB3DA R5.

Scottish customers welcome at
ARROW ELECTRONICS (SCOTLAND)
51 Hyndland Street, Partick,
Glasgow. Tel: 041-339 6445 ask for
Bill GMOARO.
Parking free outside the shop, which
is near the Clyde Tunnel and Kelvin
Museum.
Open six days (closed Sunday)
9-5.30

At ARROW ELECTRONICS
(MIDLANDS) Tel 0858 62827 you
will find Alan G4TZY who will be
pleased to assist you. Alan lives at
33 Fairway, Market Harborough,
Leics, but please telephone first.

At ARROW ELECTRONICS (WALES)
John Lewis GW8UZL waits to talk
to you in English or Welsh! John is
an expert on Satellite work &
knows all the wrinkles on FT726R
etc.
Tel 0248 714657
14 Carreg-y-gad
Llanfair-p-g
Anglesey
N Wales

07



111
CLASS B MORSE - NO
LONELY ROAD TO HF
Sir, In reply to J Palfrey's letter
regarding class B and CW operation I
would like to make the following
comments.
1. OK, so we had to do it the hard
way, no option to practice on the air,
it didn't make us any better. In fact
with the option of being able to use
CW 'live' with a critical ear on the
other end, surely it enables the class B
to iron out his/her mistakes. After all
we had to make the big jump which
could not have been very pleasant for
the CW op.
2. CW operation on 2m during the last
year or two has certainly increased,
one only has to listen to confirm that
and I live in a terrible VHF take off.
3. The business of 'all mode section'.
The general feeling I have found is
that the class B's who want to use
CW find it very hard to find any class
A's prepared to work them - more's
the pity.
3. What about those B class licensees
who have passed their CW but waiting
for special calls and still wishing to
keep their CW? Who are they
going to find in the all mode section?

Personally, and I suppose the
powers that be will pounce on me, I'm
only to willing to help and try improve
CW from those who want to learn,
whatever part of the band. Yet again I
agree that standards should be
retained. It was a shame that the
some sort of calling frequency for this
type of operation wasn't allocated.
I've always thought 144.100-150
could have been used with
identification of calls allowed on
phone, after all very few CW ops go
that far up the band.

Like Mr Palfrey, I enjoy CW very
much and encourage those who
choose to use the mode to also enjoy
it. It's no wonder operators are put off
by this sort of attitude and opt to drop
the mode once they've got through
the test.

CW is not a passport to HF, it's
the opening of a thoroughly enjoyable
form of communication and should be
encouraged not deterred.

I am a CW operator and have had
so much fun in the 21 months I've
had my G4, I only wish to pass on
some of my very novice opinions.
Sue Frost, G4WGY

P.S. Unlike the gentleman who stirred
me to put pen to paper, I hope the
variation carries on after the
experimental period I wouldn't like to
tread that lonely road again.

Sir, Further to the letter by Mr Palfrey,
G4XEN, in the November '85 issue. I
would like to defend the class B CW
experiment.

The actual variation document
contains only five conditions. These
are:
1. This variation shall remain in force,
so long as your licence remains
current, for the period 1 April 1985 to
31 March 1986 unless it is
withdrawn by subsequent notice given
by the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry.
2. Morse transmissions may only be
made from your station address and
no other location.
3. This notice should be kept with
your current licence and must be
made available for inspection whilst
the variation remains valid.
4. A breech of any of these conditions
may result in this facility having to be
withdrawn.
5. Save for the terms laid down in this
notice, under no circumstances is
operation permitted except under and
in accordance with the terms set out
in your amateur licence.

The other document issued with
the variation is headed "Notes for the
guidance of holders of amateur radio
licence (B) when using morse code"
and are only suggestions.

Since 1st April 1985, I have
made contact with 57 different
stations using CW. I have also made
contact with several of these stations
on quite a few occasions. However, it
is possible to call CQ for up to an hour
at a time without getting any replies.
This may be the reason that Mr
Palfrey has has class B operators in
the CW only section. This seems to be
due to a lack of understanding by the
majority of class A CW operators who
have not seen the variation and do not
know about the recommendations
which were made with it.

I use 144.1 55MHz with SSB
identification. I do not think that I am
wrong in using this frequency. It is
outside the 'forbidden' CW only
section and it is out of the way of the
many FM net frequencies in the all

mode section. A lot of class B stations
have joined me on this part of band
because they have been blotted out by
local FM stations who, unknowingly,
spread over them.

Whilst we are talking about
putting oneself out for the class A
ticket. I travelled from Birmingham to
Highbridge twice last year, at a cost
of £15 each time plus travelling
expenses. On each occasion, I failed
on the sending part of this test
although I had done a years course at
night school and practiced at several
class A friends' houses.

In June of this year I went to
Elveston Castle Rally and passed the
morse test. The experience of using
CW 'live' for three months and the
advantage that I could practice
whenever I wanted to gave me the
confidence to have another go.

Several of the class B CW
operators who I regularly work have
now passed the morse test but still
use the variations and their new
keyers while they wait for their new
callsigns.

I hope that the experiment
continues after 31/3/86 and is
extended to all class B licence holders.
The number of new GO stations who
now have a better idea of CW practices
and procedures is increasing. The days
when a new class A operator could be
identified by his faltering first steps on
144.050MHz is passing. Also CW is
no longer seen as a 'chore' or some
'magical mode' is being dispelled as
class B operators use and enjoy CW
whilst they are getting their speed up
for the test.

Dave Ackrill, G6 VMQ.

P.S. "The VHF Committee has been
considering several letters on the
subject of calling frequencies for class
B morse, and suggests that
144.1 55MHz is a good choice for the
144MHz band." Quoted from the
4-2-70 column by G8VR on p789
October 1985 Radio Communication.

LIGHTER SIDE
Sir, On a 2m net: "Can someone tell
me the exact length of a dipole on
20m? I need it for JOTA - I'm doing
the aerials." My only thought: What
RAE?
Andy Sillence, G4 MYS
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CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS -
THE FINAL WORD
Sir, I would like to thank both Mr
Green, G1 NAK, and Mr Biddulph,
G8DPS, for their useful comments in
conjunction with the overtone
oscillator circuit which appeared in
Practicalities (July '85). In fact, the
point I was trying to make was that
crystals can have several modes of
oscillation, fundamental and overtone
being but two. Although they are cut
for a particular mode it is still possible
to excite unwanted ones. Therefore it
is wise to make the feedback selective
so that the crystal can only oscillate in
the correct mode and on the correct
frequency.

Ian Poole, G3 YWX

RENEGGING ON PLANNING
PERMISSION
Sir, This is an unfortunate story, the
conclusion of which you may be able
to change with the help from your
readership.

What has happened? I thought I
was one of the lucky ones with
permanent planning permission for my
tower. However, Southampton
Planning Committee have now chosen
to attempt to issue a discontinuation
order with a view to the tower
removal. The grounds for the order are
based on TVI although the cause of
the problem has nothing to do with
radio and I believe the TVI is minimal.
The story is singularly unfortunate
when one considers the future
implications of the Council's action -
if they are successful nobody -
amateur or commercial users - are
safe. The planning permission would
not be worth the paper it is written
on.

I am asking you to ask your
readers to write to Southampton
Council Planning Committee (Civic
Centre, Southampton) and express
their views. Meanwhile, I continue to

fight the Council on legal grounds.
Your assistance would be greatly
appreciated.

Richard Diamond
Commercial Director
South Midlands Communications Ltd.

AMATEUR RADIO -
HOMEBREVV?
Sir, A W Sharp, G4WDB, in his letter
in the November '85 issue raised the
question "What is Amateur Radio?"

I offer a part answer. Amateur
radio is about struggling to pass the
RAE and CW test; working your first
station; working your first CW DX
station; spending all weekend building
a project only to find the last
component is missing and then
waiting all week for the component to
arrive. It is about finding out what it
was that went 'bang!'; putting up
aerials in a force 10 gale; working
portable in the rain on a hilltop; trying
to track a satellite, and building test
gear. It is going to a rally and finally
meeting the face behind the voice/fist;
working your first QRP contact on a
rig you built yourself; branching out
into computing RTTY, SSTV, VHF or
microwaves and so on.

Altogether, amateur radio is what
you are prepared to put into it. If that
is all homebrew or all ready made
gear, you'll only get out what you put
in. In my opinion, those who boast
about having the very latest rig from

' don't really know what they're
looking for in the hobby.

I endorse the comments regarding
finance firms not taking a second look
at unemployed or handicapped people,
but you don't need vast amounts to
have fun within the hobby. Kits may
not be the cheapest either (DIY design
is), but with a kit, the bugs have or
should have been ironed out.

To anyone in doubt, put your
commercial gear away and try a
homebrew transceiver by way of a
change, at least afterwards you could

be able to argue "tried it, not my
scene!"

Basil Spencer, G4YNM.

RESPONSIBLE FOR WHAT?
Sir, I was also at the AGM/EGM
(1984) of the RSGB as was your
correspondent Mr S B Rickwood. I
was disappointed at the poor way the
meeting was handled from the chair.
A lot of points were (a) not answered
and (b) not allowed to be raised.

The meeting started at 2pm and
finished at 7.05pm (with, I admit, two
short breaks), the reason for the 7.05
finish was that the building had to be
vacated, otherwise the meeting may
have gone on for another five hours.

Two final points, if as Mr
Rickwood suggests "responsible"
members "shouted down" other
members trying to make a contrary
point, then he has a very individual
view of responsibility. Surely
responsible people listen to all
viewpoints and then decide; not as it
would appear to hold fixed views and
then deny others the right to air theirs.

Lastly, it was sad to read Mr
Evans' reply to Mr Crosland's letter.
This level of personal attack serves no
one well, least of all Mr Evans and by
implication the RSGB. To lower the
level of debate to this strata serves to
point out that those in authority within
our society must be getting rattled by
the groundswell welling up against
them.

Keith S Killigrew, G6DZH

Having tried to contact Mr Rickwood,
we have found that the address he
supplied does not exist. We must ask
that all our correspondents provide full
and accurate addresses otherwise
their letters will not be considered for
publication.

Please address correspondence to
Ham Radio Today,
1 , Golden Square.
LONDON W 1R 3AB
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COMING IN IN 1986

For those of you browsing through HRT by the fireside,
fattened with festive goodies but with your wallet as

light as a feather, we bring you tidings of great joy.
The editorial staff's collective resolution for the New

Year is to demonstrate that amateur radio can be cheap,
good fun.

Ok so you're bored with two metres, morse code
gives you earache and 10 and 15m are dead anyway.
You'd like a TS940S but you already have one mortgage
and the bank manager hates your guts. You could al-
most go QRT and start collecting whisky bottle labels
instead...

Don't despair. Bear with us.
Starting next month is a new series on modifying

surplus PMR equipment for the VHF and UHF bands.
First up for the soldering iron is the Pye Pocketphone,
closely followed by the Westminster. Both nice simple
stuff. A wise person could pick them both up at a
mobile rally for under 30 sobs all in. Eh, Arfur?

We will also be looking at buying HF SSB gear on the
cheap. The LF bands are in great shape and you could

on 80-10m for under £150, make that f50
like CW. Easy, if you know what to buy.

Coming soon, Tony Bailey, G3WPO, goes back to his
roots and produces some transmitters and receivers with
absolute simplicity, novelty and cheapness as the watch-
words; tempered by his age old knowledge of the black
art of RF design. Ka-powww!

We are proud of our reputation for making new or
'difficult' subjects crystal clear. The author of our
famed E -M -E series, Dr Charles Suckling, G3WDG, will
be showing that you don't need a BSc and an arc welder
to enjoy the microwave bands. Also on the agenda is an
exploration of the link between VHF and propagation

and the weather plus a look at 'advanced' satellite
working.

Transverters from 28MHz to 6, 4 and 2m, QSL cards,
934MHz, updating the FT101ZD... We won't bore you
or force you and your family into the workhouse, al-
though we will be reviewing the TS940S...

Have a happy New Year,

Steve Ireland, G3ZZD,
Julie Darby, G1CKF,

Dave Bradshaw, G1 HRT.

NEXT
MONTH

TRANSVERTERS GALORE
Convert from HF to 4 or 6m with this

state-of-the-art design by G3WPO

A Mini Hula Antenna for 2m

Louis Varney, G5RV, tells 'The Marconi Story'

AND

The Pye Pocketphone Phoenix
Break out onto 70cm with this conversion

by Chris Lorek, G4HCL.

AKD
Armstrong
Kirkwood
Developments

AAAAAAA,
The name forwavemeters, pre -amps
and rf filters

Th

VHF/UHF ABSORBTION
WAVEMETER

Covers 120-450 MHz. Extremely
sensitive. Low profile. Requires
PP3 battery Only £24.95

2MTR PRE -AMP
18db of gain. Fail safe circuit.
Min. 25 watts through power.
S0239 connectors II A Kt"_:

Only £24.95
Both products carry a
2 year no quibble guarantee.

ALSO AVAILABLE FROM MOST LEADING AMATEUR RADIO DEALERS
Paces include VAT, postage A pecking

(Prop.) J.W. ARMSTRONG
10 Willow Green, Graham Park Estate, London, NW9. Tel: 01-205 4704

BINDERS
FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION
OF HAM RADIO TODAY

£5.20
0"8,fMAGAZINES

 SMART  EASY TO USE  TOP QUALITY g
11

inc
To ASP Readers Services, PO Box 35,

11 P&P 1Wolsey House, Wolsey Road, Hemel .41r
Hempstead, Herta HP2 IS 3 (0442-41221) te ea 0"

Please supply Ham Radio Today Binders
I @ £5.20 inc. P&P

I Years Required - 198 198 198 198

'VII =BM I

Total £ (Please make cheques payable to ASP Ltd.)

Name
Address

Please allow 21 days for delivery

ann -1
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A.R.E. Conununicalions Ltd.
38 BRIGE ST., EARLESTOWN,

PHONE: 09252-29881 NEWTON -LE -WILLOWS, MERSEYSIDE.

GREATEST EVER SALE OF

AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
The equipment offered below is new, and carries a full 12 months guarantee. Most
items have been on display at our shop or at exhibitions, but are in perfect condition.
4 only YAESU FT757GX £599 6 only YAESU FRG9600 scanning receiver £379
5 only YAESU FC757 £210 4 only YAESU FT209 £195
4 only YAESU FP757GX £99 5 only YAESU FT203 FROM £149
6 only YAESU FP757HD £135 3 only KENWOOD TS211E 2m £299
3 only YAESU FT726 with 2m band £649 3 only KENWOOD TS411E 70cms £319
4 only YAESU FT2700 dual band transceiver £379 1 only KENWOOD TW4000 duo -bander £425
5 only YAESU FT270 25w 2m transceiver £252 2 only ICOM IC3200 duo -bander £395
3 only YAESU FT270 45w 2m transceiver £290 2 only MUTEK 2-6m TRANSVERTERS £169

5 ONLY FT290 MULTI -MODE TRANSCEIVER INC. CHARGER £279

NEW UHF CONVERTOR FOR SCANNER RECEIVERS TO 1.3 GHz £89

MIXED QUANTITY OF YAESU FRV CONVERTERS FOR THE FRG7700 £49

ALINCO ROTATORS
Well tried and tested,
the now famous
Alinco EMR400 Rotator
will soon be available-
similar in specification
to the KR400 £89.00

£189

Fairmate VHF/UHF
Receiver
55-85MHZ

115-170MHZ
322-470M HZ
AM/FM

Scans 10
memories.
Scans band.
By-pass
channel

AOR 2002
The new FM Scanner
25-500 plus 800-1 3GHZ
£369

Now available -
converter for the AR2001
for extended cover

And now the ELH200 Rotator suitable
for light weight antenna up to 5 ele.
Beams can also be modified for use
as an elevator rotator.

£49.00

Sony 7600D
The amazing HF Gen.
Cover Receiver.
AM-FM-SSB

£159

WI III OM

r.=.%

FT690 6m All Mode
Similar in spec to the
famous FT290.
Now available.

"7"

£249

Phone 092-52-29881 for all mail order-Access & Barclaycard accepted
Trade enquiries welcome

All prices include VAT and are correct as we go to press

Opening hours: Tuesday-Saturday inc.
10am-5pm
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Ray Withers stands proudly? with his pink ticket.

Just some of the many
recently produced
models that were on
display at the show.

Three Return To Leicester

The Leicester show held on 25 and 26th Oc-
tober was yet another success. The HRT Radioshow
comprising of Julie, GlCKF, Dave, G4NXV, and
Trevor, G6 LPZ, returned for a second year. Trevor
Butler, G6 LPZ, reports on the show and an in-
teresting 'minor' drama.

The Leicester Amateur Radio Show has become
"the show of the year" claim the organising commit-
tee and this claim is widely supported by the traders.
In excess of 7000 people, yet another increase on
last year, visited the Granby Halls over the two days
and certainly took the opportunity to obtain the
bargains on offer.

The HRT stand was inundated with prospective
buyers of the 'Computa DX' program for the BBC,
which was displayed on the stand. This Grey Line
DX predictor created a lot of interest and we hope it
will soon be available for other home micros. Also on
display and proving a rival for enthusiasts' attention
was the Icom IC735 HF transceiver kindly loaned by
Thanet Electronics.

The show began with the initial influx of bargain
hunters on the Friday and started for one trader with
a 'pink ticket'. An unhappy and rather disgruntled
Ray Withers from Birmingham explained that he had
been approached by two men who identified
themselves as representatives of the Department of
Trade and Industry's Radio Investigation Service.
They had reason to believe that his company was
displaying some equipment which may be operated
on a frequency for which he was not licensed to
operate. Mr Withers explained to HRT tht this was in
fact a piece of equipment, model number CTI FM 24
and described as a stereo FM private studio for
community radio use, incorporating a six channel
mixer with a low power FM broadcast band
transmitter working on 88-108MHz.

"It's about the size of a cassette deck" con-
tinued Ray Withers, "and would prove exciting in
the recently anounced field of community radio."

The Department of Trade have powers of seizure
under the 1984 Telecommuniations Act, although
any offences being considered are most likely to
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Over 7000 people visited
the show over the two days.

reflect the Wireless Telegraphy Act, amended in
1984. A spokeswoman at the DTI has informed us
that the unit is still being held pending further
enquiries and that solicitors are investigating the
circumstances to decide whether or not there is a
case.

The confiscated equipment was, she said, an FM
stereo transmitter on 1 02 MHz, and that it was illegal
to import, make or sell such a radio because it could
cause interference to other radio users.

It is perhaps surprising to note that in Japan they
are used as toys and considered to be harmless ac-
cording to a Japanese trade official. They are
capable of producing only a few milli -watts, being
just a free running oscillator using a transistor
designed for audio use to 80MHz with an estimated
collector current of 150mA. At the time of seizure it
was seen to be running into a 50 ohm dummy load
and operating on a frequency of 102 .1 MHz with
wide band FM output.

Mr Withers was given a pink receipt for the
equipment and is currently waiting to hear from the
DTI. In the meantime it will be interesting to see if
other traders become more careful about displaying
new equipment, and also whether the RIS intend to
visit other amateur radio rallies in a similar manner.

After the events of Friday, Saturday might have
seemed dull by comparison. However, as usual the
crowds were bigger with many travelling a couple of
hundred miles. The crush did not seem to deter them
though with all the traders reporting good sales.

The show next year will be held on October 24th
and 25th at the same venue. As Frank Elliott,
organising committee member and exhibitor explain-
ed, it would be possibly to fill a site twice the size of
the existing one but the atmosphere might be lost
and the show would go the way of the previous
Leicester Show. Leicester was always the traders
show operated by the Amateur Radio Retailers
Association and until it moved to a new venue and
lost support was a popular date in the calendar of
many amateurs. The present exhibition is run by a
committee made up of representatives of the
Leicester Repeater Group and the Leicester Amateur
Radio Society who share the proceeds of the event.

The War Goes On

The RSGB have published an
"initial response" to the pro-
posals put forward by Mr
Lundegard, G3GJW, Mr
Smith, G4AJJ, and Mr Cros-
land, G6JNS, reported in

Radio Today, December '85.
The letter is addressed to all
members of the Society al-
though some 6000 were dis-
tributed through affiliated
clubs and societies, and is

signed by 1985 President Mrs
Joan Heathershaw, G4CHH.

The letter questions wheth-
er the three proposers for an
EGM to change the Society
have any special qualifica-
tion for this. It goes on to
criticise the proposals in

general as being existing prac-
tice, some new not very good
suggestions and some tired
old ideas that have already

been rejected.
Mrs Heathershaw recom-

mends members to look care-
fully at documents of this
type since they give no indi-
cation of the pros and cons of
the changes. She says "mem-
bers should not commit them-
selves..., until they have heard
further from the Society."

Apparently, the proxy
forms accompanying the
EGM proposals were "not
prepared with the authority
of the RSGB" and that
official forms will be issued
later "if necessary".

The letter ends with the fol-
lowing statement "The Socie-
ty is particularly concerned
that a high proportion of val-
uable HQ and volunteer effort
is being diverted away from
progressing amateur radio....
Is this what members really
want?"

AKD Competition
Winners

The first prize winner of our
AKD competition run in the
November '85 issue is Mr Hil-
ton -Jones of Wendlebury who
wins a VHF/UHF wavemeter
and a 2m preamp. Mr L Case
wins the second prize of a
VHF/UHF wavemeter and Mr
A Elcoate of Basildon wins
the third prize of a 2m pre -
amp. The ten runners up who

will each receive a TVI filter
are Mr B Court of Brighton,
Mr A Papps of Llandrindod
Wells, Mr A Adams of Ray-
leigh, Rev J Morris of Cle-
monger, Mr P Westbury of
Bournemouth, Mr J Quash

of Grimsby, Mr G McCut-
cheon of Ballyskeagh, Mr M
Brown of Slough, Mr M Ele-
ment of Shrewsbury and Mr
J Stacey of South Molton.

Congratulations to you all!

PEP Conversion
Module

In the November '85 issue,
we published a review of a
PEP conversion module in an
article entitled 'Power Meter
Add-on for SSB Signals'. Un-
fortunately, the company
who supplied us with the
module has gone out of
business. However, sole
rights to produce the module
were bought by GW Morse
Keys of Rhyl who are now

selling it at a price of £9.99.
GW Morse Keys have

just brought out a new model
of their now famous solid
brass key. This model is aim-
ed at contesters and CW en-
thusiasts who prefer a slight-
ly lighter key, although it is
still mounted on a slate base.
The key costs £34.99 plus
£2 postage and packing. Fur-
ther details on both these
products are available from
GW Morse Keys, 4 Owen
Close, Rhyl, Clwyd (phone
0745 547631.

St. Albans Rally

The first St Albans
(Verulam) Christmas Rally
will be held on 1st December
at St Albans City Hall. It starts
at 1 lam and will have club

and trade stands, a bring and
buy stall and refreshments.
Talk in activities will be
available on 2m and 70cm
and entrance is only 50p.
Further details from Hilary,
on St Albans 59318.
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Border Award for
VHF/UHF

Oswestry DARC have
announced a "Border"
award for working - or in the
case of an SWL hearing - 10
Shropshire stations and 5 in
each border county (Clwyd,
Cheshire, Staffordshire,
Hereford and Worcester and
Powys) plus one club
member. All contacts must
be on one band and only one
mode and should be made
after 31st December 1985.

Club events using
callsigns G4 TTO and
G1 ORA or special event
callsigns as yet unknown
are eligible for the award
along with any mobile or
portable stations in the
appropriate counties. To
obtain your award, send
your 'Counties List' of
stations worked or heard
(including band, mode,
date, QTH) which should
be certified correct by two
licensed operators or
SWLs, with 1 .75 to
Oswestry DARC Awards

Oswestry and District
Amateur Radio Club

BORDER AWARD
Band

Award No

THIS CERTIFIES THAT

Mode

Award Nr,

OI-

has submitted satisfactory
evidence of having

workedheard 10 stations in Shropshire and 5 in eachbordering county, plus one club member
using 0 UnOleband and mode on 144 M.H z. and above.

Award Manage

Club Stations G4 ITO & G1 ORA

onsured

Manager, Mr T Parsons,
G6 XPO, 90 Castle Street,
Oswestry, Salop, who

e

can supply further infor
mation, if required, on
receipt of an SAE.

Repeater News

Seven proposed UHF
repeaters have been submit-
ted to the DTI. They are
GB3HL, West London, on
RB3; GB3BV, Hemel Hemp-
stead, on RB1; GB3GH in
Gloucester on RB5; GB3DD,
Dundee using RB10; GB3WJ
in Scunthorpe on RB5;
GB3 RE, Chatham, using
RB11 and GB3GM, West
Glasgow, on RB12 operating
RTTY and data modes.
However, the franchises for
repeaters on channels RB1
3, and 5 will not be released
until negotiations with the
Scandinavian authorities
regarding mutual non-
interference/co-existence are
complete.

A separate batch of
24cm TV repeaters has also
been submitted, consisting of
GB3 HV, High Wycombe, on
RMT3 (FM with 1248MHz in
and 1308MHz out); GB3PV
in Cambridge, RMT2 (FM);
GB3SX, Hastings, on RMT1
(AM); GB3 GT in Glasgow on
RMT2 (FM); and GB3AF,
Durham, on RMT2 (FM).

GB3UD, the Potteries TV
repeater is now on the air on
RMT2 (FM video), input on
1249MHz and output on
1318.5MHz with sound
6MHz higher. The site is
Mow Cop, about 1000 feet
above sea level. If you have
any reports on the repeater's
operation G6UKP would be
pleased to hear them.

The Repeater Manage-
ment Group has announced
that due to financial con-
straints, the proposed open
meeting to be held in South
Wales has been postponed
until next year. A proposed
UHF repeater coverage
booklet has also been drop-
ped because the time and ef-
fort required would result in
hold ups in more pressing
matters. The RMG has
recently been reviewing its
structure and apart from
some changing of seats on
the committee, they are pro-
posing to have twenty
regional representatives
elected by the respective
repeater groups who will cor-
respond with their "Repeater
Managers" on the commit-
tee.

Active Antenna
from Dressler

Dressler have produced an
active antenna with a fre-
quency range of 50-650MHz
and a typical gain over that
range of 17dB. Called the
ARA500, it claims also to be
able to operate up to
950MHz with a gain of
10dB. The antenna is ap-
parently unique in design and
operation and "the only one
of its kind available today". It
costs £99 and is available
from Dressler UK, 191 Fran-
cis road, Leyton E10 (phone
01-558 9854).

Satellite Summary

University of Surrey
Spacecraft Control Centre
has informed us that the Rus-
sian RS satellites have been
brought back into service.
RS5 and RS7 are working well
with RS7 doing what they call
'robot duty' recently. RS8
seems to be having trouble at
the moment apparently from
its recent series of eclipses.

The insides of the SPC300
and SPC3000 antenna tun-
ing units manufactured and
sold by Cap Co Electronics
Ltd. The basic design is
similar to those produced by
the now defunct Tau
Systems, although these
units have had various
technical and mechanical im-
provements made to them,
including changing the eight
metal tie bars for Acetole

which reduces the induc-
tance. Although the SPC300
is now smaller, it is still
capable of handling up to
1 kW. The SPC300 is priced
at f 164 inc VAT and the
SPC3000 £214 both in com-
plete form. Cap Co Elec-
tronics are based at 63
Hallcroft, Birch Green,
Skelmersdale, Lancashire
(phone 0695 27948).
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Cirkit. Making it
bigger and better. ,4

Kits for the Radio Amateur
HF LINEAR PA

1 1.6-30MHz Class A power amp 15W output
from 1.0mW input. 41-00903 12750

CMOS KEYER
Automated CW keyer with side tone, provides
control of weight, speed and monitor
volume. 40-04000 119.62

CW FILTER
Neat, popular design using a two -stage audio
bandpass filter and PLI. to excavate CW
signals for noisy environments. 41-00205 110.24

4 DSB 80 160
This compact transceiver provides an opportunity
to get on 80 or 160 meters at an attractively low
cost. Max output 2W CW or PEP. Complete
kit with PCB and components, sockets
and punched case. 41-02502 173.91

DSB2
Single band transceiver with synthesized VFO for 160. 80,
30 or 20 meters. With many improvements over the
original DSB 80.
Complete kit includes PCBs for transceiver and VFO. all

,/components and punched case
i 160m 41-02605 17956

80m 41.02606 /7956
30m 41-02607 £7956
20m 41-02608 £79.56
DFM for 20 or 30m 41-02604 131.30

MINISYNTH
Pit. synthesized VFO for 10, 20 and 160m with a 10.7MHz
IF or 20. 30. 80 and 160m direct conversion. As used in the

e DSB2 but also suitable for many other designs.

h'

160m
80m

I 30m
20m
160m
20m
10m

ACTIVE SSB:CW FILTER
Designed to enhance the performance of the DSB 80 160
but will also improve the selectivity of
other direct conversion. 41-02900 115.87

Direct Conversion
Direct Conversion

41-02700
41-02701

126.96
126.96

Direct Conversion 41-02702 126.96
Direct Conversion 41-02703 £2696
10.7MHz IF 41-02704 126.96
10.7MHz IF 41-02705 126.96
10.7MHz IF 41-02706 526.96

AUDIO SPEECH PROCESSOR
Will increase voice level by up to 20dB,
allowing a DX contact to copy your voice
more easily. 41-02901

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR
Reference calibrator with outputs at 10KHz,
25KHz, 50KHz, 100KHz. 1MHz. 2MHz and
4MHz.

REWBICHRON 2
MSF clocklimer with 12 or 24 hour LED
display. Use with MSF RX 41-00506

MSF RECEIVER
60KHz receiver for the MSF Rugby time standard
transmitions. Use with Rewbichron II or
other data decoder 40-06002

AIRBAND RECEIVER
Synthesized airband RX covering I18-136MHz
with mains PSU. 40-72001

4

41-00801

11208

15.18

132.49

£1051

17935

AIRBAND MEMORY
One hundred and sixty pre-programmed
channels for the Airband RX with Ni Cad
Battery back up. 41.00303 127.40

UoSAT.2m RECEIVER
6 channel Xtal controlled NBFM receiver
covering 144-146MHz. 2 ch with AFC for
tracking satellites. 40-14406 139.90

WEATHER SATELLITE RX
6 channel. VHF weather satellite RX for the
136-138MHz band. low noise MOSFET
front-end 11.1. detector and on board
audio amp.

2m POWER AMP
144MHz linear RA to boost the output from handheld&
such as the FT290. 20W OP from 2W IP. Auto
RF switching, and RX pre -amp. 41-01404 13739

2m CONVERTER
Low noise 2m to 10m amateur band converter.
With pm -aligned helical filter to give
repeatable performance with the minimum
of alignment. 41-01306 11926

2m PRE -AMP
Miniature low noise MOSFET pre -amp for
2m amateur band. Will also tune to the
136-138MHz satellite hand. 41-01307 14.13

2m TALKBOX TRANSCEIVER
A popular alternative to the high priced 2m 'black box
The separated transmitter and receiver can be used
independantly or together to form a low priced
transceiver.
Talkbox RX
Talkbox TX
Talkbox TR

VHF MINISYNTH
PLI, synthesized VFO to cover any 2MHz band
from 133-146MHz FM modulation. CW
sidetone and 600KHz repeater offset are
also provided

70cm POWER AMP
IOW, FM, Power Amp to boost output of
handheld UHF transceivers. IOW O:P from
2W IP. Auto RF switching. 41-01505 138.00

70cm CONVERTER
Low noise 70cm to 2m converter with
Schottky double balanced mixer and pre -aligned
helical filter. 41-01405 123.00

70cm PRE -AMP
Compact 70cm Pre Amp which is small enough
to fit in virtually any receiver. 41-01506 /4.78

23cm CONVERTER
Low noise converter for the 23cm band with IF output at
either 2m or 10m.
10m

2m

WIDE BAND AMP
14-70MHz, 40dB gain max output
250mW.

MULTI BAND UP -CONVERTER
4 band converter with output on 2 metres.
Conversion from the CB. lOm, 6m and
4m band. 40-28003 534.58

MULTI BAND PRE -AMP
Designed for use with the Multi Band Up converter but
also useful elsewhere.

40-02300 142.52

41-02800 130.00
41-02801 13434
41-02802 160.82

41-02803 133.47

40-23028 12120
40-23144 12120

40-14700 16.64

10m 40-28005

6m 40-08006

4m 40-08004

FET DIP OSCILLATOR
The ever popular dip oscillator from G3WPO.
Covering IA-215MHz in 5 ranges with wavemeter.
audio output and meter indication. Complete
kit with punched case. 40-16215 121.60

ALTOBRDGE
Completely automatic SWR and power meter for
the HF bands. Power reading in two ranges
0-40 and 0-400W 40-40400 £66.00

/725
1725
1725

Bumper new edition of the Cirkit Catalogue out now,
containing 128 pages packed full of electronic
components and accessories. Available from your local
newsagents or by post from us. The Catalogue includes:

BA i TERIES  BOOKS CABLE CALCULATORS 
CAPACITORS  COMPUTER ADD-ONS  PRINTERS

CONNECTORS  CRYSTALS  FILTERS BOXES  KNOBS 0

AEROSOLS  HEATSINKS  INDUCTORS
KITS AND MODULES METERS

PCB MATERIALS  RELAYS RESISTORS

SEMICONDUCTORS  MEMORIES  MICROPROCESSORS

LEDs  LOUDSPEAKERS SWITCHES
TEST EQUIPMENT  SOLDERING IRONS  TOOLS

TRANSFORMERS

Please add 15% VAT to all advertised prices and 60p
post and packing. Minimum order value £5 please. We
reserve the right to vary prices in accordance with
market fluctuation.
Just send for our catalogue or visit one of our three
outlets at.

200 North Service Road, Brentwood, Essex. CM14
4SG -(0277)211490;
53 Burrfields Road, Portsmouth, Hampshire. P03
SEB  (0705) 669021;

Cirkit, Park Lane, Broxboume,
Hertfordshire. ENIO 7NQ - (0992) 444111.

Fro: Cirkit Holdings PLC, Park Lane,
Broxbourne, Hertfordshire. ENIO 7NQ.
I enclose £1.15. Please send me your latest
catalogue and 4 x discount vouchers!
If you have any enquiries please telephone
us on Hoddesdon (0992) 444111.

Name

Address

HRT I

Bigger Stock. Better Service.
irkit
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Por on A

'And now for something complete-
ly different.' The old Monty Python
phrase came to mind as I thought
about a long holiday and a corn -

an IC2E two metre hand-held,
modified to cover the extra 2MHz
(146-148MHz) available in VK,
and a lightweight tent for roadside

Remember 'Antarctic DXing' with VP8ANT (August
'84 HRT)? Well from there, Richard Newstead,

G3CWI, decided to take a holiday and cycle across
Australia with an IC2E for company...

plete change of climate after 21/2
years in Antarctica as VP8ANT. A
cycling trip seemed like a good
idea. I would get some exercise and
keep the costs down, but where?
The answer came in the middle of a

pile-up when the band opened to
VK. Australia, of course!
Coonawarra, Murrumbidgee,
Wagga Wagga, the QTHs rolled out
of the speaker until I could smell
the gum trees. Flat, hot, plenty of
things to see, and locals who speak
English (well nearly). Just the place
for a little bike ride, or even, as I

had plenty of time, a trans-
continental one - the full
5000kms from Perth to Sydney.

Six months later, in March
1984, I set out from Perth on a
sturdy touring bike; equipped with

camping. Getting a licence in
Australia was a breeze. After a
quick visit to the local office of the
Department of Communications I

was QRV on the Perth repeater, as
VK6ARN, explaining my plans to
the locals.

When they had stopped
laughing, one of them, a Wireless
Institute of Australia newsreader,
asked for an interview. Australian
amateur newsreaders seem to have
much more freedom than the
RSGB's GB2RS people are allowed
and they quite frequently broadcast
recorded interviews with radio
'celebrities'. The 'porn on a push
bike' was clearly going to fill the
joke -of -the -month slot, but I was
determined to have the last laugh
by completing the journey.

A Warm-up Trip
Before heading off into the

desert, I set off on a warm-up trip
to Albany, a town on the south
coast about 400km from Perth.
The first day was a nightmare - it
rained non-stop. The new bike
developed a puncture after only a
couple of miles and the rig's anten-
na dropped out of a pannier, forcing
me to re -trace my wheel -tracks un-
til I eventually spotted it lying in the
mud.

Averaging 60 miles per day an
early stop was at Busselton a town
covered by a forest of antennas.
Nearly every house had a 100 foot
mast supporting a VHF TV array. A
quick call on 2m yielded the ex-
planation that the nearest TV sta-
tion was back in Perth, a 200km
sea path, so all TV owners had to
become DXers if they wanted to
see anything.

Albany has a special place in
the record books as a high propor-
tion of VHF, UHF, and microwave
distance records are held by
amateurs living there. The reason is
the 1500km sea path into South
Australia across the Great
Australian Bight, which ensured
that the very first QSO made by
one of the locals on 23cm was a
world record!

VK6HD's QTH -A Top -

Benders Pilgrimage

Back in Perth again and con-
siderably fitter, I was ready to set
out into the desert. But first I had to
pay a trip - a pilgrimage really -
to the QTH of Mick Bailey, VK6HD.
Mick is world famous for his 1 60m
activities and over many years has
hardly missed an opening to
Europe. That Australia is not con-
sidered very rare by European
top -band DXers is entirely due to
his efforts.

He lives inland from Perth, on
top of a 1000 foot escarpment.
This, along with the fact that he
listens without fail every day ex-
plains his success on 160. When I
called round, Mick was using a
dipole at about 85 feet and we had
quite a chat about aerials for the
band - he has a large plot of land
and is keen to experiment. Many of
his experiences on 160 proved to
be similar to mine when I was ac-
tive from Antarctica. We had both
spent many hours listening to Euro-
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peans calling CQ who proved to be
completely unable to hear our fran-
tic responses. This seems to be a
feature of remote quiet QTHs in the
southern hemisphere.

From Mick's QTH, I headed out
towards Kalgoorlie over 650km of
wheatfields, scrub and desert,
covering about 1 50km a day. I had
been told to look out for VK6GD's
QTH on the way, but the only direc-
tions given were: "You can't miss
it. Just keep going for 200km and
you'll see his callsign on a

gatepost". Sure enough, it ap-
peared early on the second day and
as I had started at dawn (the
Australian dawn chorus is impossi-
ble to sleep through with only
canvas walls) I was promptly in-
vited in for breakfast and a rag -
chew.

The remainder of the desert
ride to Kalgoorlie became distinctly
uncomfortable as the landscape
became more and more desolate.
I'd been expecting the heat; but
was totally unprepared for the
swarms of biting flies that would
often give chase down the road for
many kilometres before abandon-
ing plans to eat me alive.

Camping also turned out to be a
hazardous business not only
because the softest ground had
usually been colonised by bull ants
which had a fearsome bite even
through thick layers. At night there
seemed to be a serious risk of being
jumped on by passing kangaroos.
Lying on the ground, a continuous
thud, thud, thud could be heard as
the creatures moved about. I just
had to hope that they had good
night vision, but then again, if they
could see well, they might resent
this obstruction and try to kick it
down.

Maybe the locals back in Perth
had been right all the time, perhaps
I was mad to try cycling across the
Nullarbor. After a few more days, I

decided to cheat and take a train
across the worst part of the desert
as far as Port Augusta and then
continue by bike through the Lofty
Mountains to Adelaide.

Adelaide and Melbourne

Telecom Australia's Wireless
and Telecommunications Museum,
housing a magnificent collection of
early amateur and professional
radio equipment, is one of
Adelaide's main attractions. But for

the touring amateur another must
is a visit to the local radio club. Its
QTH inside an eight storey water
tower topped by an HF beam 150
feet above ground was one of the
best I'd ever seen anywhere in the
world; yet for some reason the
membership was declining. Some
people don't know when they're
well off! Perhaps the most in-
teresting encounter with a local
during my stay was with Clarry,
VK5KL, as I had attempted in-
numerable unsuccessful 1 60m
skeds with him during my spell in
the Antarctic.

From Adelaide, I pressed on to
Melbourne where the zoo
presented one of the strangest
sights I'd seen for a while. The par-
rots' cage was fully equipped with
a wide range of microwave dishes
all beaming straight into the wire
mesh enclosure. What on earth
could it be for? Freshly cooked par-
rot? "Our parrotburgers are
squawking fresh" . . . "Wings its
way to the table" . . . Or perhaps a
new repeater system? All was
revealed by an explanatory notice
around the corner. It seemed that
whereas microwave systems in
most countries are only threatened
by the weather; in Australia they
are regarded as a dietary delicacy
by the local birds. No self-
respecting parrot down under is

satisfied unless he finishes off his
meal with a piece of crunchy
waveguide. In an attempt to control
this problem, Telecom Australia
was presenting the birds with a
wide variety of materials to find the
ones they liked least. Oh well, I

suppose there had to be a

reasonable explanation.
The final leg of the journey was

up through Canberra to Sydney, an
area extremely well covered by 2m
repeaters. One in particular, at
Bega, had a range of about 200
miles. Its position in the centre of a
narrow inhabited strip between the
sea and the Great Dividing Range
meant that with no need for inland
coverage it could use very direc-
tional beams up and down the
coast. Arrival in Sydney was
notable for the first appearance on
two metres of jammed repeaters.
Very reminiscent of home, and ap-
propriately so as my adventure was
just about over. It wouldn't do to
get too used to the uncrowded,
unhurried, nature of the 2m band
down under.

To the numerous Australian
amateurs who rag -chewed with me
while I was on the move; to pick-up
drivers who gave me a lift up many
mountain roads; and to the
kangaroos who ignored my tent out
in the bush; thank you for the ex-
perience of a life -time.
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EDITORIAL
An open New Year's card to David Evans,
General Manager, RSGB.

Dear David,

Last year you devoted two editorials in Radio Communi-
cation warning members that they should consider very
carefully who they nominate (August '85) and vote for
(November '85) for members of Council at the 1985 AGM.

I understand your concern for the well being of the
Society, but find your tone rather patronising and feel that
you are missing the point.

The point of what? Of G4AJ J's resignation from the
Council, of talk of holding an EGM to suggest radical
changes to the Society's method of operation and leaflets
being distributed at mobile rallies throughout the summer
to this effect. If you have been listening around on the
amateur bands, particularly 2m where the newly licensed
generally go, you would realise that this is not merely
'smoke' - the fire has been burning for some time now.
Between 1981 and 1984, the membership of the Society
grew by over 20% (Rad Com average circulation 29 080

in 1981, 35 405 in 1984). Those new members came into
the hobby on the crest of the CB and computing boom and
are now well established on the bands. The attitude of
many amateurs and the RSGB toward CB was very negative
and many of those members - some who still retain a CB rig
in the shack, perhaps converted to 10m these days, remem-
ber and resent this. These few members do not trust many
of the current Council members who are 'tainted' with the
old attitudes and faceless to the majority of them. They are
concerned that Council members are familiar with them
and their aspirations, not just 'the tasks which the RSGB
faces', big though those may be.

Many older licensed 'active' amateurs like myself have lost
faith in the ability of many Council members to truly
reflect or even conceive of the desires of the membership
because of their inability to understand or represent these
'new' members.

Happy New Year and thanks for your hard work last year,

Steve Ireland, G3ZZD,
Member RSGB.

H6 -SEC WORLDWIDE
Specialist Communications Distributors

ARE YOU PAYING TOO MUCH?

KENPRO
A SIGN OF TECHNICAL

EXCELLENCE

If you're looking for a handheld chances KT200EE VHF Transceiver - 140-150MHz
are you will want to be sure that you're buy- - £169 + £5.00 p&p
ing quality. For long reliable service you KT400EE UHF Transceiver - 430-440MHz
will probably have grave doubts about - £189 + £5.00 p&p
cheapy's and rightly so, but the regular Standard accessories, nicad pack - flex -
makes are so expensive. WELL AT LAST ible antenna - ear phone - hand strap -
there is a high quality alternative, the belt suspender.
KENPRO KT200EE/KT400EE. KENPRO's Full UK specification, tone -repeater shift
uncompromising quality is already well - etc.
known in the UK and now we are the Optional accessories
appointed distributors for KENPRO tran- KTSMI speaker mic. £19.50sceivers with full service back-up rein-
forced by direct factory contact, so if you KTBMC mobile charger lead £4.50
don't want to risk quality, KENPRO has the KTLC leather case £5.50
answers and for a limited period its on offer
at a special introductory price and with a
FREE CHARGER.

KTBP(H) Hi -power ni-cad pack (3w) £33.00

Brochures etc on request, instant finance available, written
details upon application.

TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

litARCL AYCARD1

VIS.4

Access
Ait".71.116....CAN

EXPRESS

584 HAGLEY RD WEST, OLDBURY, QUINTON, BIRMINGHAM B88 OBS.
TEL: 021-421-8001 TELEX: 334303G-TXAGWM

=MN
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OMEGA POWER

OMEGA POWER
14 MEREDITH ROAD, WORTHING, ESSEX BN14 8EA

Co -Ax Plugs, Sockets, Adaptors
P1 standard 50 OHM BNC plug £0.88
P2 50 OHM solderless crim type BNC £1.00
P3 chassis mounting BNC socket £0.94
P4 single hole chassis mounting BNC socket for panels up to

4mm thick £0.88
P5 single chassis mounting BNC socket for panels up to

7mm thick £0.88
P6 double ended BNC female socket
P7 double ended bnc plug/plug
P8 BNC T connector socket/plug/socket
P9 BNC T connector socket/socket/socket
P10 elbow BNC socket/plug
P11 BNC line socket female/female
P12 PL259 standard plug 9.5mm internal dia.
P13 Reducer for PL259 5.2 internal dia.
P15 standard PL259 with built in reducer 5.2mm

internal dia.
P16 Right angle PL259 for RG58/U
P17 Solderless PL259 with built in reducerfor RG58/U
P18 S0239 4 hole mounting chassis socket
P19 S0239 female/female coupler
P20 PL259 male/male coupler
P21 PL259 (push on) S0239 quick disconnect
P22 right angle PL259/S0239
P23 PL239 T connector female/male/female
P24 SO239 T connector female/female/female
P25 N type plug to BNC socket
P26 BNC plug to N type socket
P27 N type plug to S0239
P28 PL259 to N type socket
P29 Phono plug to S0239
P30 3.5mm plug to SO239
P31 BNC plug to S0239
P32 PL259 to BNC socket
P33 standard co -ax plug to BNC socket
P34 Phono plug to BNC socket
P35 Phono plug to F type socket
P36 pus in F type plug to F type socket
P37 PL259 to phono socket
P38BNC plug to phono socket
P39 F type plug to phono socket
P40 F type plug to BNC socket
P41 F type socket to phono socket
P42 PL259 plug to plug
P43 F type socket to 3.5mm jack
P44 phono socket to standard co -ax socket
P45 standard co -ax plug to phono socket
P46 TNC plug
P47 N type in line socket for RG8/9U
P48 N type in line socket for RG58
P49 N type T connector female/male/female
P50 N type single hole mounting chassis socket
P51 N type four hole mounting chassis socket
P52 N type elbow male/female
P53 N type T connector femalegenfale/female
P54 N type double ended female/female
P55 N type double ended male/male
P56 N type plug for RG58 cable
P57 N type plug for RG8 cable

£1.26
£1.97
£2.83
£2.83
£2.32
£1.13
£0.55
£0.15

£0.45
£0.88
£0.88
£0.44
£0.52
£0.68
£0.95
£1.16
£1.37
£1.44
£2.42
£1.87
£2.50
£2.28
£0.55
£0.75
£1.20
£1.20
£1.02
£1.35
£0.59
£0.57
£0.75
£0.94
£0.66
£1.13
£0.60
£2.10
£0.68
£0.52
£0.66
£2.75
£1.54
£1.54
£3.45
£1.20
£1.68
£3.1 1
£3.45
£2.00
£2.40
£1.52
£1.56

Co -Ax Relays
CR1 PCB type co -ax 50 OHM maximum input 150w PEP at

500MHZ maximum operating frequency 2.5GHZ insertion
loss .2db at 2.5GHZ supply 12VDC VSWR 1.2-1 £16.95
CR2 Mast Head changeover relay 3 N type terminated socket
2 in 1 out completely waterproof complete with DC cable and

changeover box. Frequency 1MHZ-1.2GHZ VSWR 1.2-1 at
500MHZVSWR less than1.3-1 at 1.2GHZ insertion loss.3dbat
500MHZ .6cib at 1.2GHZ power handling 50w max £79.95

Mike and Power connectors

Please note that it is the line socket on the end of the mike

MC1 2 pin in line socket
MC2 2 pin chassis mounting plug
MC3 2 pin in line plug
MC4 3 pin in line socket
MC5 3 pin chassis mounting plug
MC6 3 pin in line plug
MC7 4 pin in line socket
MC8 4 pin chassis mounting plug
MC9 4 pin in line plug
MC10 4 pin right angle line socket
MC1 1 5 pin in line socket
MC12 5 pin chassis mounting plug
MC13 5 pin in line plug
MC14 6 pin chassis mounting plug
MC15 6 pin chassis mounting plug
MC16 6 pin in line plug
MC17 7 pin in line socket
MC18 7 pin chassis mounting plug
MC19 7 pin in line plug
MC20 8 pin in line socket
MC21 8 pin chassis mounting plug
MC22 8 pin in line plug

CO-axil Cable
C1 pope H100
C2 pope RG58C/U

Telephone Accessories
T1 modular telephone t adaptors
T2 2/4a telephone master socket
T3 2/6A slave ext socket
14 5m ext leads with modular plug and socket
T5 10m ext leads with modular plug and socket

£0.65 ea
£0.65 ea
£1.40 ea.
£0.65 ea.
£0.65 ea.
£1.45 ea
£0.70 ea
£0.75 ea.
£1.65 ea.
£1.40 ea
£0.80 ea
£0.75 3a.
£1.65 ea
£0.80 ea
£0.80 ea
£2.30 ea.
£1.35 ea.
£1.15 ea
£2.05 ea.
£1.45 ea.
£1.20 ea.
£1.20 ea.

£0.75 p.m.
£0.30 p.m.

£2.50 ea.
£3.50 ea.
£3.00 ea
£2.50 ea.
£4.00 ea.

AC Power leads
AC1 3 pin IEC plug and lead right angle with 2m cable

250v AC 6 amp Yaesu Trio mains lead £2.50 ea.
AC2 3 pin IEC plug and lead straight with 2m cable

250v Ac 6 amp Yaesu Trio mains lead £2.50 ea.
AC3 2 pin fig 8 type plug with 2m cable £1.00 ea.

Trimming Tools
TT1 complete set of 4 double ended trimming tools

Hexagonal and rectangular heads £1.75 ea

DC Power Sockets
DC1 centre hole 2.1mm dia shaft length 10mm
DC2 centre hole 2.5mm dia shaft length 10mm
DC3 centre hole 2.1mm dia shaft length 14mm
0C4 centre hole 2.5mm dia shaft length 14mm

£0.25 ea
£0.25 ea.
£0.25 ea
£0.25 ea.

P&P £1.00. Co -ax 10p p.m. All mail will be sent by normal post
unless otherwise requested.
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Linear

I suppose that many new licensees
to VHF, like myself, either acquire
an FM mobile or multimode rig.
Most of the popular multimodes

ment beams are in the minority. So
an amplifier of some description is
needed to increase station ERP
levels.

If you have a 2m multimode rig with only 1-3 watts
out, this amplifier design from Geoff Pike, GI1JEQ,

offers up to 80 watts on

tend to compromise on RF power
output because of the cost and
limited space. The Yaesu FT290R
is an example with only 2-2 /2 watts
of RF available.

It is not long before you
discover that DX with only 2-21/2W
and a 9 or 14 element beam rarely
exists unless you live on a moun-
tain top. However for local work,
this power level is more than ade-
quate. So for most of us in average
VHF locations with relatively low
power outputs but able to hear dis-
tant stations or beacons it is then
necessary to increase the ERP of
the station.

For most people 9 or 14 ele-
ment beams are the limit, the lucky
few with room for stacked 17 ele-

Most of my 2 metres opera-
tion is on SSB; so the amplifier re-
quirements were for about
70-80W but only for the reduced
duty cycle inherent in SSB opera-
tion. This amplifier is primarily in-
tended for SSB operation and so
not for 100% of the duty cycle in
RTTY or FM. However, with
suitable caution, it can be used for
these higher duty cycles.

Transistors vs Valves

Although valves are the un-
disputed generators of RF power
and semiconductors for high power
VHF use are very expensive, it was
thought that using transistors
would be more practical, especially

if a PSU is already available. This
was the position in my case - not
everyone is at home with 2kV
power supplies - a typical power
level needed for a QQV06/40 valve
in SSB service.

It should also be remembered
that if you price out a valve design,
for a similar power output, the cost
involved can be quite surprising.
Over two thirds of the cost of this
amplifier is made up of the VHF
power transistors, so some care
should be exercised during the tune
up procedure. The total cost of this
amp should not exceed E1 per watt
which compares favourably with
commercially available units.

VHF power transistors are
available from a variety of sources
including Motorola, Thomson-CSF
and Solid State Scientific. The
choice of the MRF247 - a linear
version of the MRF245 - for the
output transistor, and a 2N6082
driver was made on the basis of
ready availability including informa-
tion on their specification. It is,
however, possible that some of the
Thomson-CSF transistors eg the
SD1416 could be substituted for
the MRF247 - it may also be
marginally cheaper.

Motorola specify minimum
gains for the 2N6082 of 6.2dB
(4.2 times) and 7.0dB for the
MRF247 (5.0 times). This is a total
of 1 3.2dB or a 21 times power gain
- in theory this is the worst possi-
ble gain. With an average FT29OR
(2 watts output), this amplifier will
improve it by 2 x 21 = 42 watts. In
practice, the real lower limit is
about 65 watts - more typically
75 watts - which implies an
overall gain of about 1 6dB ( x 40).

It cannot be stressed enough
that many factors will affect the
stage gains in the amplifier in-
cluding the capacitor types, board
earthing and output relays. My two
versions gave 65 and 80 watts
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Fig.1 The circuit diagram for
this 80W SSB linear
amplifier.
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respectively. The driver stage,
rated at 25W output, showed a
stage again of about 81/2dB. An
overall deviation of about + /-1 dB
should be expected.

Finally, care should be taken to
not run the amplifier at more than
80 watts, especially on 100% duty
cycle operations.

The Circuit

This is best described in two
halves, the driver, 2N6082, and
the output stage MRF247 (see
Fig.1).

The driver stage consists of a
single stud mounting device the
2N6082, which is rated 25W with
a minimum gain of 6.2dB at
175MHz, 8dB being typical at
145MHz. This stage brings the 2W
input level up to a maximum of
about 14W for driving the
MRF247. The input from RL1 to
the 2N6082 (Q2) is impedance
matched via C1 ,C6,L1,C9,C10.
The impedance at 140MHz is

1.29 + j 1.3 ohms which means it
is inductive in nature. This is
cancelled by an equal and opposite
capacitive reactance made up from
C9 and C10. This should leave the
input impedance purely resistive
over the 2m band.

Impedance transformation to
50 + j0 ohms is accomplished by
the C1,C5,L1 network. C1 is fixed
in value to make tuning easier, and
although this compromises the net-
work Q slightly, the input SWR on
the prototypes was less than
1.5:1.

As the transistor is required for
SSB operation, a small standing

current is required for class AB
operation. As the input power is
less than 3W a simple diode/
capacitor/resistor combination is
used. R2 sets the approximate bias
current, but adjusting R3 will give a
measure of fine adjustment. The
bias is set for 25mA on the collec-
tor of Q2. The bias network is RF
decoupled from Q2 base via a

choke L9 made from two ferrite
beads and a low resistance 3/4W
resistor. Further RF decoupling is
provided by C8, and audio decoupl-
ing via C7, which prevents current
sag with voice peaks.

L2 is wound with silver plated
copper wire and decouples the out-
put RF from the supply rail. C11
and C12 provide further decoupling
and are fitted beneath the PCB with
the shortest possible lead length.

The output network L3, C14
and C13 form another L,C,C im-
pedance matching network to
transform the output impedance to
approximately 50 ohms before
driving the input network of Q3.
The output impedance of Q2, like
its input impedance, varies with
power and is inductively reactive at
145MHz. This inductive reactance
is not formally cancelled before im-
pedance matching into 50 ohms.
L3 is an airline inductor etched on
the top copper foil, with the bottom
ground plane removed. These are
not micro -strips, they are an ac-
curate way to form low value in-
ductors with a good degree of
repeatability. The calculated value
for L3 was 25nH and although the
input coil L1 is 20nH, it was con-
venient in terms of layout to wind
this coil. This also offers some

adjustment to the input VSWR if
needed.

The Output Stage
The MRF247 has a minimum

gain of 7.0dB at 1 75MHz which is
approximately a 5 times power gain
when driven from the driver stage it
should produce some 14 x 5 = 70
watts output.

The input is approximately at
50 ohms which is matched to the
input of the transistor by a "T" net-
work consisting of L4 and C15 -
the input impedance at 1 50MHz is
0.55 4- j1 .13 ohms. The series in-
ductive part is cancelled by C16, a
mica wrapped capacitor with a low
parasitic inductance, the value of
which varies depending on how it is
mounted on the PCB. Mica wrap-
ped capacitors should be mounted
value side uppermost, and should
be used because of the high cir-
culating RF currents. Silver mica
and ceramic types will tend to over
heat and change values, or
sometimes explode if used in place
of the wrapped mica variety.

L4 is another airline inductor
and is tuned with a mica compres-
sion trimmer which is located ap-
proximately 40mm from C16 on
L4.L6 is a self supporting RFC in
conjunction with a PC inductor
which is decoupled from the supply
lines via C19-21. The output of the
MRF247 is matched into the load
via L5 and C18 and with inductive
output reactance cancelled using
C17, another mica wrapped
capacitor.

The position of C18 can be
varied slightly on L5 to peak up the
output power. However, the posi-
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tion indicated on the layout should
be about correct, The RF output is
DC isolated by C25 first before
passing to RL2. The bias network
for the output transistor was
originally a diode/resistor system
as used for Q2, but as the power
drive to the output stage was in-
creased, the bias finally went
negative which dropped the tran-
sistor out of class AB and deep into
class C. This tendency to turn itself
off with increasing power was
reduced by using an emitter
follower bias stage Q4. The output

of this configuration is
very low and any further tenden-
cies for the bias to go -ve has been
eliminated.

Bias current is adjusted by
means of VR1 and D5 and D6 pro-
vide thermal compensation. D6 is
physically on top of Q3 and is
smeared with heatsink compound.
The bias current is set at 80mA and
with Q3 cold, L7 and C22 decouple
any RF from the supply lines. L8, a
six hole ferrite sleeve, with C23
isolates RF from Q3 reaching the
bias network. C24 a 220 uF elec-
trolytic provides a low audio
impedance path and also prevents
sag in the bias current during voice
peaks.

T/R Changeover

A small amount of RF is taken
via C2 to the voltage doubler, D1,
D2, D3, which in turn operates
common emitter stage Q1, a

BC108. SSB hang time delay is
controlled mainly by C5 although
this can be S.O.T. if a different
delay is needed. D3 removes back
EMF from Q1 and C4 decouples RF
from Q1's collector. Direct PTT
operation is possible by a suitable

connection to this stage. The small
DC voltage that is available on
FT290s on Tx may switch this
stage.

In the receive position, RL1 and
RL2 are connected together by PC
link of 20swg wire. RL1 passes the
little input needed but RL2 passes
all the output power and is also part
of the output network. Due to the
dielectric losses within the relay,
overheating can occur on full
power on FM and eventually this
will lead to failure of the coil. Full
power operation on FM is therefore
not advised, nor should the output
relay be substituted unless the
position of C18 is changed to suit
it.

It is suggested that a suitable
bandpass or lowpass filter is fitted
in the feeder for adequate harmonic
suppression. However in practice
no harmonic problems have occur-
red with these amplifiers in their
present form.

No Receive Preamp

Probably noticed by its absence
I have not included a preamp in this
design because I think it is in the
wrong place to do any good. It
would also involve extra relay swit-
ching and expense - money better
spent on a good masthead moun-
ting unit.

Heatsinking and Power
Supplies

It cannot be stressed enough
that a good power supply is needed
to run this sort of amplifier correct-
ly. A minimum requirement is 1 5A
at 13.8V either from a regulated
mains PSU or a float charged bat-

tery in good condition. You should
also monitor the collector current
when tuning up and whilst in use.
Some form of over voltage shut
down or audible warning is sug-
gested as a rise in supply voltage
could be catastrophic. Normal cur-
rent consumption will be
somewhat dependent on antenna
SWR but should not exceed
11-12A at 80W. It is worth noting
that a 1V drop in the power supply
voltage at 80W will reduce the
available power output by 10
watts, if the supply falls to about
10V then only 40W can be ex-
pected.

The heatsink required for this
amplifier is expensive to buy but
cheap to make. The thermal
resistance calculations indicate
that a heatsink with an RO of
0.5°C/W should be used. This is
greater than calculated but does
give some margin of safety in case
of operation in relatively warm en-
vironments. The device dissipation
is given by: Pd = DCin + RFin-
RFout. So, Pd = 152 + 14 - 80 =
85W.

Defining operating parameters:
Tj = max junction temperature
(150°C);
Ta = ambient temperature (30°C);
Rd = dissipated power (85W);
ROj -a = (1 50-30)/85 equalling
1.41°C/W, which also equals (Tj-
Tal/Pd.

The thermal resistance of the
heatsink ROs-a which equals (130j-
c-R0c-s)
where ROja = thermal resistance
junction to ambient; ROj-
c- thermal resistance junction to
case; ROc-s = thermal resistance
case to heatsink.

R0j-c is 0.7°C/W from the data
sheet and it is assumed that the
value of ROc-s is of the region of
0.08-0.1 °C/W, although this is
dependent on the heatsink com-
pound and heatsink flatness in the
region of the transistor mounting
flange. So, ROs-a = ROj-a-IROc-s)
which equals 1.41-(0.7 + 0.1) =
0.61 °CW. Thus a heatsink of 0.5°
CW thermal resistance should more
than adequately prevent the
junction temperature of 15°C
being exceeded up to a 30°C
ambient temperature.

In the second part of this arti-
cle, Geoff will describe the con-
struction and tuning up procedure.
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Quite simply,
a new benchmark
in 2metre handheld
performance and
value!
ALM~203E
ICS are proud to introduce the new ALM-203E 2 metre
hand held transceiver from Alinco International.
This push button, keypad operated transceiver is housed
in a robust high impact plastic/cast aluminium case. and
provides all the most wanted features needed for
pleasurable 2 metre operation - but at a price similar to
that of comparable thumb wheel operated units Quality
and reliability levels are up to the highest Japanese
standards,

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE II Programmable Repeater
400mAlI NI -CAD Battery Offset

Pack. EBP-5N (Giving 3 Repeater Tone Burst.
Watts output). Multifunction LCD Display.

11 AC Battery Charger. EDC-5. III Programmable Call Channel.
Belt Clip. 12.5KHz Channel Spacing.
Antenna and Hand Strap. 144 - 146MHz Transmit.

140 - 160MHz Receive.
FEATURES

Up to 5 Watts Tx output (with OPTIONS

DC DC converter). Leatherette Case.
Battery Save Rx Mode. (only DC, DC converter giving
5mA current drain on 5 Watts output
standby). DC Lead

III 10 Memory Channels Speaker microphone.
Programmable Scan Mobile Charger Stand
Features. (mounts inside car window).
Built in S' Meer  30 Watt Amplifier

COMING SOON
ALR-206E 25 Watt Mobile Transceiver.

WANT TO KNOW MORE? Send us a QSL to obtain a
detailed, four colour brochure on the ALM-203E.

ICS ELECTRONICS LTD.
Dept. HR. ,

P.O. Box 2, Arundel,
West Sussex BN18 ONX.
Telephone: (024 365) 590.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED. Callers by appointment.

All prices include VAT @ 15%
Price may vary according to
prevailing exchange rates.
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Trio TR7010

This is a popular 2m rig
available increasingly on
the second hand markets.

Here Stephen Dyke,
G3ROZ, fills in the
essential details the

handbook leaves out.
The Trio 7010 2 metre SSB
transceiver can now be bought for
about £70-£ 100 second-hand and
is a very good buy. To be honest, I
doubt if I would swap mine for any
mobile rig made today. Fitted with
the 3SK88 pre -amp I find, power
for power, anything that hears me I
can hear; but what I have with the
7010 that, I suspect modern rigs
don't have is an 'S' meter that

First published in the South Essex ARS newsletter 'EARS
moves precisely 6dB per point over
the range. This makes it a very han-
dy measuring receiver for use in the
shack! If Trio always pay such at-
tention to detail it is a pity that
more of their products do not fall in-
to my specification price range -
but time will cure that

What's It Got

The rig is virtually an up-market
"Liner 2" type of design, where
up-market means the bandpass
filters are included after the mixers
- and multi -pole ones at that - to
produce a cleaner VHF output

BAND "A" BAND "B"
CH XTL.41. 3 x41 XTL.8. 3 x41 + x8 +10.6985 XTL.8. 3 x41 + x8 +10.6985

1 41.7005 125.1015 133.5015 144.200 133.6015 144.3000
2 .7002 .1066 8.40 .5066 .2051 8.50 .6066 .3051
3 .7038 .1114 .5114 .2099 .6114 .3099
4 .7055 .1165 .5165 .2150 .6165 .315
5 .7005 .1015 .5215 .2200 .6215 .32
6 .7022 .1066 8.42 .5266 .2251 8.52 .6266 .3251
7 .7038 .1114 .5314 .2299 .6314 .3299
8 .7055 .1165 .5365 .235 .6365 .335
9 .7005 .1015 .5415 .24 .6415 .34

10 .7022 .1066 8.44 .5466 .2451 8.54 .6466 .3451
11 .7038 .1114 .5514 .2499 .6514 .3499
12 .7055 .1165 .5565 .255 .6565 .355
13 .7005 .1015 .5615 .26 .6615 .36
14 .7022 .1066 8.46 .5666 .2651 8.56 .6666 .3651
15 .7038 .1114 .5714 .2699 .6714 .3699
16 .7055 .1165 .5765 .275 .6765 .375
17 .7005 .1015 .5815 .28 .6815 .38
18 .7022 .1066 8.48 .5866 .2851 8.58 .6866 .3851
19 .;7038 .1114 .5914 .2899 .6914 .3899
20 .7055 .1165 5965 .295 .6965 .395

A .7005 .1015 X X X
B .7022 .1066 SPARE YOUR X SPARE YOUR X
C .7038 .1144 CHOICE CHOICE X
D .7055 .1165 X X

VFO .7005 .1015 Plus 8MHz VFO external

By plugging a crystal in the spare position an extra four channels are produced on that band. An 8 MHz signal generator
at the VFO input produced Tx output within a 1 dB power difference over the range 143.50 to
145.5MHz, so coverage from 144-146 would seem practical with a little re- tweaking.
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Unlike the Liner 2, the rig has a
local oscillator derived by crystal
mixing, to directly heterodyne
(beating with) the 10.7MHz
transceiver IF to 144MHz.

The 7010 comes with the
typical postage stamp size circuit
diagram, a block diagram with no
numbers on it - making relation-
ship with the circuit a difficult task
for the newcomer - and no
technical description whatsoever!
The purpose of this article is,
therefore, to explain the operation,
mixing technique used and how the
various boards are interconnected.

The rig covers two bands of
twenty 5kHz spaced channels with
a +/- 2 %kHz offset VFO control.
The VXO runs at typically 41.7
MHz. Its third harmonic is selected
and mixed with another VXO runn-
ing at typically 8.4MHz.

NAME
CB
RXB
TXB
C9
-6
T12
T9
RB

DESCRIPTION
13.5 V always. Filtered DC rail
13.5 V Rx DC rail
13.5V Tx DC rail
9V always. DC rail
Neg. 6V always. DC rail
12V Tx DC rail
9V Tx DC rail
Neg. 6V with additional filtering.

SIGNALS
HET.
OUT
PL.
SP.

AFI
CWF.

ON AIR.
CWE.
BIA.
TXI.
VFO

ORIGIN
T/R relay via L101
T/R relay
T/R relay
50-1240, Q4
50-1230, Q7
51-1110,03
50-1230, Q9
50-1230, R30

TO/FROM BOARD X50 -1240
Local osc. output, 133.5MHz. 55-1080, 02.
144MHz to 3rd Tx RF AMP. 45-1040, Q1.
Panel lamp earth return (via R86) Lamp PL 1.
Rx loudspeaker out to speaker via ext. Speaker jack and link on
55.1080.
Rx audio in from volume control wiper.
Freq. shifts volts out. Moves carrier into filter passband on CW.
50-1230-D8 via CW switch.
Vohs to light ON AIR LED out. Function of rail T9.
Ground via key on CW, ground always SSB also to 50-1230, Q4.
ALC volts input, from 51-1110 where it is called ALC.
Tx input 10.7MHz, from 55-1080, D3 where it is called TXO.
8 MHz external VFO in, from aux. socket, pin 1.
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RIT
BD.
BB.
81-B6
Al -A6
88
VXO
1-4

Independent Rx tune input from T/R relay.
"B" band indicator LED volts out to B band LED.
"B" band indicator, LED volts in from bandswitch.
"B" band crystals to Channel selector switch.
"A" band crystals to Channel selector switch.
'MHz osc. HT supply via VFO-syn. switch.
VXO tune volts in to 41 MHz osc. via VFO-syn. switch.
41 MHz crystals out to Channel selector switch.

SIGNALS TO/FROM 51-1110
RXA
RFM
ALC
PRO

Rx ant. out to 55-1080 where it is called "ant".
RF level meter volts out to 55-1089 D9.
See BIA list X50-1240.
Unacceptable SWR volts out to 50-1230. Q8 via VIE.

SIGNALS TO/FROM 50-1230
RF3
RF1
VX1
RIT

VXO

CAR
CWB

MIC

Neg. 6V to RF gain pot. via R32.
Pos. 9V to RF gain pot. via R31. function of C9 rail.
VXO pot. input bolts, derived from C9 via R36.
8MHz VXO centering in "RIT OFF" position. DC volts out adj.
with VR3.
41 MHz VXO centering in "VXO" mode. DC volts out adj. with
VR4
10.7MHz carrier out to Rx product detector. D16-19, 55-1080.
Unbalance the Tx bal. mod. in CW mode on Tx. Function of T9
rail via SSB/CW switch.
Microphone input from mic. hack. Grounded on CW by SSB/CW
switch.

SIGNALS TO/FROM 55-1080
AFO Rx audio out to vol. control.
SM S meter output volts via D8 to S meter.
RF2 RF gain control volts from pot. wiper.
NB Ground for noise blanker on.
ANT See RXA. 55-1110 listing.

'VWf R SUP1

The matching power supply for the TR7010. Photos kindly supplied by Lowe
Electronics.

Four crystals are used in the
41.7MHz VXO, as the channel
switch is rotated they are selected
X1,X2,X3,X4, continuously in
rotation. The "VXO control" for
this oscillator is effective on both
Tx and Rx and is hence the main
VXO. For each rotation of

41.7MHz crystals a different
8.4MHz crystal is selected. The
VXO control for this is effective on
Rx only and is hence the IRT (In-
cremental Receiver Tuning) con-
trol.

The complete mixing system is
shown in Table 1 where the actual

frequencies printed on the crystals
have been used. As seen, this gives
a 5kHz + /- 0 .1 kHz channel spac-
ing, but in reality the trimmers in
the crystal oscillators would be set
to give the required 5kHz spacing
with no error. By selecting 8MHz
crystals an extra four channels per
band is possible, labelled A,B,C,D,
which can put the rig anywhere
within the range 144-145MHz. For
the record, I found the 8MHz VFO
produced a 1 dB power difference in
Tx output over the range 143.5 to
145.5, so coverage of 144 to
146MHz seems very possible with
some 're -tweaking.'

Function of Boards

The TR7010 is made on five
boards with power supply, transmit
and receive functions spread about
them with gay abandon; all of
which makes it virtually a nonsense
to try and say: "this board does the
j o b !" However, board
X50-1240-00 contains the com-
plete crystal mix system: the Tx
mixer 10.7 to 144MHz, the Tx
1 0.7 MHz RF stages and Tx first
144MHz RF stages. The Rx audio
stages are also on this board.
X55-1080-00 is actually a receiver
board containing virtually all the Rx
RF, IF and noise -blanker circuitry
together with the product detector.
In effect, the aerial goes in and
received audio comes out.
X50-1230-00 is mainly a 'Tx
board' containing the carrier
oscillator, balanced modulator,
microphone amplifier and CW
change -over. It also contains a

small DC -DC converter providing
some negative bias to the receiver
and the VXO centering presets for
the main VXO and IRT VXO. The re-
maining two boards contain the Tx
power amplifier chain and ALC
system.

Interconnections and
Rails

There is a lot of interconnecting
wire, each line has its own code
some of which describe themselves
adequately others don't. None are
described in the handbook. In
general power rails always have the
same code ie a TXO (Tx out) line
from one board is designated TXI
(Tx in) when it reaches its destina-
tion.
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WOOD 13 DOUGLASv4A
Season's Greetings
to all Our Customers

WHY NOT TRY ONE OF OUR
* NEW PRODUCTS FOR FMTV *

VP/D1 Pre-emphasis/De-emphasis (CCIR)
I mproveyour video quality with this low-cost add-on board. May
be wired for transmit or receive use. Include amplification to
compensate for attenuation of CCIR network.

SCT2 Transmit Sound Modulator
Generates FM sound sub -carrier which is then combined with
composite video to drive UFM01. Requires 350 mV RMS input.
Specify 5.5MHz or 6.0MHz.

SCR2 Receive Sound Demodulator
Takes FM sub -carrier from VIDIF board and provides two
squelched audio outputs, 600 ohm and 8 ohm, independently
adjustable. Specify 5.5MHz or 6.0MHz.

Package Price Kit
1. 500mW TV Transmit (7OFMO5T4 +TVM1+BPF433) £40.00
2. 500mW TV transceive (As 1 above plus TVUP2+PSI433) £65.0O
3 10W TV Transmit (As 2 above plus 70FM1O+BDX35) £75.00
4. 10W TV Transeive (As 2 above plus 70FM10+BDX35) £100.00
5. 70Cms 500mW FM Transceive (70T4+70R5+SSR1+BPF) £80.00
6. 70cms 10W FM Transceive (As 5 above plus 70FM10) £115.00
7. 2M Linear/Pre-amp 10W (144PA4/S+144LIN1013) £45.00
8. 2M Linear/Pre-amp 25W (144PA4/5+144LIN25B) £48.00

2M Linear/Pre-amp 25W (144PA4/S+144LIN30) £50.00
9. 70cms Synthesised 10W Transceive

(R5+SY+AX+MOD+SSR+70FM10) £165.00
10. 2M Synthesised 10W Transceive

(R5+SY+SY2T+SSR+144FM10A)£125.00
11. 2M Crystal Controlled 10W Transceiver

(R5+1.3+13PF+144FM10+SSR) £95.00
12. 70cms Linear/Pre-amp (70LIN10+70PA2/S) £47.00
13. 24cms FMTV Receive. video out (Kit)

(VIDIF, 1250DC50 Boxed) £105.00
14. 24cms FMTV Receive, video out (Ass)

(VIDIF, 1250DC50 Boxed) £120.00
15 24cms FMTV Receive. Ch 36 out (Kit)

(VIDIF, TVMODI, 1250DC50 Boxed) £110.00
16. 24cms FMTV Receive, Ch 36 out (Ass)

(VIDIF, TVMOD1, 1250DC50 Boxed) £126.00
17 24cms FMTV Transmit (Kit)

(UFM01, 70LIN3/LT, 70FM10 WDV400/1200 Boxed) £140.00
18. 24cms FMTV Transmit (Ass)

(UFM01. 7OLIN3/LT, 70FM10, WDV400/1200 Boxed) £17000

Details of these and other new products are included in our
1985 catalogue. This will be posted to you on receipt of an A5
stamped self addressed envelope. Kits are usually available by
return of post but please allow 28 daysfor any unforeseen shor-
tages. Place your order by post or by telephone using your
credit card. Please include £1.00 to cover order handling and
postage.

Our products are kits or assembled kits consisting of circuit
board and all components to mount on the board. We do not
include external hardware such as boxes, connectors etc.

If your purchase does not work when assembled then apart
from being surprised we will offer to service the module for a
small charge depending on the complexity of the project. So
please remember...

Anyone can sell a Kit....
Reputation sells Ours

UNIT 13, YOUNGS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ALDERMASTON, READING RG7 4P0

Tel: (073 56) 71444
Tx: 846630

Boy it Nth Ammo,

BARCLAYCARD I

PISA

A\' );1 N
COMPACT

Spacesaver
Our own unique

4 BAND 6, 10, 15, 20 Mdesign that
WORKS AQ40, 2 Ele, 40M! -N-Evy
CLOSE COUPLED -HI 'Q' -CAPACITY HAT LOADED YAGI
Special features:
 Unique Altron fully sealed coils for max stability
 Resonant length elements for improved VSWR (1-1)
 Selectively detuned for optimum performance and gain (no

gimmick quad needed)
 Easy trim spokes with lock nuts and spares
 Minimized wind load and weight
 Double insulated elements

Typical performance

ANTENNAS
AQ6 20, 2 Ele and 3 Ele

Antenna model AQ-20/2E AQ6-20/3E AQ40/2E
Forward Gain Dbd 3.8 to 4.8 5.5 to 7.5 3.8
Front to Back Db 13 to 15 16 to 18 12
Side Null Db 25 25 20
VSWR (typical) 1.1:1 1.1:1 1.1:1

_

Weight 7.51b 121b 121b

Wind load 2ft2 0.18M2 3ft2 0.27M2 3ft2 0.27M2
Turning radius 76"/1930mm196"/2438mm 114"/2895mm

PRICE + p&p £114.50 14.50) £169.00 17.00) £149.50 17.001
PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT. TERMS. CWO. ACCESS. VISA

WE DESIGN- WE MAKE- WE SELL DIRECT You get best value
gpelenrsa,c1171, ALLWELD ENGINEERING
Sat 9am-12.15om

1111.1111T(.0

Unit 6, 232 Selsdon Road
S Croydon CP2 6PL
Telephone: 01-680 2995 (24 hr) 01-681 6734

STOCK ITEMS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 7 DAYS

British Code of Advertising Practice
ADVERT SEMENTS IN THIS PUBLICATION ARE REQUIRED TO

CoD
CONFORM TO THE BRITISH CODE OF ADVERTISING PRACTICE IN
RESPECT OF MAIL ORDER ADVERTISEMENTS WHERE MONEY IS

Z PAID IN ADVANCE THE CODE REQUIRES ADVERTISERS TO
FULFIL ORDERS WITHIN 28 DAYS UNLESS A LONGER DELIVERY
PERIOD IS STATED WHERE GOODS ARE RETURNED
UNDAMAGED WITHIN SEVEN DAYS THE PURCHASER S MONEY

Call)
MUST BC REFUNDED PLEASE RETAIN PROOF OF
POSTAGE DESPATCH AS THIS MAY BE NEEDED

111' Mail Order Protection Scheme

CC
0

m

youo,der goods from Mai' Order advertisements in this
agazine and Pay by post in advance of delivery

will consider you for compensation if the Advertiser Should become
insolvent or bankrupt provided

1 You have not received the goods or had your money
returned and

C:1 2 You write to the Publisher of this
publication summarising the situation not earlier than 28< days from the day
yOu sent your order and not later than two months from

CCthat day

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us When

UJyou write. we Will tell you how to make your claim and what
evidence of payment is required

We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in

CC
accordance with the above procedure as soon as possible
after the Advertiser has been declared bankrupt or insolvent
Iup to a limit of £2.000 per annum for any one Advertiser so

CD affected and up to E6 000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers Claims may be paid for higher amounts

EINNI or when the above procedure has not been complied with at
the discretion of this publication but we do not guarantee to

< do so in view of the need to set some limit to this commitment
arid to learn Quickly of readers difficulties I

2 This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct
response to an advertisement in this magazine Inot for
example payment made in response to catalogues etc
received as a result of answe,ng such advertisements)
Classified advertisements are excluded
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OGD
Converters .4
for 10 and iSm
If you are tired of sitting for hours in
front of your Japanese 2m
multimode transceiver without
hearing anybody, don't stop
monitoring 144.300. Instead build
this converter for those times when
2m is 'dead' and 10m is swarming

a mixer, adding the two RF signals
present on each gate - 28MHz on
G1 and 1 16MHz on G2. L4 is tun-
ed on 144MHz. Note that there is
no RF stage in the converter

One advantage of using the
38.666MHz crystal is that there is

Want to listen to 28 and 21MHz when 2m is dead?
Well, Michael Monteil's, G6WDK, design has a

sensitivity as good as your 2m rig.
with activity. The whole project
can be built very cheaply and
assembled in an evening. You'll be
surprised how many stations from
the most exotic places can be
heard with such a simple device.

The Circuit

The idea of mixing an HF signal
with a VHF local oscillator to obtain
an IF of 144MHz is not new and
has been used in many 'up -
converter' circuits as in Fig.1
However, in most cases the device
used in the mixer stage is a balanc-
ed mixer (MD108, SBL-1 or
equivalent), whereas a MOSFET
transistor can provide the same
function at a much lower cost.

In Fig. 2, Q1 acts as an
oscillator on 38.666MHz in a very
conventional, but sure-fire, circuit.
Reaction (positive feedback) is in-
troduced by C2, the 15pF
capacitor. Q2 is the tripler, pro-
viding a 116MHz signal for the
mixer stage. A common -base cir-
cuit arrangement was chosen here
for its reliability in providing a clean
and stable tripled signal. Q3 acts as

LOC.
OSCILLATOR

116MHz

28MHz
SIGNAL

V
MIXER

IF
116 + 28MHz

Fig.1 How the HF signal is up
converted to VHF.

an exact correlation between the
frequencies received and the fre-
quencies read on the transceiver
readout. Thus 28.000 corresponds
to 144.000, 29.300 to 145.300
(the FM portion of the band).

Construction

The converter is built onto a
small (95mm x 50mm) fibre glass
printed circuit board etched as
shown in Fig.4. The first step is to
fit and solder all the components
except Q3 as in Fig.5. Do not
forget to fit and solder the crystal.
Before connecting the power to the
PCB check carefully that the tran-
sistors have been positioned cor-
rectly, that no mistake has been
made in the resistors and
capacitors values. Also check for
dry joints or solder bridges. Do not
forget the 1000 ohm resistor
soldered under the PCB on the cop-
per side. Once all the checks are
completed, the next step is to con-
nect a power supply to the board.

The whole unit was housed in a
small metal box bought for E1 at an
amateur radio rally. An S0239

01
OSCILLATOR

38.666MHz

RF
SIGNAL
128MHz)

V
02

TRIPLER
GI

03 IF 144MHz

MIXER
116MHz G2

Fig.2 Block diagram of the mixer
stage.

socket is used for the 28MHz input
and a BNC socket for the 144MHz
output. The converter works well
from any stabilized voltage bet-
ween 9 and 12 volts.

Alignment Procedure

A grid dip oscillator or digital
frequency meter will be very useful
for the alignment of the converter.
An RF generator providing a

28MHz signal can also be used for
the final adjustments, but this is
not compulsory. Alternatively, a

friend with a 10m transceiver can
provide the required signal.

With the GDO or DFM check
that there is a 38.666MHz signal
on the collector of Q1 and 116MHz
on the collector of Q2. It may be
necessary to adjust somewhat the
variable capacitor VC1, in series
with L2 to get a stable 116MHz
signal. Check with the GDO that L3
actually resonates on a frequency
somewhere between 28 and
30MHz, adjusting the core if
necessary. Now you can fit and
solder Q3, the MOSFET transistor,
always bearing in mind that these
little 'bugs' can be very sensitive to
excessive static charges. As a
precaution, I always disconnect the
soldering iron before soldering a
MOSFET transistor or a CMOS IC.

The converter is now ready to
work. Connect the power supply to
the board and the output of the
converter to the aerial socket of
your 2m transceiver through a

small length of RG58U cable. Don't
forget to disable the PTT switch of
the microphone, since any RF get-
ting into the converter by accident
would damage the mixer!

Switch the transceiver on first,
then the converter. There should be
an increase in the receiver noise.
Now, with the help of an RF
generator on the 10m band or of a
small 'beacon', adjust the core of
L3 for maximum signal on the
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Fig.3 Circuit diagram for the 10 m
converter.

receiver. The final step consists in
connecting the converter to a 10m
aerial and tune for an amateur
signal on the band.

What Can Be Heard

The sensitivity of the converter
used with an Icom IC202 2m
transceiver has not been measured.
However, judging from the number
of stations received and the
strength of their signals, it can be
said to be very good, at least as
good as the sensitivity of the
IC202 alone. Strong stations on
2m have never caused any pro-
blem. With an IF of 144MHz, the
image frequency is not a problem.

In three months of monitoring
the 10m band, more than 150 sta-
tions have been logged, in 54 dif-
ferent DXCC countries. The station
was composed of an IC202, the
converter, and a dipole antenna at a
mere 6 feet above the ground.
Many African and South American
radio amateurs have been heard (in-
cluding 3X4, 5N2, ZS3, ZS6, FH8,
FR7, CP8, PY5) together with more
'local' (European) ones G, F, DL,
SM, EA. Not too bad for a project
which can be built in one evening.

Why Not Try 15 As
Well?

With the number of openings
on 10m getting smaller, it was
decided to build a similar converter
for the 15m band. The converter
follows the same design as before
with only a few components requir-
ing changes. The new coil winding
details are given in Table 2. The

crystal is now a 41MHz which
gives 123MHz after tripling which
when subtracted from the 144MHz
input leaves 21MHz. I use a

40.9602MHz crystal found in the
junk box which enables reception
of 21.110MHz and upwards (un-
fortunately, cutting out the CW
section).

Within minutes of switching
the power supply on, stations came
booming in with a pile of YC (In-
donesia) callsigns and heaps of
African and S American stations.

Table 1 Coil Winding Data for the
10m version

11 13 turns 0.5mm enamelled copper
wire, 5mm internal diameter
closely wound on 5mm 13/16")
former.

12 6 turns 1mm enamelled copper
wire, 8mm internal diameter self
supporting; length of coil: 15mm.

L3 11 turns 0.5mm enamelled copper
wire, 5mm internal diameter
closely wound on 5mm (3/16")
former, slug tuned; tap at 2 turns
from ground end for C7.

L4 3 tums 1mm enamelled copper
wire, 8mm internal diameter self
supporting; tap at 1 turn from
+ supply end for C11; length of
coil: 10mm.

Table 2 Coil winding data for the
15m version
11 9 turns 0.5mm enamelled copper

wire, 5mm internal diameter
closely wound on 5mm (3/16")
former.

L2 8 turns 1mm enamelled copper
wire, 6mm internal diameter self
supporting; length of coil: 12mm.

L3 17 turns 0.5mm enamelled copper
wire, 5mm internal diameter
closely wound on 5mm (3/16")
former, slug tuned; tap at 4 turns
from ground end for C7.

L4 as for 10m version

Fig.4 The foil
pattern for
both the
10 and 1 5 m
converters.

10/15- 2m Converter
R8511/1 ©ASP Ltd

Fig.5 The component overlay for
the 10 m converter. +VE SUPPLY 9.12V

0
vc1

O
OUT 144N,Ht

R131- (n.)

(78-->

L3 IN
7 .2RNIhr FPTN,

AN, TENN::

VE SUPPLY

NOTE. 1000 OHMS IS SOLDERED
ON THE COPPER SIDE BETWEEN
e AND b OF Ca
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Fig.6 Circuit diagram for the 15 m
converter.

DENOTES DIFFERENT COMPONENT FROM lOrn VERSION

IN
21MHz

100n

What You Need For Your
Converter

CAPACITORS
C1,5.9
C2
C3
C4
C6
C7, 11
C8
C10
C12
VC1

RESISTORS
R1

0.01uF cer disc
15pF cer disc
39pF cer disc
5.6pF cer disc
6.8pF cer disc

1500pF cer disc
39pF mica
12pF mica

1 5n small size cer
3-1 2pF trimmer from

Maplin (WL69A)

15k ohms

R2
R3
R4, 8
R5
R6
R7

2k2 ohms
180 ohms

1k ohms
47 ohms

100 ohms
1 k5 ohms

SEMICONDUCTORS
Q1 2N222 NPN silicon general purpose.
Q2 2N2369 NPN silicon VHF transverter.
Q3 40673 MOSFET or equivalent.

MISCELLANEOUS
90 x 45mm PCB; X1 a third out
38.666MHz crystal; HC25 or HC18 case;
one red LED.

And For The 15m Version
(differing from those
previously specified)

C2 15-18pF cer disc
C3 22pF cer disc
C6 10pF cer disc
R3 220 ohms
R6 100 ohms
X1 41 MHz crystal.

Some Component Suppliers

J Birkett 25 The Strait, Loncoln, for the
coil former, MOSFET and VHF transverter.
Quartzlab PO Box 19 Erith Kent, for the
crystals.
All the components are quite easy to find
and available 'off the shelf' from most
radio parts retailers, unlike balanced mix-
ers. The only expensive component is the
38.666MHz crystal. I salvaged one I had
used in an unused 2m converter. For Q3, I
have used one of the cheap equivalents
sold by J Birkett which works just as well
as a 'real' 40673. Substitutes could also
be used for Q2 and Q1 since almost any
VHF small signal NPN silicon transistor
should work - but this has not been tried.

A Tidy Tip
GW4KEV has a tidy tip for
all those home constructors
who have problems putting
things away after they've

used them...
For years now one of my main pro-
blems when embarking on a major
home brew project is the gradual
but relentless build up of all manner
of tools, bits and pieces in the im-
mediate work area. This results in
extreme cases to the entire bench
covered with screwdrivers of all
shapes and sizes, drills, alien keys,
pliers, sidecutters, bits of solder,
odd resistors and condensers used
for test purposes and not returned
from whence they came on.

Eventually the work becomes
rather unpleasant as you rummage
among this debris to find the ferrite
slug that fell out of an IFT the
previous evening. After some time
spent sifting through bits of bent
'ali', bits of wire, and the rest, you
begin to wonder if the ferrite slug
existed at all.

Well I have now cracked the
problem and the bench with a bit of
discipline can once again be a

source of pleasure. The answer
lies in those disposable 2 -litre
lemonade bottles. If you take one
of those bottles and poke a hole in
the side about two inches above
the black base and then cut around
the bottle you finish up with two
parts, the bottom half of which

makes an excellent receptacle for
bits and pieces on the bench. I did
wonder at first if there would be
enough rigidity for things like pliers
and screwdrivers but I was
pleasantly surprised to find them
quite adequate for the job.

I now have about ten of these
at the back of the bench and I even
have one or two that aren't
dedicated but contain any items
that are temporarily removed from
a unit being worked on.

There are two fringe benefits
that I only became aware of later,
one being that the black base of
these bottles have a very slight
taper at the bottom, making them
stackable. The final fringe benefit is
in the garage or the garden, how
often have you turned the house
upside down for that funnel that
you distinctly remember buying last
year . . .
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584 HAGLEY ROAD WEST, OLDBURY,
QUINTON, B68 OBS BIRMINGHAM .
Tel: 021 421 8201 (24hr answerphone) 3

Telex: 334303 G TXAGWM BIRMINGHAMS
MAJOR INDEPENDENT

UHF or VHF PORTABLE, MOBILE or SERVING THE UKBASE STATION  HANDHELDS ARE
ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR MEANS OF
COMMUNICATION FOR THE AMATEUR IN
THE UK

LICO2E

Ft79OR

,O, EC.

leom
DEALFP

ICO4E

FT209R

Our vast range and keen prices ensure
you get the best deal available.
Call now.
Full range of matching linears available

FT203R FT703R from 15-50 watts.

KENWOOD
2500

We also sell and service Cellular Radio, and
PMR (Business) radio equipment.

1000.0J instant c
Details upon request. Call now!

KT400E

VISA

KT200E

HP/PERSONAL
LOANS AVAILABLE
(written details upon request)

RWC CREDITCARD,

TVHF 230c

f334.90 + £5 p&p
inc. 15% VAT

All 9 hf Bands from a 2m multimode!
Transverters once had a reputation for being a second best approach to getting on to any
band. With careful system design this need not be so. People have favourably compared the
receive performance of the TVHF 230c when coupled to a modern vhf transceiver to that of
prestige hf transceivers costing well into four figures! Even with a budget 2m rig, the
performance will be better in most respects than the sort of hf transceiver available second-
hand at the same price! On transmit, the signal generated is very clean, and the 10W pep
output is enough to work the world with a decent antenna. Of course, if you want to be a really
big signal, then this power is just right for driving a variety of power amplifiers! (If you have a
valve vhf amplifier, then an hf linear becomes a very simple thing to build -a pair of 4CX 350's
will burn as big a hole in 20m as 144MHz!!)

Chris Bartram GlIDGU

muTek limited - the rf technology company EMI
Dept. H.R.T., Bradworthy, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7TU (0409 24) 543
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Please note: Christmas closing - Dec. 24 - Jan 2
Tel: Axminster (0297) 34918
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North
America
Readers may remember G3UPK's
Trans South American journey in
July '84 (This is PY1ZFX /M

. . .

Roger and his girlfriend, Mary
Carpenter, were attempting to

The bright city lights of Miami
welcomed us to the USA. Our
beach front hotel in the Latin
Quarter was found for us by a
friendly taxi driver, who claimed it

Remember 'This is PY1ZFX/M...'? Well, Roger
Crofts, G3UPK, and Mary Carpenter took to the

road again in 'Myrtle' to finish their 87,000 mile trip
around the Americas.

travel in their Land Rover, 'Myrtle'
from the tip of South America, just
outside the Antarctic, to the
wilderness of Northern Alaska, in-
side the Arctic Circle. Due to unex-
pected work commitments, they
were forced to break their journey
in Miami, G3UPK ending up in
Cameroon, West Africa . . .

Shortly after the article was
published, which was very popular
with readers, I received a postcard
from Roger and Mary to say that
they had recommenced their
journey. In October '84 they sailed
down the St Lawrence River from
Montreal, their marathon journey
over. Some months later this article
arrived on my desk.

Once again, the article has
been written by Mary, the radio
spectator rather than Roger, the
radio amateur. The quality of
writing and the tale Mary has to
tell, make the emphasis on travel
rather than radio acceptable for me,
and I hope for you, too. G3 ZZD.

was cheaper and safer in this area.
Even so, the streets downtown
were deserted and there were, as
we were later told, "only a mere 2 to 3

The 87,000 mile adventure around
North and South America.

murders on an average night"! In a
way, we felt we were still in South
America because Spanish is so
widely spoken in Miami.

We were relieved when the
cargo ship with Myrtle, our Land
Rover camper van, arrived from
Ecuador. We headed south on the
Overseas Highway to Key West,
where a large sign proclaimed 'The
southernmost point in USA' - they
must have forgotten about Hawaii
when they put that up! Twenty
metres was still open to Europe
and, with Myrtle parked on the
beach, Roger was getting 59
reports from G -land. Several tran-
sistor radios amongst the sun-
bathers were also getting S9
signals! Luckily, CB got the blame.
After Florida, the propagation con-
ditions on 20m changed and we
seldom heard Europe, let alone
worked it!

The Deep South

Crossing the state border into
Georgia was like entering another
country. Gone was the opulent
wealth and tourist appeal of
Florida, now there were cotton
plantations, negroes, creoles (half
French, half negro) and depression.
We chose the back roads rather
than the interstate highways, with
their deserted motels and filling sta-
tions, marking what was once the
main road. At night, we camped in
swampy forests with their
characteristic 'peaty' odour, which
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permeated the Georgia lowlands.
Our route lay over the southern

end of the Appalachian Mountain
range and being Autumn, if the
weatherman says a cool change is
coming, he means a drop of 30-40
degrees Fl We moved on into Ten-
nesee and the heart of the Bible
Belt. You will never find a bar or
licenced supermarket in many parts
of this state, but have no dif-
ficulties in locating the well
signposted local Baptist or
Methodist church. Even in some of
the 'wet' counties, liquor is only
sold through 'dog windows'! (a

kind of variation on a kitchen ser-
vice hatch, found in walls and
boarded shop fronts). Unbelievably,
in one dry county, we found the
Jack Daniel Whisky distillery, but
we couldn't sample the product.
The Civil War raged for about 120
years in these parts and many
Southerners still literally and
metaphorically fly the Rebel flag.

Crossing the muddy Mississippi
River at Memphis, we drove
through Arkansas to Texas. We
declined the invitation to visit
'Southfork' I' Dallas'!), instead
spending 2 days in Houston trying
to find a BL dealer. The fuel
pump needed a new diaphram,
the first spot of car trouble since
leaving the UK. Most dealers and
mechanics advised us to dump
Myrtle by the road and buy a Ford!

The view from the top of the Pyramid
of the Moon, Teotihuacan, Mexico.

Two early morning visitors to the camp at Lake Peten Itza, Guatemala.

We made do until Mexico with an
electric pump hooked in.

Down Mexico Way

We were a bit apprehensive
about driving down to Mexico, few
people had a good word to say
about it. One American we con-
tacted on the air thought we were

to be corrected. However, fifty
miles inside the border, we found
what seemed the real Mexico - a
colourful and sun drenched land
which was both surprisingly plea-
sant and cheap. We drove down
the Gulf of Mexico to the Yucatan
peninsular, home of the Mayan In-
dians. We visited many of their
temples and ruins throughout the
jungle and then spent Christmas
camping on the Caribbean coast,
somewhat reluctantly leaving this
paradise.

We eventually drove down to
Belize and immediately noticed the
British influence at the Customs of-
fice. The British Army is still sta-
tioned in Belize, formerly British
Honduras, to discourage an inva-
sion from Guatemala which claims
Belize. It was reassuring to pass the
Army Land Rovers zipping around
the countryside as we enjoyed
chats, over a bottle of Belikan beer,
with home -sick soldiers in bars
along the road.

We crossed over to Guatemala
and travelled as far as Tikal to see
the biggest and best of the Mayan
ruins, set in lush, steamy rain
forest. We had to be careful after

dark with many of the Civilian Na-
tional Defence checking papers and
vehicles. We returned to the USA
via Belize, Acapulco and the Sonora
desert, heading for the 'Wild West'
and a piece of old London.

At Lake Havasu, the Americans
have reconstructed the old London
Bridge across the man-made river
and built an English village around
it, including an authentic oak beam-
ed pub serving Watneys beer! (Oh
no! - Ed). We drove the 20 miles of
the Grand Canyon, mainly for the
amazing view straight down to the
Colorado River below, and then
across Nevada and into Las Vegas,
where we managed to stay without
gambling away our money. In

Death Valley, California, poor Myr-
tle laboured under scorching 114
degrees F. It was a lot cooler on the
coast and on Mount Lassen one
evening in June, we were caught in
a blizzard!

On a hillside in Oregon, Roger
made contact with England, the
first time since Florida, with the
help of a new 1 kW linear amplifier

which also warmed us a little on
cold nights!

North to Alaska

We travelled up through
Washington state and crossed into
Canada and Vancouver; joining the
start of the Alaska Highway
(known as the Alcan) at Dawson
Creek, which rapidly turned into a
gravel, dirt road. One evening while
camping in a forest, we had a close
encounter of the grizzly (bear) kind.

ID
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We finally arrived in Alaska on
July 5th. Fishermen and campers
from the 'lower 48' states were a
common sight around the many
lakes and salmon streams. Unfor-
tunately, it rained nearly all the two
weeks we were there and the mos-
quitoes were voracious. The record
stands at 68 mosquitoes killed in
one slap!

Returning to the Yukon and
Dawson City, with its dirt streets
and boarded sidewalks reminiscent
of the Klondike Goldrush, we head-
ed up the Dempster Highway
through scenery very similar to the
Scottish Highlands. From there we
took a daytrip - by plane - to an
Eskimo town on the Arctic Ocean
and were told that the previous
month there had been solid ice in
this area and the next it would
return.

Travelling south on the Cassier
Highway, the weather gradually
warmed up, although we missed
the nightless days.

By mid August we were in the
cowboy country of Montana and
Wyoming. Visiting Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, we waited half an hour

Close encounters of the furry kind with
the inhabitants of Prairie dog town,
Devil's Tower, Wyoming.

for the geyser, Old Faithful, to
erupt. The National Parks are the
best thing about North America
with some incredible scenery. The
petty rules strictly enforced by gun
toting rangers is the only thing to
spoil it.

In Contact Again

At Devil's Tower, Wyoming,
Roger made a rather poor contact
with Frank, G4 HBI and Eddie,
G4KHG, our regular contacts on
the South American leg, the first
time since Florida. Going through
the Black Hills of Dakota, Sioux In-
dian country, Roger transmitted
from as many rare counties as
possible. Heading south into New
England, fittingly perhaps, Frank
and Eddie came through loud and
clear.

We set sail for the UK in early
October, sailing down the St
Lawrence River, leaving behind a
grey and rainy Montreal. We had
finally come to the end of our 21/2
year adventure of exploring the
American continent from North to
South.

Sideswipes
Radio Society Going Bust

By William, G8 QRM

The RSGB has crossed the abyss. It
happened when the first licence ap-
plication went through the Society
to the DTI. The RSGB becomes by
that action, an agent of the licens-
ing authority.

Repeater applications go via
the Society; if you wanted a 'fifty
meg' ticket you applied to them.
This was licensing by the fit of the
face for the favoured few, accom-
panied by the usual sung excuses.

There is no power without
responsibility - unless you run a
knocking -shop - no power with-
out accountability, or be held to ac-
count.

What goes on behind the doors
of the smoke -filled committee
room? A representative demo-
cracy? A secret society? Or worse
a closed bretheren, disguised as a
democratic organisation, continual-

ly changing the rules to keep out
the uninitiated?

Too many of us love our chains
of office, chairmanships, seats on
committees - means without ends
and power without personal
responsibIlity - to ever give them
up without a bitter struggle.
Anyway, no one else could do it
quite as well. So we 'up' the entry
fee, change the rules, this ensures
continuity! Then, of course, such
an experienced committee is fit to
take on more responsibility.

That's the way it goes.
For the RSGB to have anything

at all to do with licences is wrong.
You can't run with the hare and
hunt with the hounds.

Where will it all end? Will the
RSGB set the exam, issue the
licences and make membership of
the Society compulsory for all
amateurs? Much as membership of
the engineers guild -- that up-
market closed shop - the I.E.E. is
effectively compulsory at in-

teresting levels of engineering.
There will probably be some

very frank discussion - we call this
a flaming row in the trade - as the
new generation of radio amateurs
become the majority.

The RSGB is old, a treasured
antique, much like the AR 88. It
must not be perverted for the sake
of power. What started as a friend-
ly, respected, technical talking
shop is going to turn into a
cockfight and we will be left with
nothing but a handful of bloody
feathers. What are we going to do
about it?
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QUARTZ CRYSTALS
CRYSTALS FOR 2 METRES

STOCK CRYSTALS

HC25 E2 15 FOR ONE CRYSTAL £1.96 WHEN 2 OR MORE PURCHASED
HC6 E2 15 FOR ONE CRYSTAL £205 WHEN 2 OR MORE PURCHASED

TX CRYSTALS RS CRYSTALS CHANNELS IN STOCK
HC6/U 8MHZ 30PF 44 MHZ SERIES RES RO TO R7,S1 1. S20 TO S23
HC25/U 12MHZ 30 8 40PF 44 MHZ SERIES RES RO TO R7 S8. TO S238 S32
HC25/U 18 MHZ 25 8 20PF 14/15 MHZ 20 & 30 PF RO TO R7 S8, TO 5238 S32
HC25 SCANNER XTLSINOT SR9/ RO TO R7 S8 TO S238 S32

full list available on request please send SAE
4 METRE CRYSTALS FOR 70.26 IN HC6/U AT E2.40 each
TX 8 78250 RS29 78000
70CM CRYSTALS £5.00/pr or 02.50 each
For Pye PF1 PF2 & PF70 series Wood 8 Douglas and FOK MULTI U11
SUB1433 2) SU20 RBO RB2 RB4 RB6 RB10 RB11 R613 RB14 RB15
ALSO for MULTI U11 ONLY SU12 SU16 SU18
CONVERTER CRYSTALS IN HC18/U AT £2.85 each.
22.000. 38 666 42.000. 70.000. 96.000, 116 000, 101 500, 116.000
FREOUENCY STANDARDS E2.75 mseh
HC6/U11000kHz 3.50 MHz 500 MHz 10 000 MHz 10 700 MHz
HCIEI/U 10000kHz 7.00 MHz 10.70 MHz 48 00 MHz 100 00 MHz
Also HC6/U455 kHz £325 each
TONEBURST. I.F. & MPU CRYSTALS IN HC18 £2.25 EACH
7 168 MHZ (For 1750 HZ Tone). 10 245 Itor 10 7 I F I
3.2768 5 0688 14 3180 15 00000
YAESU CRYSTALS for FT101's FT901 & etc e4.00 seek
Many available ex stock IA list is available on request pse send S AE

LIB

FUNDAMENTALS
FREQUENCY RANGE

5 TO 50 kHZ
50 TO 150 kHZ

150 TO 500 kHZ
160 TO 999 kHZ

1 TO 1.5 MHZ
1.5 TO 20 MHZ
2.0 TO 60 MHZ

6 TO 21 MHZ
21 TO 25 MHZ

PRICE
£2100
£11.00
0780

C1190
C10 75

C510
E4 75
04.55
06.50

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS
OVERTONES

FREQUENCY RANGE PRICE
3rd OVT 21.00 T06500 MHz C4.55
5th OVT 60.00 TO 110.0 MHZ C5.10
5th OVT 110 00 TO 125 0 MHZ C740
7th OVT 125.00 TO 175.0 MHZ C10.00

2.0 TO 1750 MHZ 2 T03 weeks

5 TO 999.9 kHz 6 to 8 weeksDELIVERY

1 TO 1 499 MHz 3 to 4 weeks
Unlessotherwiserequestedlundamentalswillbesuppliedlor3Opf loadcapacitanceandovertonesfor series
resonant operation
HOLDERS:- PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING -elseHC25/U suppliedfor XTLSabove3 MHz HC13/U
6-200 kHz HC6/U 8 HC33/U 170 KHz-175 MHz HC18/U 8 HC25/U 2-175 MHZ
DISCOUNTS: Pnceon applicationfor 10+ unitstosarnefrequenCy/eipeC or bulk purchasesof mixed trequen-
cies We supply FREE Mats for use in U K repeaters
COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS: available on last delivery and at competitive prices. Please send for list stating
interests
EMERGENCY SERVICE: for XTALS 1 to 125 MHz. Add the surcharge for each XTAL Days refer to working
days 4 days -+E12,6 days +U. 8 days -1-05. 13 days +C3
CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC25 CO20 ea. HC6 0025 es MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE C1.50 unless ordered
with crystals
TERMS: Cash with order post Inc to U.K 8 ireland Cheques 8 PO's to OSL LTD
A stamped addressed envelope with ALL enquiries please.

P.O. Box 19 Telephone: 01-318-4419 24Hr Ansaf one: Dartford (0322) 330830

Kent DAB 1 LH
EX VAT PLEASE ADDIS% Telex: 8817271 GECOMS-G (Attention QUARTSLAB)Erith ALL PRICES ARE

KW TEN-TEC
CORSAIR II

NO FRILLS, "GIMMICKS", OR UNUSED
FACILITIES - FOR THE SERIOUS PHONE/CW

OPERATOR WHO WANTS THE LOWEST
NOISE, CLEANEST AND MOST SELECTIVE

AMATEUR hf TRANSCEIVER ON THE
WORLD MARKET.

Other KW -TEN TEC winners
The ARGOSY II phone/cw transceiver
The CENTURY 22 cw only transceiver

WRITE OR PHONE FOR DETAILS

KW TEN-TEC LTD
Vanguard Works, Jenkins Dale, Chatham, Kent, ME4 5RT

Tel: 0634 815173

co -TOWARDS THE --N
ojc RAE 1986
This new book is prepared specifically for the City and Guilds of
London Institute's new RAE Syllabus 1986. In 26 topics it sum-
marises the basic material and relevant theory for City and Guilds
subject 765.
Author: John Bowyer (G4KGS) Principal Lecturer in Electri-

cal Engineering at Polytechnic, Huddersfield.
Advisor David Pratt (G4DMP) member of the City and
and Guilds Advisory Committee and Examiner for the
Editor: RAE.

Price: £3.95 non nett ISBN 0 85973 036 0

Available via Bookshops or direct from Publishers:
STAM PRESS LTD., TRADE ENQUIRES
Raans Road, Amersham, Bucks, HP6 6JJ WELCOME. CONTACT
Phone 024 03 28595/6 MRS WRIGHT NOW.

BECOME A
RADIO AMATEUR
Train now for the Radio Amateur Licence
examination. No previous knowledge
needed, only a few hours per week of home
study for 3 to 6 months. Post coupon now
for details or tel. 062 67 6114(24 hr service)

Br,t,sh National Rada & Electronics School P.O. Box 7, Teignrinouth,Devon, T014 OHS

 .210,0011

CACt'
FREE brochure without obligation from: - 1

British National Radio &Electronics School I
P.O.Box 7, TEIGNMOUTH, DEVON, TC114 OHS

Name

Address

L HRT/1 BLOCK CAPS PLEASE j

WPO COMMUNICATIONS

micron
£241 FOR 6 BANDS/

INTERNAL ATU/

DIGITAL DISPLAY

COMPLETE HF
6 BAND

TRANSCEIVER
CW ONLY

Join the world of ORP
Our latest transceiver kit with 6 band operation 180, 40, 30, 20, 15 & 10) fast becoming a best
seller. Sensitive receiver with AGC, S Meter, IRT, 3 position LC hher and lots of other
features. Tx has fully shaped and variable RF output from 8W down to mW. High grade pcb's,
screen pnnted with component placings and comprehensive step-by-step manual designed
for the newcomer Available as a complete Transceiver Kit whh custom Case/Hardware,
INTERNAL ATU, Power SWR metering and Digital Display at £241 inc Reviewed by George
Dobbs - "Very pleased", "Good value for money", "Hope the transceiver will become a
popular option for GRP
Brochure available Is.a.e please)
ALPHA - our 40W+ SSB/CW Monoband Transceiver for 160 or 20m. Usable as a Mobile or
Base rig, it comes complete with all components. Caseihardware. Digital Display and
comprehensive instructions at £179.95 inc
MICRON MATCH ATU developed from the MICRON ATU. complete with case,
connectors and suitable for up to 20W or SWL. Transmatch type £39.95 Inc
OTHER KITS - RF Broadband preamp 1.8-30MHz, £15. Talking Frequency Meter for Blind
ops at £179. UNIVERSAL MORSE MEMORY (see PW Review) at £52.45 lerther std or MS
version available). For more details of all kits please send 40p in stamps Allow Lip to 28 days
for delivery Export a pleasure.

DON'T FORGET - The rest of our range is exclusively available from Colo Holdings a
Broxbourne, including the DSB80. DSB 2 & 2M transceivers, speech processor, active fiber &
1M VFO's. Full details in our own catalogue.
COMING SOON - 4M, 6M & 2M transverters from 28MHz 1W20W all mode kits SAE
will fetch details when available

20 FARNHAM AVENUE, HASSOCKS G3WPO
WEST SUSSEX 8N6 8NS MAIL ORDER ONLY

TUES-FRI 10-4 pm

VIS4 24M
07918 6149
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rFDETiga 0311
I thought it would be useful this month to start with
a couple of ideas for improving the over-all finish and
safety of the wiring on projects. With a little extra
effort and expense, it is possible to tidy up those
untidy clusters of wires which so often tend to grow
as a unit nears completion.

This month, Ian Poole, G3YWX, offers
a few useful tips on homebrewing and

how to check that your speech processor
doesn't equal distortion.

LACING
CORD

WIRES TO
BE LOOMED

Fig. 1 How to make your project look neat and
professional. Collect up as much of the lose
wiring as possible into a 'trunk' and lace up with
thin lacing cord available from most electronic
suppliers. The basic idea of lacing is to loop the
cord round the bundle of wires and make a knot
with top piece of cord.

If the wires run together in groups they can be
gathered together into a neat loom using lacing cord.
Even though many other forms of cord can be used,
proper lacing cord is ideal as it does not cut into the
insulation on the wires themselves. Fig.1 illustrates
how lacing is done, it is quite easy once you have the
hang of it. Normally the knots or loops round the wire
should be spaced about an inch apart but this
depends largely upon how much control the wires
require. When starting and finishing each length of
lacing, it is well worth tying two knots on top of each
other to prevent it slipping and coming apart. In order
to make the lacing easier it is well worth cutting off
approximately the right length of lacing cord, and as
a rough guide it should be about three times as long
as the length to be laced.

One other wiring aid, seldom used in amateur
projects, is sleeving. This involves covering exposed
terminals and soldered joints and is particularly useful
where there could be exposed terminals on
components carrying high voltages such as mains
transformers. Sleeves are also very useful when
wiring to multi pin connectors where the wires could

easily bend slightly causing shorts between pins.
Sleeving comes in various sizes and the more usual
form is made of rubber so that it will stretch slightly
when covering the terminal keeping it in place.

Both lacing cord and sleeving are available from
many electronic components retailers quite cheaply.
It is well worth the extra outlay and time tidying up a
project and will also prevent an accidental shock from
touching an exposed terminal.

Aerial Wire

It is probably not generally realised how much
copper wire can stretch if it is placed under tension.
Being a very ductile metal it can elongate quite
considerably when a length of aerial wire is pulled
taut. For example, a length of multi -stranded PVC
covered wire may extend by as much as five or ten
percent when held under sufficient tension to keep
the aerial from sagging; especially if it is for the lower
frequency bands where longer lengths and hence
tensions are required.

This wire elongation will correspondingly
decrease the resonant frequency of the aerial. If the
aerial is centre fed with no tuning unit at the feed
point this will cause the SWR to rise over a period of
time affecting any 'fine tuning' that may have been
carried out. The solution to the problem is to use only
sufficient tension on the aerial to reduce the sag to
an acceptable level. Also, use a low enough gauge of
hard drawn copper wire which will elongate much
less than other varieties of copper wire.

Safety Pr:ecautions

One item which does not often feature strongly in
amateur home brewed equipment is that of safety. It
is, however, something which is particularly
important in view of the high voltages which are
often present in many pieces of equipment. Whatever
the equipment, precautions should always be taken
to ensure that everything is as safe as it can be made
in order to prevent not only oneself but also any
friends or family from getting a rather unwelcome
and unpleasant shock.

Home brewed equipment can quite easily be
made much safer by just bearing a few simple points
in mind. For example any live connection should be
sleeved using rubber or heat shrink sleeving which is
available from many components stockists and units
should be housed in boxes or cabinets to prevent
access to any terminals which cannot be adequately
protected. Cabinets and metalwork in general should
be securely grounded to the mains earth in order to
prevent anything becoming live if there is a short
from the mains to the metalwork.

In addition to this the safety of a piece of
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equipment, whether it is home or commercially made,
is not totally dependent upon the equipment itself,
but also on the way connecting cables are wired up.
For example a very large percentage of mains plugs
are wired up carelessly: the earth connection being
left off, the cable grip not tightened or unsleeved
wire showing outside the terminals. All of these
represent a potential hazard and in certain
circumstances could make the metalwork of the
equipment become live.

Although a few examples of methods to improve
safety have been outlined it is wise to develop an
awareness of possible hazards, and then to apply
common sense to overcome them. Unfortunately this
does require a certain amount of extra time and
effort, but when considering some of the potential
hazards which are present to people is this
investment not worth it?

Speech Processing and Distortion

One often hears discussions over the air
questioning the necessity for speech processing. Some
people say they never use any form of processing
because it introduces too much distortion, others say
they would never be without it. Not only is there a
wide variety of views but also just as wide a
spectrum of the qualities of transmitted audio. Some
sound is heavily processed and unpleasant to listen
to, others are much easier whilst still retaining a high
level of audio.

When used correctly, speech processing can he
invaluable, giving a very useful amount of gain
without making the signal sound unpleasant.
However, there are several ways in which
unnecessary distortion can be introduced. Two
common ways in which this can happen are by over
driving the audio input of the transmitter, or by RF
being picked up on the microphone input lead.

When experimenting with a speech processor it is
worth testing it first by connecting its output to a
tape -recorder so that its output can be monitored and
any necessary adjustments made. Then it can be

MIC
INPUT

LOW IMPEDANCE
AMPLIFIER INPUT
(PROBABLY 600R)

Fig. 2 Two methods of filtering microphone
inputs or speech processors and amplifiers. Try
to insert the filter as close as possible to where
the microphone lead enters the screen case.

MIC
INPUT

HIGH IMPEDANCE
AMPLIFIER INPUT
(PROBABLY 500k
OR HIGHER)

connected to the transmitter which at this stage
should have its output fed into a suitably screened
dummy load to prevent any RF from being radiated.
The transmitter output should be monitored in a
receiver and the output of the processor adjusted so
that the received audio sounds acceptable, and also
the transmitter is running within its limits. Finally the
processor should be tried with the transmitter feeding
the aerial and any signs of distortion noted.

A transmitter will be far more susceptible to RF
being fed back into the audio stages when a speech
processor is used because the audio gain has been
greatly increased. Therefore, even a small amount of
RF pickup might cause instability where previously
there was no problem. There are two basic ways in
which the problem can be overcome. The first one is
to filter out any RF which is picked up on the
microphone lead. Unfortunately the design of any
filter will vary depending on the circuit impedance but
one of the two suggestions outlined in Fig.2 should
solve the problem. In addition to this any supply rails
should be decoupled and 0.01uF capacitor should be
adequate for this. The second solution is to remove
the RF from the shack by ensuring the aerial is
sufficiently far away not to cause any problems. Not
only will this idea enable the equipment to operate
more satisfactorily but it will also reduce any health
hazards that may have been present from the high RF
levels in the shack.

If care is taken when using speech processors
and clipping levels are not excessive - especially
when using audio frequency clipping - then the
transmitted signal should remain clean and
intelligible.
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Approved Dealer forCeitnet Mobile Phone Division

At this special time of year when Christmas Greetings will
be jamming the airwaves worldwide. Thanet Electronics send this
message to you. During 1986 the ICOM range of equipment will
continue its upward trend in the design and production of
sophisticated amateur radio equipment.

Typical of the innovation one expects from ICOM is the
new 'ultimate' receiver the IC -R7000. To whet your appetite, a
brief specification is featured here.

You can visit our premises at 95 Mortimer Street, Heme
Bay, telephone (0227) 369464 for demonstration, advice &
sales of 1COM Amateur equipment. No matter what your
requirements. base, mobile or handheld, ICOM have the answer.

Attention all Amateurs & S,,WL's. If you are thinking
of buying an ICOM radio call us. Just pick up the 'phone and
dial FREE Linkline No. 0800 521145, for retail enquiries about
ICOM Amateur equipment & the address of your nearest
authorised 1COM dealer. N.B. No trade enquiries via this special
free link, thank you.

44%24;444S.

SCAN START/STOP
PROD MOO(

SET SET RESET"- C

1111 MS

AUTO -M

MIF AIM ATT

SMOTE

1111

AF GAIN SOUELCN

The ICOM IC -R7000 is the receiver that every discerning
amateur would love to receive at Christmas. The IC -R7000 is
able to give high frequency coverage up to 1300MHz without
sacrificing SSB stability, which is maintained throughout the IC-
R7000's entire frequency range, another example of ICOM's
superb design.

For simplified operation & quick tuning, the IC -R7000
features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies can be
selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency
or by turning the main tuning knob. FMiAM1SSB modes.
frequency coverage 25 - 1000MHz and 1025 - 2000MHz (25
-1000MHz and 1260 - 1300MHz guaranteed specification).

The IC -R7000 has 99 memories available to store your
favourite frequencies including the operation mode. Memory
channels may be called up by simply pressing the memory
switch, then rotating the memory channel knob, or by direct
keyboard entry.
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A sophisticated scanning system provides instant access to
most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M switch. The
IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies in use. while the
unit is in the scan mode. This allows you to recall frequencies that
were in use. Scanning systems include, memory selected
frequency ranges or priority channels scanning speed is
adjustable. Narrow/wide filter selection. Five tuning speeds:
10Hz. 1.0KHz. 5KHz. 10KHz. 12.5KHz and 25KHz.

All functions, including memory channel readout are
clearly shown on dual -colour fluorescent display with dimmer
switch. The IC -R7000 has dial -lock, noise blanker, S -meter &
Attenuator. Options include RC -12 infra -red remote controller
and a voice synthesizer. Range extender also available.

For a more detailed specification of the competitively
priced IC -R7000 contact your authorised ICOM dealer or
telephone us direct on 0800 521145, our FREE Linkline service
for Amateurs and SWL's.

Listed here are just some of the authorised dealers who can
demonstrate ICOM equipment all year round. This list covers most

of the U.K.. but if you have difficulty finding a dealer near you,
contact Thanet Electronics ani we will be able to help you.

Alyntronics. Newcastle, 0632-761002.
Amateur Radio Exchange. London (Ealing), 01-992 5765.
Amcomm. London (S. Harrow). 01-422 9585.
A.R.E. Comms, Earlestown. Merseyside. 09252-29881.
Arrow Electronics Ltd.. Chelmsford, Fccpx. 0245-38167126.
Beamrite, Cardiff. 0222-486884.
Booth Holding (Bath) Ltd., Bristol, 02217-2402.
Bredhurst Electronics Ltd.. W. Sussex. 0444-400786.
Dressler (UK) Ltd.. London (Leyton), 01-5580854.
D.W. Electronics, Widnes. Cheshire, 051-420 2559.
Hobbytronics, Knutsford, Cheshire. 0565-4040. Until 10pm daily.
Poole Logic, Poole, Dorset. 0202 683093.
Photo Acoustics Ltd., Buckinghamshire, 0908-610625.
Radcomm Electronics. Co. Cork, Ireland, 01035321-632725.
Radio Shack Ltd.. London NW6, 01-624 7174.
Ray Withers Comms. Warley, West Midlands. 021-421 8201.
Scotcomms, Edinburgh, 031-657 2430.
Tyrone Amateur Electronics. Co. Tyrone, N. Ireland, 0662-2043.
Reg Ward & Co. Ltd.. S.W. England, 0279-34918.
Waters & Stanton Electronics. Hockley, Essex. 0702-206835 4,4'eo A 0)4 `'rbR")

to4VF4i,f
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Clandestine
Operation

in the
LTO 14 ge

Forty years ago, I suddenly found
myself projected back into civilian
life, having spent six years helping
the RAF to dispose of 'Mr Hitler &
Co'. The return to professional life
was disappointing -a general air of
depression was much in evidence -

for 12 days via Gibraltar, Malta and
one or two other spots.

Having set the scene, I should
explain that as soon as our appoint-
ment was confirmed, I set to work to
build, test and pack a complete
amateur radio station to take with

Living and working in the Middle Last is quite an
experience, but operating an illegal amateur radio
station as well led 'Sheridan McQuire' into some

interesting situations and conversations.

a legacy of the 'messing about' ex-
perienced during the war.

Having lost six years seniority,
and needing to 'catch up' on one's
professional status, I decided to look
for a post overseas. An RAF adver-
tisement offered a civilian post in
the East - at Changi in Singapore. I
applied and in due course, was call-
ed for interview at their establish-
ment at Waterloo Bridge House.

I was shown into the office of a
rather intimidating young woman.
After a very shaky start, we
developed a degree of mutual con-
fidence, and were eventually
negotiating under the 'old pals Act'.
She indicated that the Changi post
was rather minor and a much larger
project was coming up in the Middle
East. I asked if my wife could also be
offered employment, mentioning
her special qualificiation. She could
hardly hand over the application
form quickly enough.

In early January I sailed from
Southampton with a bevy of similar
employees on a Furness-Withy. liner
(a troopship in disguise!). We sailed

me. The transmitter was a simple
CO/PA job (6AG 7-807) complete
with high level AM modulator (later
another Tx was built with the latest
all band Tank circuit which was us-
ed for both driver and PA stages,
eventually ganged to give one knob

control) and appropriate power
pack - built for the job and giving
plenty of output on 7, 14, 21 and
28MHz. Reception was catered for
by an RCA AR77E. This gear,
together with copious spares of all
sorts, was packed into very sturdy
crates with rope handles.

Settling In

On reaching our destination, I
was provided with a room in the
Officer's Quarters since I was a
civilian with 'officer status'. I pro-
ceeded to unpack my gear and set it
up on a table under the window. I
ran out a wire some 50 feet long and
about 10 feet high - the far end
supported by a convenient palm
tree. I unpacked the receiver and
connected up. In those years 'Ten'
was wide open and I immediately
heard some of the club members
back home! After a day or so, I set
up the transmitter and one afternoon
hearing G 4ZU, called him using a
callsign appropriate to the area. We
were in touch most days and lots of
my clubmates in the UK also made
contact.

Within weeks, I was notified that
my wife and family were due to
travel out and I had to find
somewhere for us to live. Prospec-
ting in the neighbouring town which
had a very large European quarter,
I came across a construction site for
a block of flats. It was in a very plea-
sant spot overlooking a public park.
I enquired in a local shop and even-
tually ran the owner to ground. He
took me around the site - they were
being built on a lavish scale. I was
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interested in a third floor flat and I
could choose which one I wanted
from three. Having agreed a rent of
£30 per week (which thanks to a
generous overseas allowance, I was
able to afford), we parted with
mutual expressions of satisfaction.

Once settled in our new flat, I

began unpacking my radio gear and
assessing the facilities. The building
was triangular with the various
apartments making the sides and a
central well providing light to all the
flats. On the floor above there were
two small flats and a door leading on
to a large flat roof surrounded by a
four foot parapet. The roof was used
for drying the laundry and had a
number of wires at shoulder height.
I sought the owner's permission to
erect aerials on the flat floor. I had
discovered that he owned ocean go-
ing ships, held a Masters ticket and
was a qualified radio operator. He
readily granted permission pro-
viding that the aerials should be in-
conspicous. He had heard about
amateur radio when visiting the
USA and I think he realised that I
wouldn't just be listening.

'Pirates' Where?

However, I intended to do
things legally if possible, so I placed
a request with HQ Signals Section
for the issue of an amateur licence.
After two weeks, I was called in to
see the 'Boss' of the Sigs Section. He
quickly came to the point, "I have
tried to get you a licence, but they
won't consider granting one even
v-;4.-1 the most limited facilities!" He
1 -;.used then went on quietly, "if the
I.:atter ever arises I shall deny all
knowledge of this next conversa-
tion, you understand?" He con-
tinued "well, the Navy here are not
looking for 'pirates' (meaning in the
radio sense), the Army are not look-
ing for pirates, the RAF are certainly
not looking for pirates and the locals

haven't got anything to look with!"
On returning to my office I

phoned several people who had ex-
pressed a desire to get on the air
asking them to meet me in my office
at lunch time. When they had all ar-
rived, I produced an exercise book,
explained what had transpired and
proceeded to issue callsigns enter-
ing only first names. In the ensuing
years some two dozen partakers
were entered.

The aerial set up which I devis-
ed for the flat consisted of a 40m
dipole suspended about 10' above
the flat floor. It was broken in the
middle of each leg by an insulator, a
pigtail with a croc clip at each of
these points so that operation could
be 7, 14 or 21MHz. Lack of rain for
several years meant that this
arrangement was unlikely to be
impaired. 28MHz operation was
catered for with a dipole made with
300 ohm ribbon. The feeders for
both these aerials were draped
down the well to the flat.

The XYL was highly apprehen-
sive of trouble with the local
authorities so to quieten her fears,
the transmitter was returned to the
crate. This did not preclude
transmission though, as I had built a
tiny CO/PA (EF91/6AG 7) CW outfit
which gave a few watts out on the
four bands. This was fed into the
aerials with a torch bulb as current
indicator. This, of course, flashed as
I keyed, I explained to the XYL that I
was practising my Morse!

With that station, I worked
worldwide, the unusual callsign
contributing largely to this with fre-
quent pile-ups each time any one of
us opened up on the air. With one of
the Met. forecasters who was also an
9rnateilr T devised a joint QSL card
with our lists of contacts being handl-
ed by the late G4AU who had
volunteered as QSL manager.

I soon found a radio repair shop
in the town run by an elderly Greek.

I started buying bits and pieces from
him and over a few months, got onto
good terms with him and was invited
into his 'workshop'. He was entirely
self taught and a lack of precise
instrumentation was obvious. Promi-
nent on the wall was a large mains
driven bell but minus its gong. I

queried its use and the old chap ex-
plained that it was for alignment.
Having switched the device on and
turned on a radio on the bench, a
healthy buzz came from the
speaker. With a screwdriver, he ad-
justed all the 'screws' (his term for
trimmers!) for 'biggest' noise.

The local electricity supply
company had an imposing shop in
the main street. It was presided over
by a Hungarian gentleman. One
day I noticed at the back of one of
his showcases what appeared to be
some sort of electrical instrument. It
turned out to be a superb Hickok
signal generator with built in
V.T.VM and other facilities. Nobody
used it or knew how to, since the
Americhns had left it behind in the
power station. Having checked that
it was 230V and, with permission, I
plugged it into the mains. It lit up
and appeared to be okay. We swit-
ched on one of the displayed radios
- a quick tweak on the Sig Genny
and an enormous signal blared out.
The manager looked at me quiz-
zically, "you now how to use this?"
We soon agreed that I would repair
radios for British Services families,
at the proper price, of course. He
gave me the Hickok as a gift which
when I arrived home caused my XYL
to say "I know, you've found a junk
shop out here of all places!"

Cable Removals Ltd.

In the area where we were
located there were two Army bases
situated some fifteen miles apart,
and joined by a good tarmac road.
Alongside the road was buried a
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...off over the sand dunes
dragging the severed cable
behind it.

multi -pair telephone cable which
the local 'natives' regarded as a
source of easily obtained income. At
regular intervals they dug up the
cable at two points some hundreds
of yards apart and a jeep was attach-
ed to the cable by a hawser. At a
given signal the cable was cut and
the jeep drove off over the sand
dunes dragging the severed cable
behind it. At a safe distance, the
cable was rolled up and dumped in
the jeep for sale in the nearest big
town.

The Services attempted to stop
this repeated theft by having two
jeeps, one at each base, which
hurtled down the road with heavily
armed crews as soon as the line was
cut. They never caught them but
there were some phenomenal
avoidances when they met at speed!

The Major in charge of this
operation knew of my amateur ac-
tivities. One evening he called me
over and took me up to his room
where he had something he thought
I would be interested in. It turned
out to be the greater part of a
Hallicrafters SX28 communication
receiver which they had dug up
whilst searching for the end of the
telephone cable. It was complete -
including metal valve - except for
the audio end and the power supply
which someone had removed to
make an amplifier. I took the
receiver and after a few discreet en-
quiries was in possession of all the
needed replacement parts.

Clearing out the sand was a
long business involving paraffin,
elbow grease, profanity and con-

siderable effort. But eventually the
receiver was pristine and worked
perfectly first time. Another pro-
blem apart from the sand developed
with my ribbon dipole - it would
not draw and in no way could I per-
suade it to accept power. I went up
on to the roof to find that our laun-
dry woman had pegged out some of
her washing along the 300 ohm
feeder. Net result, much of the fold-
ed dipole had opened out under the
weight and I now had a very fine
delta match that didn't match
anything.

On The Air

About this time the BERU
(British Empire Radio Union) con-
test came along; I couldn't face 24
hours of operating but I did put in

y
.
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...our laundry woman had
pegged out washing along the
NV ohm feeder.

some 14-15 hours of listening and
logging. I sent my log in as a check
log and was astonished to get a letter
from one of the contest committee.
He wrote saying the most ap-
preciated parts of my log were my
grossly candid comments as to the
'fist', note and general procedure of
some of the contacts. Some months
later, I learnt via the RSGB's
"Bulletin" that I had run third in the
receiving section of the contest and
that without trying!

The plethora of American forces
station in Europe made life on the
air very difficult at times. One had
only to show one's nose on 20m to be
buried under a load of X--- call -
signs. None of them seemed to have
the slightest compunction about cut-

ting each other up or seemed to be
using less than a BC610 running at
least one kilowatt. It eventually got
through to most of them that unless
definitely called, they were not
welcome.

As mentioned before, I was
sometimes called upon to service
various radios for Service people.
On one occasion, an Army officer
bought round a Philips domestic
radio which had a broken dial drive
cord. He was from the Royal Signals
and his eyes lit up at the sight of the
SX28 on my desk. He recognised it
as a Super Skyrider and commented
that they couldn't get anything out
of theirs. On hearing mine work, we
agreed that something must be
wrong and that he would bring it
round.

Two days later, I handed him his
radio duly repaired. He had a
Trooper carry up the receiver which
I surveyed with amazement.
Carefully, I pointed out that on the
front panel it said Super Skyrider
S27 and that although this was a
communications receiver, it
covered 30-150MHz on VHF - it
would not receive anything on or-
dinary HF wavelengths. Since I

already had an AR77E and the
SX28, I offered to swap his S27 for
my SX28. Swiftly, he called upon
the unfortunate Trooper to remove
my SX28 - in case I changed my
mind.

The S27 required a thorough
clean up and a couple of new Acorn
valves, but it was soon in full work-
ing order. True, there was very little
to listen to at that time, but on
Armistice Sunday 1950, we sat hav-
ing lunch and listened to the
Cenotaph ceremony direct on the
BBC TV sound channel of 43MHz.

Clandestine Awareness

Throughout my amateur opera-
tion, there was the ever present
awareness that these were strictly
'sub rosa'. This was illustrated one
afternoon when a commotion on the
staircase made me think that the
Secret Police had found out about
my operations. My immediate im-
pulse was to hide the gear, or maybe
throw it from the window to the court-
yard below. The 'natives' appeared
to be heading for my neighbour and
I soon found out that his flat was on
fire. Eventually, it was put out, with
the help of a rather inept local fire
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brigade, but it was a long time
before my pulse returned to normal.

Shortly after this the whole fami-
ly returned on 'inter -town leave'
although we had proved so suc-
cessful in our professional capacity
that Air Ministry wished to retain us
for a further three years. After six
weeks we were due to return but the
XYL had to go into dock for a hear-
ing operation.

his .flat
ras on fire.

had hardly got back and
resumed work when trouble blew up
and the Flag of Revolution was rais-
ed. We were penned in the flat for
several days but were not short of
food for our landlord, being a pro-
minent permanent resident, had no
difficulty in organising supplies!
During this period I kept a 20m sked
each day with G4AU at 18.00 hrs,
passing news of the XYL's progress

We

to us, and our news back to her! This
sked became so well known, and so
many amateurs joined in that even-
tually the hospital had to ask Allan,
G4AU, if he could arrange that only
one person made the daily enquiry
about my wife, as their switchboard
was getting overloaded at that hour.

Eventually conditions got so
dangerous that the Air Force decid-
ed to bring all personnel living in
the town, into the RAF compound.
Accordingly, I had to pack up our
entire home into crates and we were
moved under armed guard. Once
established there the sked was taken
over by my Met. colleague who kept
up the contact daily till he could in-
form my wife that we had sailed for
home.

So ended a very exciting and
interesting period of operating
clandestinely.

If you haven't already guessed
where 'Sheridan' was posted, he
was based at a town known as Ish',
to the forces, Ismailia, to others, in
the then British protected Suez
Canal zone.

Addendum
Beam Splitter for an Oscilloscope
(September '85 p 38)

On Figs 3 and 4, the circuit diagrams
for boards A and B, the chips IC1 and
IC3 have been incorrectly numbered.
Pins 1 and 8 of both chips should be
connected via C3 on Fig. 3 and C9 on
Fig. 4 both of which are 47pF capa-
citors. Pin 5 is left unconnected.

The Multimate Keyer
(August '85 p30)

Apparently some readers have exper-
ienced problems getting hold of the
makers of the PCB, Microtanic. They
can be obtained on 01 299 1419 and
still have adequate stocks which cur-
rently retail at £24.50 each.

WIDE SIDE
(EVEN IF IT IS SPLIT

INTO THREE)

WHEN PULLED BECOMES
THREE DIMENSIONAL

FOLD DOWN
AWAY FROM

YOU

Rubbish Tips - Alcoholic
Insulators
(November '85 p22)

Unfortunately, our technical illustra-
tor may have been partaking of a little
of what the binders used to hold when
he was drawing Fig. 2, since the binder
should be folded in the opposite direc-
tion as shown nearby.

A Cheap 25' Telescopic Wooden
Tower
(December '85 p34)

Fig. 3 , the front view of the bottom
section was wrongly drawn in that the
spacers should be screwed on the op-
posite side to that indicated. Also the
pivotal hole must be 2" up from the
bottom of the timber.
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The Ham International series - a group photo of the infamous seven!

In this second and final part, Roger Alban,
GW3SPA, describes how this series of ('B rigs can be

modified with the aid of an EPROM.
Binary addition can also be used to
extend the frequency range of the
rig. Using the channel frequency
relationship shown in Table 3 (see
December '85 HRT), channel 30 on
the high band corresponds to the
FM calling frequency of 29.6MHz.
The required binary code for chan-
nel 30 will be 81 (from Table 6,
Dec HRT) and the switch logic code
is 29 (from Table 5, Dec HRT).
Therefore the binary adder will be
required to add binary 52 to the
programme code.

When the rig is switched to mid
band, the working frequency will
be 29.20MHz. The required binary
number will now be 121 (see Table
7). To obtain the new binary values
on the PLL chip programme lines,

using the same switch logic code,
the binary adder must add binary
92 to the original binary value.

Finally, with the rig switched to
low band, channel 30 corresponds
to a working frequency of
28.80MHz and from Table 8, the
new binary value can be seen to be
161. The binary adder will need to
add binary 132 to the original
binary value to obtain the required
binary value. Therefore, as we
switch from one band to another,
the binary value on the B inputs to
the binary adder will have to be
changed.

Table 9 shows the binary codes
required on the B inputs together
with the corresponding logic levels.
Note that BO and B1 remain at logic

1

level 0 and B2 at logic level 1. The
remaining B inputs must have their
logic levels changed from band to
band in some way. Using the binary
adder circuit diagram (Fig.5 Dec
HRT) and Fig.6, reconnect the B in-
puts, to obtain the required logic
levels. Using diode switching, B3-7
are connected to the band switch,
SW1 which is also connected to
Vdd to prevent feedback reaching
the other B inputs.

This technique for changing the
logic codes on the B inputs uses
only 6 diodes. The diode matrix is
built on a separate piece of
Veroboard and wired to the band
change switch on the front panel of
the rig and to the Veroboard con-
taining the two binary adder chips
with ribbon cable. The rig will of
course need to be retuned as
described in the first part.

This binary addition method of
modification is cheaper than the
three crystal approach because one
of the original crystals is being
used. However, there are disad-
vantages in the two methods so far
described. Firstly, on looking close-
ly at Table 3 you will see that some
frequencies on the upper channels
of the lower bands are repeated on
the lower channels of the upper
bands. For example, channel 40 on

HANN{ t PH P PI. P, r Pil
HAN , 0 0 1 I

HAN II, ' 1 0
HAN

Table 7 The required
programme code for mid band.

no,./N11
CNA, 1 0 1 0 o o

HAN 40 n

BINARY MUMS,
19,
161

Table 8 The required
programme code for low band.
BAND 137 1R hi 61 N 11, 1:11,11ANV NUMB, 4
01414 0 0 .12

V110 o 92

Table 9 The required 'B'
input logic codes for multi band use.
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low has the same operating fre-
quency as channel 4 on mid band.
This can be overcome by adjusting
either the band crystal frequency
or the divide by N number but it will
result in certain frequencies being
lost.

Another disadvantage is that
the logic code produced by the
channel switch is designed to FCC
frequency specification lie frequen-
cies are missed and there is a

strange jump back between two of
the upper channels). This non
sequential code would have to be in-
tercepted before it reached the PLL
programme lines and converted to
an acceptable logic code which will
increment the operating frequency
in sequential 10kHz steps.

The Solution - An
EPROM

The device that can easily
generate a new logic code is a

suitably programmed ultra violet
Erasable electrically Programmed
Read Only Memory (EPROM). This
memory device can store the re-
quired logic codes in various ad-
dress locations, which can be
selected by applying separate logic
levels on the address lines of the
EPROM. The address logic levels

can be produced by the existing
channel control and band change
switches as different programme
levels will be required for each
band. The memory output of the
EPROM can be fed directly to the
programme lines of the PLL chip.

The contents of the memory
can be so arranged that it will en-
sure that the logic output produced
by the various non sequential ad-
dresses will be sequential. The
EPROM can be programmed at
home using an inexpensive manual
'programmer', inputting eight bits
of data at a time using a series of
switches connected to a power
supply. The author can supply a
readily 'blown' EPROM at a modest
cost for those who do not wish to
do this, see the box at the end of
the article.

The INTEL 2716

The EPROM chosen for this ap-
plication is the 2716 because it on-
ly requires a single 5 volt supply.
Other EPROMs require a minimum
of two different operating voltages,
one of which is normally in excess
of 12 volts. The 2716 draws an
operating current of approximately
100mA and therefore a separate
stabilised voltage supply is needed
to drive the 2716 from the 1 3.8

-617
PL LO2

Fig. 7 The circuit for the EPROM
board, which uses an INTEL 2716
IC.
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Fig. 6 The circuit for the diode
switching which provides the
required logic code for the B inputs
for each band.

volt supply.
Fig.7 shows how the 2716

EPROM is inserted between the
channel switch and the PLL chip
programme lines. The programme
lines from the channel select
switch P0-5 are connected to the
2716 address inputs A0-5. The
4.7k ohm pull down resistors are
also connected to the address line
inputs to ensure that they are main-
tained at logic level 0 when the
channel switch has no output on
any of its programme lines.

Address lines A6, A7 and A8
are connected to the band switch
to alter the input address of the
2716 between each individual
band. Repeater shift is taken from
the rig's transmit line which is + 9V
on transmit and OV on receive. A
4.7V zener diode ensures that the
logic level fed to address input A9
is held below 5V when the repeater
switch is closed on transmit. Ad-
dress line A10 is not used and its
input is grounded to ensure that it
remains at logic level 0.

The outputs from the 2716 are
fed directly to the input programme
lines of the PLL chip as shown. You
will observe that programme line
P8 is not required and is grounded
to remain at logic level 0. Pins 18
and 20 on the 2716 are only used
when the 2716 is being programm-
ed so they are also grounded.

The 2716 is fed from a stabilis-
ed 5V supply produced by a TIP
3055 pass transistor and a 5.6V
zener diode. The pass transistor is
attached to the side of the rig via a
mica washer. The stabilised 5V
supply is also fed to the centre
wiper of the band and channel
select switches. Previously, these
two switches have been fed from
the 9V chip supply. You will have
to locate the 9V supply wires and
disconnect them before connecting
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up the 5V supply.
The original band crystals were

switched by feeding the 9V supply
to the crystal oscillator, where
diode switching selected the re-
quired operating crystal. The con-
tents of the EPROM memory have
been selected to operate with the
20.555MHz crystal operating at
20.5525MHz. Therefore, the two
other crystals will not be required,
and the 9V supply should now be
permanently connected to the
20.5525MHz crystal. On high
band, a front panel lamp is switch-
ed on using the 9V supply through
the band switch. If you want to re-
tain this facility, you will have to
change the value of R179 from
150 ohms down to 100 ohms
since the band switch is now being
fed with only 5V.

The 2716 contains 2k of
memory which is more than
enough to supply the various logic
levels required for each of the 40
channels on the three operating
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Fig. 8 The Veroboard layout for the
EPROM circuit.

bands. Therefore, additional infor-
mation can be stored increasing the
facilities offered by the rig such as
having repeater shift.

Repeater Shift

To work through a 1 Om

repeater the transmitter frequency
should be 100kHz below the
receiver frequency. This can be
done by changing the 2716 ad-
dress lines so that under transmit
conditions, the divide by N number
is suitably different. When the
repeater facility is not required, the

Table 10 The EPROM memory address/data codes needed if you want to blow your own EPROM and have a Ham
International 120 channel rig.

LOW BAND MID BAND HIGH BAND LOW BAND MID BAND
REPEATER

HIGH BANDREPEATER

REPEATER

CHANNEL ADDRESS DATA ADDRESS DATA ADDRESS DATA ADDRESS DATA ADDRESS DATA, ADDRESS DATA

1 0 7 F BE 0 13 F 9 6 1 3 F 6 E 2 7 F C 8 2 8 F AO 3 3 F 7 8
2 0 7 E BD OBE 9 5 1 3 E 6 D 2 7 E C 7 2 BE 9 F 3 3 E 7 7
3 0 7 D BC OBD 9 4 1 3 D 6 C 2 7 D C 6 2 BD 9 E 3 3 D 7 6
4 0 7 8 BB OBB 9 3 1 3 B 6 B 2 7 B C 5 2 BB 9 D 3 3 8 7 5
5 0 7 A BA OBA 9 2 1 3 A 6 A 2 7 A C 4 2 BA 9 C 3 3 A 7 4
6 0 7 9 8 9 OB 9 9 1 1 3 9 6 9 2 7 9 C 3 2 El 9 9 B 3 3 9 7 3
7 r 0 7 8 8 8 0 8 8 9 0 1 3 8 6 8 2 7 8 C 2 2 B 8 9 A 3 3 8 7 2
8 076 87 086 8F 136 67 276 Cl 286 99 336 71
9 0 7 5 8 6 0 8 5 8 E 1 3 5 6 6 2 7 5 C 0 2 B 5 9 8 3 3 5 7 0
10 0 7 4 B 5 0 8 4 8 0 1 3 4 6 5 2 7 4 8 F 2 Et 4 9 7 3 3 4 6P
11 0 7 3 8 4 0 8 3 8 C 1 3 3 6 4 2 7 3 13 E 2 8 3 9 6 3 3 3 6 E

12 0 7 1 8 3 0 El 1 8 8 1 3 1 6 3 2 7 1 13 D 2 8 1 9 5 3 3 1 6 D
13 0 7 0 8 2 0 13 0 8 A 1 3 0 6 2 2 7 0 El C 2 B 0 9 4 3 3 0 6 C

14 0 6 F 13 1 OAF 8 9 1 2 F 6 1 2 6 F BB 2 AF 9 3 3 2 F 6 8
15 0 6 E BO OAE 8 8 1 2 E 6 0 2 6 E BA 2 AE 9 2 3 2 E 6 A
16 0 6 C AF OAC 8 7 1 2 C 5 F 2 6 C B 9 2 AC 9 1 3 2 C 6 9
17 0 6 8 AE OAB 8 6 1 2 B 5 E 2 6 B B 8 2 AB 9 0 3 2 8 6 8
18 0 6 A AD OAA 8 5 1 2 A 5 D 2 6 A 8 7 2 AA 8 F 3 2 A 6 7

19 0 6 9 AC OA 9 8 4 1 2 9 5 C 2 6 9 B 6 2 A 9 8 E 3 2 9 6 6
20 0 6 7 AB OA 7 8 3 1 2 7 5 B 2 6 7 8 5 2 A 7 8 D 3 2 7 6 5
21 0 6 6 AA 0 A 6 8 2 1 2 6 5 A 2 6 6 8 4 2 A 6 8C 32 6 6 4
22 0 6 5 A 9 OAS 8 1 1 2 5 5 9 2 6 5 8 3 2 A 5 8 B 3 2 5 6 3
23 0 6 2 A 8 0 A 2 8 0 1 2 2 5 8 2 6 2 B 2 2 A 2 8 A 3 2 2 6 2
24 0 6 4 A 7 0 A 4 7 F 1 2 4 5 7 2 6 4 B 1 2 A 4 8 9 3 2 4 6 1

25 0 6 3 A 6 0 A 3 7 E I 2 3 5 6 2 6 3 B 0 2 A 3 8 8 3 2 3 6 0
26 0 6 1 A 5 °Al 7 D 1 2 1 5 5 2 6 1 AF 2 A 1 87 32 1 5 F

27 0 6 0 A 4 OA° 7 C 1 2 0 5 4 2 6 0 AE 2 A 0 8 6 3 2 0 5 E

28 0 5 F A 3 0 9 F 7 8 1 1 F 5 3 2 5 F AD 2 9 F 8 5 3 1 F 5 D
29 0 5 E A 2 0 9 E 7 A 1 1 E 5 2 2 5 E AC 2 9 E 8 4 3 1 E 5 C
30 0 5 D Al 0 9 D 7 9 1 1 D 5 1 2 5 D AB 2 9 D 8 3 3 1 D 5 El

31 0 5 C AO 0 9 C 7 8 1 IC 5 0 2 5 C AA 2 9 C 8 2 3 1 C 5 A
32 0 5 B 9 F 0 9 8 7 7 1 1 Et 4 F 2 5 B A 9 2 9 8 8 1 3 1 B 5 9
33 0 5 A 9 E 0 9 A 7 6 1 1 A 4 E 2 5 A A 8 2 9 A 8 0 3 1 A 5 8
34 0 5 9 9 D 0 9 9 7 5 1 1 9 4 D 2 5 9 A 7 2 9 9 7 F 3 1 9 5 7

35 0 5 8 9 C 0 9 8 7 4 1 1 8 4 C 2 5 8 A 6 2 9 8 7 F 3 1 8 5 6
36 0 5 7 9 8 0 9 7 7 3 1 1 7 4 8 2 5 7 A 5 2 9 7 7 D 3 1 7 5 5
37 0 5 6 9 A 0 9 6 7 2 1 1 6 4 A 2 5 6 A 4 2 9 6 7 C 3 1 6 5 4
38 0 5 5 9 9 0 9 5 7 1 1 1 5 4 9 2 5 5 A 3 2 9 5 7 B 3 1 5 5 3
39 0 5 4 9 8 0 9 4 7 0 1 1 4 4 8 2 5 4 A 2 2 9 4 7 A 3 1 4 5 2
40 0 5 3 9 7 0 9 3 6 F 1 1 3 4 7 2 5 3 Al 2 9 3 7 9 3 1 3 5 1
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The Marco 747 with its new VCO board and the EPROM.

repeater switch is open circuited
and address line A9 remains at
logic level 0. The noise blanker
switch on the front panel was
selected to become the repeater
switch. The noise blanker wires
were disconnected and open cir-
cuited to ensure that it operates
continuously.

The EPROM Board

The EPROM circuit is built on
Veroboard and the component
layout is shown in Fig.8. The cable
connections from the board to the
channel and band switches are
made with ribbon cable. A right
angle bracket was made so that the
Veroboard could be attached to the
metal chassis of the rig. It is wise to
insert the EPROM in a socket only
after all the soldering has been
completed and a voltage check of
the various pins of the IC holder
carried out to ensure that there are
no crossed wires and that the
stabilised voltage regulator is work-
ing correctly.

For those of you who are think-
ing of modifying a Ham Interna-
tional 120 channel rig using an
EPROM, the required address and
data contents is shown in Table
10. The information has been

The completed EPROM board
showing the chip and the companion
eight 4k7 resistors.

displayed in hex decimal form for
convenience. The total cost of the
EPROM modification will be ap-
proximately £10 with the advan-
tage that the operating frequency
of the rig will now stay in step with
the channel selected. Also there
will be no gaps in the frequency
coverage of the set. The new
operating frequency of the rig for
each channel is in Table 11. The
EPROM approach also offers the
flexibility of being able to introduce
the repeater shift facility at no extra
cost.

And Finally . . .

When modifying CB sets for
use on 10m, the minimum amount
of test gear is essential to carry out
the necessary tuning adjustments;
to ensure that the performance of
the modified equipment is not im-
paired; and unwanted spurious
signals radiated. The test equip-
ment required must include a digital
frequency meter, RF voltmeter or
good oscilloscope, and a digital
voltmeter.

The three methods described
enable the enthusiastic owner of
the Ham International series of CB
rigs to choose one that suits his
own capabilities. Furthermore, I

have so far identified seven dif-
ferent models containing the PCBs
listed in Table 1 (see Dec HRT).
There must be many other models
containing these boards yet to be
discovered. It is worthwhile remov-
ing the lid from the unknown CB to
inspect the PCB number to
establish the true identity of the rig.

Little has been said here con-
cerning the Colt 1600DX which is
listed earlier. This model has a band
crystal oscillator similar to the
PTOS110A0X PCB, but containing

CHANNEL LOW MID HIGH
1 28.51 28.91 29.31
2 28.52 28.92 29.32
3 28.53 28.93 29 33
4 28.54 28.94 29 34
5 28.55 28.95 29 35
6 28.56 28.96 29.36
7 28.57 28.97 29.37
8 28.58 28.98 29.38
9 28.59 28.99 29.39
10 28.60 29.00 29.40
11 28.61 29.01 29.41
12 28.62 29.02 29.42
13 28.63 29.03 29.43
14 28.64 29.04 29.44
15 28.65 29.05 29.45
16 28.66 29.06 29.46
17 28.67 29.07 29 47
18 28.68 29.08 29.48
19 28.69 29.09 29.49
20 28.70 29.10 29.50
21 28.71 29 11 29.51
22 28.72 29.12 29.52
23 28.73 29.13 29.53
24 28.74 29.14 29.54
25 28.75 29 15 29 55
26 28.76 29.16 29.56
27 28.77 29.17 29.57
28 28.78 29 18 29.58
29 28.79 29.19 29.59
30 28.80 29.20 29.60
31 28.81 29.21 29.61
32 28.82 29.22 29.62
33 28.83 29.23 29.63
34 28.84 29.24 29.64
35 28.85 29.25 29.65
36 28.86 29.26 29.66
37 28.87 29.27 29.67
38 28 88 29.28 29.68
39 28.89 29.29 29.69
40 28.90 29.30 29.70

Table 11 The revised
channel/frequency allocation after
modification with the EPROM.

four band crystals. The 20.55MHz
can be successfully pulled down to
20.5525MHz using the method
described. The band oscillator cir-
cuit forms part of the main PCB for
the rig. The components contained
within the VCO plastic block have
been altered in value to permit the
rig to cover four consecutive
groups of 40 channels between
26.515MHz and 28.305MHz.
However, if you wish to convert
the rig for use on 10m, you will
have to replace the original VCO
tuned circuit for the circuit shown
in Fig.3 and tune the other circuits
as described.

The EPROM is available at a cost of
£8.50 including recorded delivery.
When ordering, please make your
cheque or postal order out to C B
Alban and write your name and
address clearly. Post your order to
Roger Alban, Ham Radio Today, 1
Golden Square, London W1R 3AB.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
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The UltimateIn
Selectivity?

The Trio TS830S is the big brother
of the 530S, both still on sale but
not exactly new - the 830S was
introduced around the second half
of 1980 and so is 5 years old now.
So, why is it a) still on the market

layout! It is still very presentable
and has many facilities that you ex-
pect to find nowadays, but lacks
any memories in its basic form, or
facilities for AM and FM. So lets
have a look at it in the same manner

Why is this five year old rig still one of the most
popular among top contesters? Tony Bailey,
G3WPO, investigates the secret, of the 830S.

and b) such a popular choice for
competitive work amongst CW
fans?

Dewsbury Electronics kindly
lent a secondhand version of the
830S for review, some 8 months
old, and fitted with two of the op-
tional CW filters which are
available. Being a secondhand
model, but with a known history,
would also be interesting as it
might show up any faults which
can develop after a while.

In comparison with many
modern rigs the 830 does not look
particularly dated even allowing for
its lack of keypads etc. It also bears
a close resemblance to the
FT101Z, both in appearance and

as a normal review with some
observations against current rigs as
we go along.

Facilities

The 830S is a mains driven
transceiver and covers all amateur
bands currently available from
1.8MHz through the newer WARC
bands up to 30MHz (30.078 on
this one), using 500kHz segments
in conjunction with a separate band
switch. A front panel button pro-
vides the odd 500kHz segments of
28.5 and 29.5MHz separately.
One of the more unusual features
of the rig - unusual compared with
current rigs - is that the VFO is

analogue, tuning 5.5 - 6MHz (the
TenTec Corsair is the only other rig
reviewed recently which uses this
once standard method, nearly
everything else using digital syn-
thesis). The rest of the frequency
determining circuitry then goes
over to PLL techniques with six
separate VCOs employed,
operating 8.83MHz above the
signal frequency. These are mixed
with various other oscillators to ar-
rive at the wanted frequency, after
dividing down to the 1 -4MHz
region for reference purposes.

The basic receive section is
dual conversion with the first IF at
8.83MHz, and second at 455kHz.
Most recent receivers have direct
mixer feeds to improve the dynamic
range, with the RF stage in the form
of a switchable pre -amp. However,
the RF amplification used on the
830S uses a 3SK73 MOSFET, with
delayed AGC applied to improve
the strong signal handling and
blocking performance. The first
mixer uses a pair of push-pull
2SK1 25 JFETS (still in use in many
recent rigs) followed by IF
amplification; then, a ceramic roof -
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z
Measurements

RF sensitivity on SSB (for 10dB
S/N + N) using an SSB filter max
bandwidth (2.4kHz)

1.8MHz 0.10uV

24.8MHz 115W
28MHz 110W
29.7MHz 106W

S meter on SSB, 14.2MHz (incie3se
in dB per S point)

3.6MHz 0.12uV S1
7.05MHz 0.13uV S2 1dB
14.2MHz 0.11uV S3 1dB
21.2MHz 0.10uV S4 2dB
29MHz 0.12uV S5 3dB

S6 4dB
Dynamic range - two tone S7 5dB
14.2MHz: 91dB. S8 7dB

S9 7dB
Power Output on CW into 50 ohms S9 + 10dB 10dB

S9 + 20dB 11dB
1.9MHz 115W S9 + 40dB 21dB
3.5MHz 120W (S9 was 52uV)
7.05MHz 113W
10.1MHz 115W Attenuator:
14.2MHz 120W 1.8MHz 21dB
18.4MHz 115W 14.2MHz 20dB
21.2MHz 118W 29MHz 18dB

ing filter with noise blanker, and
thence onto the main IF selectivity
at 8.83MHz with a crystal filter(s).
The second mixer takes everything
down to 455kHz, with more selec-
tivity available at this frequency
from further IF filters - a notch
filter is also used at 455kHz.

The 830S Secret . . .

With two sets of IF filters
available with similar bandwidths,
variable bandwidth tuning and IF
shift can be implemented. Both of
these are provided with IF filters
enabling the overall bandwidth of
the receive section to be altered
continuously. This is done by shif-
ting the frequency of the second
conversion oscillator - the pass -
band of one filter moves relative to
the other narrowing the bandwidth.
For the IF shift, the first conversion
oscillator is moved together with
the 'BFO' an equal amount, which
results in the relative centre posi-
tion of the IF shifting without
changing the bandwidth. This can
be used to good effect to shift the
overall passband away from any in-
terference while still retaining the
wanted signal within the passband.

This facility combined with the
VBT (and optional narrower filters)
makes a formidable weapon in the
battle against QRM - one reason
why the 830S is popular for con-
tests. Many of the recent receivers
cannot equal these facilities, usual-
ly only providing the VBT part.

On transmit, the 830S uses a
pair of 6146B's as the output stage
with front panel loading and tuning
(plate) controls - the driver is a
1 2BY7 - all still freely available of
course. Having a valve PA does
have some advantage - often con-
sidered 'old -hat' by many - the
linearity and intermodulation pro-
ducts are generally better than an
equivalent power output solid-state
amplifier. Also, the ability to tune
the pi -network output gives more
versatility with antennas when
operating into the mismatches that
a solid state PA often cannot
tolerate.

Other Facilities

As mentioned earlier, the 830S
is limited to SSB and CW operation,
with no optional extras in the way
of AM or FM adaptors. For CW
operation, two further narrowband
CW filters can be fitted, one at
8.83MHz and one at 455kHz.
These can either have 500Hz or
250Hz (- 6dB) bandwidths. The
review model had a 500Hz 455kHz
filter fitted.

A number of other optional ac-
cessories are available including
VFO-230 remote VFO + memories
which is digitally synthesised. I

was not able to evaluate this but I
believe it may have some effect
(perhaps deleterious) on the
receiver's performance. Also
available are an antenna tuner,
AT230, plus metering; a linear,

TL922 (2 off 3-500Z); a monitor,
SM220; a DC -DC converter, DS2,
for 12V operation plus other less
useful accessories such as a station
clock.

VOX is fitted as standard, with
adjustable gain and delay, and
works well with a quiet
changeover. Metering facilities are
'S' units on receive, and either
ALC, final input current, RF output
(relative), compressor level
(calibrated to 20dB), and plate
voltage, all via a front panel switch.
Microphone gain and carrier injec-
tion (for tuning and CW - also can
be used as a CW power control)
come as a dual concentric pair of
controls, as do the AF and RF
gains. The IF shift and VBT controls
have indent stops for their nominal
positions, these being concentric
with the notch and tone controls.
RIT is available (switchable use on
either Rx, Tx or both via pushbut-
tons) and has a range of + / -
2.5kHz - a useful range and rather
better than a lot of other rigs which
tend to be restricted with this facili-
ty.

The Audio Gain Control

As well as a fast and slow set-
ting, the AGC can also be switched
off completely. This is a useful
thing to be able to do when a very
strong signal is close to or within
the pass band of the filter and you
are listening to a weak signal.
Under these conditions, the
wanted signal will be affected by
the AGC developed from the strong
signal - with the AGC off this pro-
blem disappears.

A noise blanker comes as stan-
dard and works well on most forms
of interference including the
woodpeckers. It does tend to
degrade the strong signal handling
when advanced past about three-
quarter travel, but effective blank-
ing normally occurs prior to this
point. It is especially effective with
single pulse woodpeckers but not
so good with multiple types. Then
again, not many other rigs can deal
with this type effectively either.

Frequency display is via a 6
digit green fluorescent type, with
100Hz resolution and the RIT off-
set is correctly shown when in use
- often not so on other rigs. The
main tuning dial also has an
analogue scale around its outside,
backlit, and calibrated at 10kHz in -
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L
tervals. This is pleasant to use and
can be spun rapidly over about
100kHz at a time for fast moves
around a band. A 25kHz crystal
calibrator is also provided, which is
activated by turning the mic gain
fully anti -clockwise.

The remaining front panel con-
trols are the RF attenuator a

transmit monitor, which enables
you to listen to the quality of your
transmitted SSB; a fix channel
switch for one crystal controlled
channel on each band; a manual
Tx/Rx switch and the processor
(compressor) level plus on/off -
this part of the circuit uses an RF
type processor rather than just
audio processing. There are also
two rocker type switches one for
the mains on/off; the other heaters
on/off for conserving the PA bot-
tles current and filament life while
receiving only.

Up The Rear

Antenna input is via a standard
UHF (S0239) socket, although a
separate receiver only input is pro-
vided for use with a transverter for
which RF drive is also provided.
The key goes in via a standard jack.
Note that this has - 65V across it
when the key is up - a point worth
bearing in mind when con-
templating using a solid state
keyer.

Other connectors are two IF
outputs for narrow and wide band
signal monitoring, external VFO (an
optional accessory), and an ac-
cessory output. This has such
things as receiver audio, ALC, and
linear switching on it. Also on the
rear is the cooling fan for the PA --
you can hear this running when in
operation but it isn't too obtrusive
after a while.

In Use

No microphone was supplied
with the rig, nor does one come as
standard when new. So the rig was
used with either a Shure 444 or
Yaesu UD-844 desk mic - the
former performed the best as the
desk mic tended to be rather toppy.
Antennas were either a full size
G5RV fed via a transmatch, or
various dipoles. An HQ1 is normal-
ly also available for the higher
bands but suffered in the winter
gales and is now only an HQ0.5!

On SSB, no adverse reports
were received from any station,
although locals preferred not to
have the processor in circuit. For
DX working, about 10dB of pro-
cessing indicated on the scale
seemed about right and was very
effective in getting through under
poor conditions. Setting up the PA
was no problem on the lower bands
but the settings on 20m and above
tended to be fairly critical. Also, the
neutralisation wasn't particularly
good - especially on 10m - so
the well tried procedure of tuning
for maximum 'smoke' was the
order of the day rather than trying
for a dip. This seems a common
problem with the 830S as I have
noted it before when helping test
another one locally. It can almost
certainly be improved by careful at-
tention to neutralising on 10m.

For those unfamiliar with the
term 'neutralising', lie those
brought up on solid state PA's) it
refers to the need to provide some
properly phased feedback between
the input and output circuits of the
PA stage to prevent oscillation.

Although the anode -grid
capacitance is reduced to a very
small value by the interposed
screen grid, most PA valves are
very sensitive to feedback so that
even this small amount may be suf-
ficient to cause oscillation.

On CW, the 830S uses semi
break-in keying with the VOX cir-
cuit controlling the transmit -receive
return delay. No problem was ex-
perienced with this operation
although attempting anything close
to break-in delay returns tended to
be rather noisy. The power could
be reduced to well under 1W (on
CW only) so  the rig would be
suitable for QRP operation, and
was used for many contacts at this
sort of power.

In fact with one Stateside sta-
tion, the QSO was started at the
100W o/p level, and reduced down
to 200mW, still obtaining solid
copy from the other end. I have no
doubt that even lower powers
would have been possible had it not
been for the antics of another sta-
tion who put an end to the QSO.
One point, you do have to be
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careful with the PA when tuning up
- the manual warns you to avoid
this for periods longer than 10
seconds as damage to the valves
may result. Transmitting a carrier
continously for periods longer than
this resulted in the RF output drop-
ping off rapidly'

As a receiver, there is little to
fault it on. Stability from cold is ex-
cellent, considering that it has a
free running VFO, and is equal to
anything else I have come across.
The VBT and IF shift systems are
invaluable, as already described,
and make the 830S especially nice
to use on CW. With the aid of these
two facilities and a narrow filter
there is very little you cannot copy
one way or another, except a dead
zero -beat station.

With the narrow filter, the VBT
is of little use as the bandwidth nar-
rows far too rapidly but this is not
in fact a problem. I am tempted to
say that for almost all use, in-
cluding contests, the narrow filter
can be emulated with the VBT con-
trol for all practical purposes - the
response was measured as around

330Hz at - 6dB in the narrowest
position. The skirt response will, of
course, be a lot worse than with a
'pukka' narrow filter. However,
many people like to be able to hear
at least something of what is going
on around the frequency when on
CW and the narrow VBT setting
provides this admirably. The notch
filter worked well. Being fairly nar-
row, it was useful on SSB as well
as CW and a useful addition to the
VBT and IF shift controls.

With a good dynamic range
(91dB), the receiver was virtually
free of unwanted intermodulation
products, except on 40m when the
attenuator had to go in a few times
to clean things up. The overall
receiver audio 'feel' is clean and
you can tell straight away that you
are unlikely to be listening to a
digitally synthesised rig - this
phenomena is more obvious if you
are a CW addict rather than SSB.
Plenty of audio output is available
and is clean sounding with little ap-
parent distortion at even high
levels.

Sensitivity was well within

spec. and more than adequate on
all the LF bands. The S meter func-
tions much more accurately than
many - the unofficial standard is
50uV for S9 with 6dB per S point

this example was very close to
the S9 level, and surprisingly ac-
curate from S5 upwards, although
not to be believed at low readings.
Receive sproggies are few and far
between. There are some sproggies
but none move the S meter or look
like being any problem.

The 830S operating manual
runs to some 38 pages and is com-
prehensive, including some align-
ment details and full circuit and
block diagrams.

Conclusions

Even after some years on the
market, the Trio TS830S can still
easily hold its own with many more
modern rigs, and deservedly
retains great popularity with con-
test workers due to its excellent
signal processing abilities. If for
nothing else, the VBT and IF shift
controls almost make it worth buy-
ing for the receiver performance
only. It is worth noting that the
TS530S is still available, having
been re -introduced after demands
from would-be users, and is
basically the 830S less the
VBT/shift facilities (latest versions
of the 530S do have the notch filter
which was missing originally). The
difference in price is about f130
but I consider the loss of these
facilities not worth trying to save
the money involved.

I found the 830S very easy to
use, with all the most -used controls
to hand when required - no com-
plicated banks of pushbuttons to
master or a rude 'beep' emitted
everytime anything was used on
the front panel. Although not
boasting lots of memories, com-
puter control or many of the other
'essential' bells and whistles of the
marketing boys, this transceiver is
certainly very well worth consider-
ing for anyone interested in CW and
SSB only. It costs at around £700
new or you can obtain a good
secondhand model at a saving. If
buying a secondhand version it is
worth taking a power output meter
with you to check the RF output -
the PA valves may have been
mistreated and could have to be
replaced.
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OPINION
In the October '85 issue, we published a brief letter from
Peter Crosland, G6JNS, which called for changes in the
RSGB. We were then asked by Mr David Evans, General
Manager and Secretary of the Society, to publish a reply to
this letter, which duly appeared in the November issue. The
text of Mr Evans' letter is clearly very critical of Mr Crosland
and his views. This opinion and Mr Evans letter have been
edited. Mr Crosland has supplied us with copies of the
letters he mentions. The views expressed here are not
necessarily those of the magazine.

Readers may care to speculate as to why the RSGB General
Manager should make a bitter personal attack on me in the
November '85 issue. I shall confine myself to setting the
record straight.

First, I would like to clarify the matter of my sources.
These include a number of RSGB officials, Council members
and HQ staff - some have agreed to be named others have
not. I believe that my sources are accurate since in most
cases I have cross checked facts.

It is disturbing to hear that no check is made on
applicant's suitability for membership. Ian Abel was a
member of the society, but he resigned after being told by a
Council member that his continued membership would not
be welcomed. I have proposed Ian for membership although
I now understand his application has been referred to the
next Council meeting.

The committee structure is clearly undemocratic since
appointments are made by committee chairmen and
members have an indefinite tenure. A chairman will, of
course, choose members who share his views and so the
self perpetuating system continues. The chairmen will also
be under pressure to ensure that only people who will toe
the party line are selected.

If one looks at the membership of the various
committees one finds the same names occur regularly eg
one Council member serves on eight committees, the
editorial board and is Microwave Manager. One person
cannot do all these jobs effectively and be in full time
employment however hard they might try. Finally, the
Finance and Staff committee effectively dominates the
running of the Society.

What is perhaps more disturbing is how the rules are
ignored if they get in the way of Council's wishes. Last
October, two nominations were made for local RSGB
representative in the Worcester area. The Society's rules
provide for an election but this did not take place, despite
repeated requests to HQ. The post went to the sitting
tenant.

Another example is the matter of reduced and waived
subscriptions. The constitution prior to the 1984 AGM
permitted subscriptions to be waived by unanimous vote of
Council. An attempt was made to bypass this and when a
Council member objected he was severely criticised.
Subsequently, an EGM was called to change the rules.
Council members produced several hundred proxy votes to
force the proposals through despite the mood of the
meeting being clearly against it. Whilst this was
undoubtedly quite legal it was of dubious morality.

To: Mr R G Barret, GW8HEZ, then President RSGB.
From: Mr G R Smith, G4AJJ, then Council member.

Date: 8th September, 1984
Subject: 1985 RSGB President
"In particular the minutes do not in any way report what
actually took place regarding election of the 1985
President."

As to changing the Society, the Council and its
committees should be more accountable to the membership.
In particular, there should be a limit to the length of time
anyone should serve on committees so that there is a
regular influx of new people to prevent them becoming
moribund. I have made numerous suggestions for changes
and regret to say that these have met with a very negative
response.

The questionable way in which the 1985 President was
elected can be proven. I have a copy of the letter to the
1985 President dated 8/9/84 in which G4AJJ sets out the
details of how the minutes of the Council meetings on 28th
July and 11th August differed materially from what actually
took place. He has never received a reply to this letter.
Since no denial or comment has emanated, the conclusion
must be that it is substantially correct.

The minutes of the 1984 AGM published in September
Rad Corn do not accurately report the vote of no confidence
I proposed. In a letter (2/10/85) Ms Noman of the RSGB
states that since the motion of no confidence was not
relevant, the fact that it was proposed did not need to be
recorded! If staff are prepared to censor AGM minutes, it
would seem reasonable to assume they are capable of
censoring Council Proceedings.

Shortly before the AGM, G4KCC gave me a copy of a
letter to the Secretary asking for certain items to be put on
the agenda. However, the Secretary stated that no other
items had been submitted for the 'other business' part of
the agenda. I challenged him and, in view of his
unsatisfactory answers, proposed a vote of no confidence.
The President refused to allow any further discussion and
the furore broke out. The meeting was suspended to allow
for a presentation and at this point, I discussed with Mr
Evans, what business could be raised. He agreed to clarify
this but it took nearly nine months to publish this
information. I took professional legal advice, not being an
expert in Company law and was told the two motions of no
confidence were quite in order.

As for Rad Corn, there have been instances recently,
where no note or explanation has been offered regarding the
resignation of members from posts. I am assured that
'Council Proceedings' was written by the editor and not
drawn from the Minutes. Having read many 'Minutes' my
comments about these are based on the comparison.
Detailed minutes of ARRL board meetings are published in
OST, surely RSGB members have a similar right to know?

I have read every Rad Corn since 1970 to gain an
insight in to the workings of the Society in recent times. I

hold amateur licenses in six countries and belong to three
other national societies. I regret to say that they are all
much more open and forward looking than the RSGB. My
letter can hardly a vote catcher since I am not
contemplating standing as candidate in any elections.

I believe that a strong Society is vital for the well being
of amateur radio in the UK. The current trend in membership
is steadily downwards when the large increase in licensees
is taken into account. It was recently announced in Council
Proceedings that 2/3 of the RSGB membership is licensed.
Simple arithmetic shows that this is about 43% of UK
licensees. In the USA a similar situation exists within the
ARRL. They have launched a campaign to boost
membership and the number of licensees. Council have
been urged repeatedly to start a membership drive but
nothing has happened. It is essential that this be done so
that the Society may retain its creditibility with the licensing
authority. The DTI has already stated that it welcomes input
from other amateur radio organisations. . .
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radio
for the
people
To a generation that is fast losing
the transistor as a discrete compo-
nent, the days of the valve seem
long gone. Indeed, valve theory is
no longer taught in many schools
and colleges -- it's called progress.

Left. Famed
'The Mighty
Atom' crystal
with accom-
panying 'cats
whisker'. Right.
Ediswan crystal
Set.

quently needed replacing and were
extremely expensive.

Consequently, during the early
1920's as the radio manufacturing
industry first found its feet, the
number of crystal set users out -

The humble 'crystal set' was the first popular
`wireless' receiver and has a fascinating history. Tim
Wander, G6GUX, of the Vintage Wireless Society,

turned the clock back for HRT.
It is of course the valve that

shaped the course of radio design
and development; but in the early
days of wireless, a valve presented
many problems to the untechnical
listener. The crystal set receiver
first became popular due to its low
cost, for it needed no batteries to
work, and its simplicity meant it
could be operated by old and young
alike. The equivalent valve sets
were not only expensive and bulky
but also needed their accumulators
regularly recharging at the local
bicycle shop or garage. Valves fre-

numbered valve sets by about four
to one. The sets could be bought
from the most unlikely sources, in-
cluding sweet shops and chemists.
Even motor firms like Chase Motors
of Newcastle and A J Stevens bran-
ched off into producing complete
sets. But most parts came from the
major manufacturers such as Mar-
coni's and Burdept. During the first
months of its life in 1922, the
magazine 'Popular Wireless Week-
ly' carried over sixty different
manufacturers advertising crystal
sets.

It was home assembly however
that quickly became the most
popular and cheapest way to own a
crystal set. Consequently the quali-
ty of crystal sets could vary from
simple homebuilt plywood cigar
boxes, to the work of master crafts
men from the top furniture fac-
tories.

The 'Cats Whisker'

The basis of the crystal set is
the crystal detector. This exploits
the phenomenon that some
metallic crystals and mineral ores
allow current to flow in one direc-
tion only (or more readily in one
direction only) when a thin wire
contact, known as a cat's whisker,
is brought into contact with it. The
cat's whisker was, however,
sometimes omitted and replaced
with another crystal. This twin
crystal combination - known as
the 'Perikon' consisted of copper
pyrites in conjunction with zincite.
This was a popular and reliable
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crystal combination being extreme-
ly stable, the major defect of the
wire contact crystal detector being
instability. The crystal set listener
of the twenties frequently found it
necessary to readjust or 'tickle' the
cat's whisker, as it would lose its
point contact at the slightest vibra-
tion.

Many crystals demonstrate rec-
tifying properties but require
whiskers of different materials to
function. Perhaps the most com-
mon crystal in regular use was
Galena, an ore of lead which re-
quires a contact of brass or copper.
The early 1920's saw synthetic or
artificially treated galena marketed
under many trade names, mostly
ending in '-ite'. Other crystals, such
as molybenite which needed a flat
silver strip, silicon a gold or steel
whisker or an iron pyrite, with a
gold point, provided the best diode
function. Of them all, the carborun-
dum and steel crystal detector was
considered the best. This type re-
quired a 4.5V dry cell connected
across the crystal and contact to
work - thus defeating the simplici-
ty, reliability and 'something for
nothing' aspects of the crystal set.

It is fascinating to observe that
in Newnes Wireless Constructors
Encyclopaedia 11933) by F J
Camm, it states that "The exact
manner in which these crystals
function is not yet definitely ascer-
tained, some holding that a form of
thermo action takes place, others
that the effect is purely electrical". It
would be over 20 years before the
solid state diode and transistor
became fact, years later before
semiconductor theory became
common knowledge.

Yet the future was being glimp-
sed even then. "Wireless" by P J
Risdon mentions an 'invention' by

The BTH twin crystal set.

A crystal set with a tapped inductor.

Radio comes full circle with a 1950's germanium crystal diode set in a plastic case.
M Lossev, of Nijni-Novgorod, who
discovered that in addition to recti-
fying properties, certain crystal
combinations would function as
amplifiers within a limited range.

"Several combinations have
been found to possess this proper-
ty, more especially zincite used in
conjunction with a steel point. It
must not, of course, be supposed
that the crystal itself magnifies - it
merely serves, as a valve functions,
to impress fluctuations in received
oscillations on an electric current.
A battery is therefore essential, to
provide a source of electrical
energy. Instead, however, of hav-
ing to employ a high-tension battery,
a low-tension battery of a few volts
is all that is necessary. The further
development of this discovery may
revolutionize broadcast reception,
for the small first cost of a crystal,
as compared with that of a valve,

and the advantage of low-tension
as against high-tension batteries,
must instantly appeal to everybody
interested in the art of wireless."

Tickling The Whisker

Operating a crystal set was a
simple matter. The listeners licence
permitted up to.100 feet aerial wire
which gave - with a good earth -
reception of stations within a range
of some 20 miles. The operator just
adjusted, or 'tickled' the whisker, in-
to the position which produced a
loud click in the headphones. The
programme was then tuned in by
rotating the tuning knob and the
cat's whisker was then further ad-
justed to obtain the loudest sound.
However, one rarely gets
something for nothing, only one
person at a time could listen in on
headphones, as the received signal
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was inadequate to drive a horn
speaker.

There were three secrets to suc-
cessful crystal sets: one was the
actual crystal mounting. The best
form of crystal holder is a 'cup' in
which three screws are used to
lock the crystal and provide con-
tact. However some crystals were
actually soldered in using 'Woods'
metal. This has an extremely low
fusing point and consists of 2 parts
of lead, 1 part of tin, 4 parts of
bismuth, and 1 part of cadmium,
but must be treated with care being
very toxic. When using crystals
they should be handled with a pair
of tweezers, for the slightest trace
of greasiness upsets their sensitivi-
ty. Another point is that after a
crystal has been in usefor some time
its rectification properties get
weaker, because of slight oxidisa-
tion of the surface of the crystal
itself. In such a case the crystal can
be revived by cracking it in half,

and using the newly exposed sur-
faces for 'searching' for the signal.

To obtain satisfactory recep-
tion, crystal sets need efficient
aerials. There are several important
points to be noted when erecting
an aerial for a crystal set, obvious
to any amateur, but not to the
crystal set users of the 1920's.
The aerial must be suspended as
high as possible and not screened
by tall buildings or obstructions.
The aerial itself and the lead-in from
the aerial must be adequately in-
sulated, with porcelain or plastic in-
sulators that do not permit the
aerial or lead-in to touch the
building, tree, or post from which
they are suspended. The lead-in
should be brought into the house
through an insulated rod. It is also
important to use insulated copper
wire, either single or multi -
stranded, for both the aerial and the
lead-in.

It may seem obvious that any

Fig.1 The variometer circuit.

HEADPHONES

0

ROTATING COIL

AERIAL

EARTH

VARIOMETER

Fig.2 The loose coupled circuit.

A home built crystal set in a more
stylish -than -the -average cigar box.

radio set, however simple, requires
an aerial of some type, less obvious
is the crystal sets' requirement for
a good earth connection. A 3 foot
length of half inch galvanised iron
pipe driven vertically into the
ground until only 3" are showing
connected to the earth wire is the
standard method. It is important to
see that the surrounding ground is
kept damp, if necessary by occa-
sionally pouring water down the
open end of the pipe, but despite
rumours to the contrary, talking to
it won't make it grow. An alter-
native earth is a cold water pipe
coming from a rising main. Simply
file very lightly the pipe at the back
of the tap and wind the copper wire'
earth lead-in round the filed part.
The joint is then wrapped with in-
sulating tape. In no circumstances
should a gas pipe be used for an
earth.

Tuning Circuits

The four basic aerial tuning cir-
cuits were the slide coil circuit, the
tapped inductance circuit, the
variometer, and the loose coupled
circuit.

The circuit favoured by many
manufacturers in the early 1920s
was the variometer (Fig.1) which
consists of two series -connected
coils with one coil capable of
rotating within the other. As they
are rotated with a current flowing
through them, their magnetic fields
either assist or resist one another.
This variable magnetic field is
known as a variable inductance. In
the loose coupled circuit (Fig.2) the
two coils are mounted in a twin coil

ID
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Fig.3 The slide coil circuit.

holder, one being fixed and the
other movable. As in the
variometer circuit, the movement
of the coils towards, or away,
from each other either assisted, or
resisted, the magnetic fields and
acted as a variable inductance.

The simplest form of tuning
was the slide coil circuit (Fig.3) -
in effect a standard rheostat with
wire coiled around a cardboard
tube with a slider making contact
- but this was not particularly effi-
cient as much of the coil was never
used. The fourth type of tuning
was the tapped inductive (Fig.4
where the coil is tapped off at
regular intervals. But like many
pieces of technology the crystal set
had reached its limits of design and
development.

The weak signals generated by

a crystal set were usually only
strong enough to entertain the lone
listener wearing a single pair of
headphones. But family entertain-
ment could be provided by using
crystal set amplifiers, to boost the
volume to a point where it could
drive a loudspeaker.

Crystal Amplifier
However, moderately loud

signals were required before the
amplifier would function. If the
signals could still be heard with the
headphones held a foot from the
ear, then the crystal set could drive
an amplifier with a loudspeaker of
between 1500 and 4000 ohms. In
the early 1920s S G Brown Ltd in-
troduced three crystal set
amplifiers which were designed to
produce sufficient power, without
using expensive and unreliable
amplifying valves. This increased
volume was attained by a circuit
using a differential microphone, a
reed and a magnet, a mechanism
that made Brown's 'A type' head-
phones world famous.

Their Microphone Amplifier,
produced in 1921 and a more
powerful version, the Crystal
Amplifier, of 1923, enabled the
listener living within a twelve -mile
radius of one of the BBC's main sta-
tions to get loudspeaker reproduc-
tion, loud enough to make family
listening comfortable. These
amplifiers were powered by a six
volt battery which would last for
many months due to the very low
current consumption. Not only
cheap to run, they were simple to
operate: their input terminals were

VAERIAL

CRYSTAL
HEADPHONES

LOADING
COIL

LOADING SWITCHES

Fig.4 The tapped inductance circuit.
EARTH

connected to the headphone ter-
minals of the crystal set and their
output terminals were connected to
a loudspeaker. Only an initial ad-
justment was necessary in Order to
get them working. Of course, a
cheaper form of crystal amplifier
was to lay the headphones in a
biscuit tin to reflect the feeble
signals, providing a basic, if 'tinny'
diaphragm.

In 1924 S G Brown Ltd brought
out their Crystavox amplifier, a.
microphone amplifier built into the
loudspeaker box. This gave
listeners in 1925 to the new
Daventry high power station 5XX
'perfect loud speaker reproduction'
up to 75 miles. But even these
add-on's could not prevent the
crystal set becoming a cul-de-sac in
radio history, for times were chang-
ing.

The End Of An Era

The main drawback with own-
ing a crystal set was that it was
unselective. It could not separate
two or more stations broadcasting
on wavelengths which were close
together, and it was this failing
which ultimately led to the crystal
set's downfall.

Until 1926 the BBC in London
had been broadcasting on one
wavelength only, 360 metres from
their 2L0 station, the pioneering
Mittle Station 2MT (400m) having
closed down in February 1922. But
during that year, they began ex-
periments using an alternative
wavelength differing from 2 LO's by
only about 100 metres. The
battery -powered valve sets were
able to separate these two different
wavelengths but the crystal sets
could not: listeners heard the two
different programmes simul-
taneously - making either station
unintelligible. The results of these
wavelength experiments were
otherwise successful and the BBC
soon established two stations of-
fering separate programmes.

Almost overnight the crystal
set became obsolete, its seven year
reign was over. Set makers quickly
went out of business, returned to
their old trade, or moved with the
times for the age of the valve had
arrived. It would be over 40 years
before a small rectifying crystal of
germanium, later silicon, came to
replace the glowing 'bottles'; radio
had come full circle.
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Your at -a -glance guide to what's happening around the clubs, on the air and in
general radio -wise.

2 Dec

3 Dec

4 Dec

5 Dec

6 Dec

Basingstoke ARC: First Aid and Crime Preven-
tion at the Forest Ring Community Centre,
Sycamore Way, Winklebury.
Alyn and Deeside ARS: drink and waffle.
Worcester DARC: Resonance by G3LBS.
Derwentside ARC: meets every Monday from
7.30pm at the Consett AFC, Bellevue Park,
Consett.
Welwyn Hatfield ARC: AGM.
Southdown ARS: Proposed ATV Repeater for
E Sussex.
Todmorden DARS: Seasonal social.
Morecambe Bay ARS: morse class.
Braintree DARS: video evening.
Borehamwood and Elstree ARS: meeting for
people with a serious interest in amateur radio,
at the Organ Hall CLub, Bairstow Close,
Borehamwood.
E Lancashire ARC: AGM.
Dartford Heath DFC: pre hunt meeting.
Chichester DARC: meeting.
Bury RS: informal.
Wolverhampton ARS: junk and surplus sale.
Rugby ATS: Leicestershire Repeater Group talk.
Verulam ARC: meeting at the RAF Assoc HQ,
New Kent Road, St Albans.
Fylde ARS: equipment construction competition.
Wirral ARS: Christmas party.
Exmouth ARC: meeting.
Fareham DARC: Video and Electronics by
G4 XJT.
Telford DARS: natter night.
White Rose ARS: junk sale.
Denby Dale DARS: noggin and natter night.
Cheshunt DARC: natter night.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: natter night.
Mirfield RC: club evening every Wednesday at
the Mirfield Community Centre, Yockleton Road,
Lea Village.
Preston ARS: Talk by G3KCC.
Meirion ARS: Christmas dinner at the Dolserau
Hall Hotel, Dolgellau.
Shefford DARS: junk sale.
Abergavenny and Nevill Hall ARC: meets every
Thursday.
Pontefact DARS: Bridges by G4ISU.
W Kent ARS: club annual dinner.
Radio Society of Harrow: activity night on 80m.
Maltby ARS: computer night.
Maidstone YMCA Sportscentre ARS: construc-
tion contest.

7 Dec
8 Dec

9 Dec

10 Dec

11 Dec

12 Dec

13 Dec

14 Dec
16 Dec

Clifton ARS: meeting.
Cheshunt DARC. Christmas diner.
S Manchester RC: meets every Friday in the
Norris Road Community Centre, Sale at 8pm.
Dunstable Downs RC. constructors contest.
Three Counties ARC: Christmas party.
Dartford Heath DFC: DF hunt.
Leeds DARS: Annual Christmas Rally at the
Civic Hall, Pudsey. Doors open at llam and ad-
mission is free. There will be dealer stands, bring
and buy, tombola and refreshments. Talk in on
S22.
Morecambe Bay ARS: visit to police wireless
workshop at Hutton.
Chester DRS: construction contest.
Reading DARC: AGM.
Worksop ARS: club quiz night.
Bury RS: AGM.
Wolverhampton ARS: committee meeting.
Dorking DRS: informal.
Three Counties ARC: quiz night.
Fareham DARC: natter night on the air.
Farnborough DRS: Christmas social.
Telford DARS: club project - building a GDO.
White Rose ARS: AFS briefing.
Cheshunt DARC: video evening.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: Microwaves by G8FEZ.
Crawley ARC: Christmas supper.
Shefford DRS: constructors contest.
Greater Peterborough ARC: social evening venue
to be announced.
Conwy ARC: talk by the N Wales Police Crime
Prevention Officer. The club meets every 2nd
and 4th Thursday at Green Lawns Hotel, Bay
View Road, Colwyn Bay.
W Kent ARS: meeting.
Radio Society of Harrow: Alarms by G4DPB.
Maltby ARS: Christmas junk sale.
Wimbledon DARS: meeting at St. Johns Am-
bulance HQ, 124 Kingston Road Raynes Park
Maidstone YMCA Sportscentre ARS: natter
night.
Ayr ARG: RSGB video films.
Clifton ARS: meeting.
Amateur Radio and Computing Club: meeting at
the Crown Pub, Bishops Waltham, Hants,
starting at 8pm.
Dunstable. Downs RC: Christmas party.
Basingstoke ARC: Christmas social.
Alyn and Deeside ARS: Christmas party.
Welwyn Hatfield ARC: informal/workshop night.
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Todmorden DARS: chat night.
Morcambe Bay ARS: hot pot supper.
Braintree DARS: Christmas party.

17 Dec Chester DRS: Christmas buffet.
Dartford Heath DFC. EGM.
Reading DARC: Christmas social evening.
Biggin Hill ARC: junk sale.
Bury RS: informal.
Wolverhampton ARS: social evening.
Rugby ATS: Christmas meeting.
Verulam ARC: AGM followed by an informal
social evening.
Fylde ARS: hot pot supper.

18 Dec Wirral ARS: no meeting!
Exmouth ARC: meeting.
Fareham DARC: The GOO and Its Use by G4ITF.
Kingston DARS. meeting at Alfriston, 3 Berry -
lands Road, Surbiton.
Telford DARS: club project.
White Rose ARS: natter night.
BT (Readng) RC: meeting.
Cheshunt DARS: social evening.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: Christmas social.
Hastings ERC: Christmas social.

19 Dec Shefford DRS: social evening.
Chichester DARC: annual Christmas social even-
ing.
Pontefract DARS: Christmas party.

20 Dec Worksop ARS: Christmas disco.
Radio Society of Harrow: grand Christmas activi-
ty night all bands.
Telford DARS: Christmas social.
Maltby ARS: social.
Maidstone YMCA Sportscentre ARS: social
evening.
Clitton ARS: meeting.

28 Dec Sheford DARS: Chairman's social evening and
presentation of awards.

1 Jan Cheshunt DARC. natter night.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: natter night.

2 Jan Pontefract DARS: AGM.
Telford DARS: open meeting.

3 Jan Clifton ARS: club meetng.

6 Jan

7 Jan

8 Jan

9 Jan
10 Jan

14 Jan

15 Jan

S Manchester RC: meets every Friday in the
Norris Road Community Centre, Sale at 8pm.
Dunstable Downs RC: The IDIOTS construction
contest
Welland Valley ARS: meet every Monday at
Welland Park Community College Market
Harborough.
Borehamwood and Elstree ARC: meeting at the
Organ Hall Club, Bairstow Close, Borehamwood.
Basingstoke ARC: 23cm Operation by G3NNG.
Southdown ARS: meeting.
Welwyn Hatfield ARC: demonstration of RTTY
systems.
Todmorden DARS: judging the construction
contest.
Rugby ATS: RSGB region rep Glen Ross,
G8MWR.
Fylde ARS: AGM.
Chester DRS: AGM.
Dartford Heath DFC. pre hunt meeting.
White Rose ARS: test gear night.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: quiz for the G2CJC
Trophy.
Denby Dale and Pie Hall ARS: AGM.
Mirfield RC: meets every Wednesday at the
Community Centre, Yockleton Road, Birmingham
Farnborough DRS: Off the Cuff film night by
G4MBZ.
Three Counties ARC: Computer Basic
Conwy ARC: meeting.
Ayr ARG: natter night.
Clifton ARS: club meeting.
Amateur Radio and Computing Club: meeting at
the Crown pub, Bishops Waltham.
Radio Society of Harrow: activity night.
Wimbledon DARS: meeting at 124 Kingston Rd,
Raynes Park.
Dorking DRS: informal.
Chester DRS: construction contest winners talk.
White Rose ARS: natter night.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: natter night.
Hastings ERC: Aerials.
Telford DARS: meeting.
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16 Jan
17 Jan

20 Jan

21 Jan

22 Jan

23 Jan
24 Jan

BT (Reading) RC: meeting.
Pontefract DARS: junk sale.
Clifton ARS: meeting.
Fylde ARS: AGM.
Radio Society of Harrow: film show.
Dunstable Downs RC: junk sale.
Welwyn Hatfield ARC: top band activity night.
Todmorden DARS: informal chat.
Fylde ARS: informal and morse class.
Chester DRS: meeting.
White Rose ARS: Amateur Radio in Japan by
JY9WR/G4ATZ.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: Amateur Television by
G3 ZYZ.
Farnborough DRS: constructional contest winner
G8ATK.
Three Counties ARC: Beekeeping by GOBUZ.
Telford DARS: SSTV by G4/UT.
Conwy ARC: meeting.
Ayr ARG: homebrew competition.

28 Jan

29 Jan

31 Jan

Clifton ARS: club meeting.
Radio Society of Harrow: activity night on 1 5m.
Dorking DRS: AGM.
Chester DRS: WOORE lecture and Satellite Com-
munications videos.
White Rose ARS: natter night.
Rugby ATS: visit to BTI Radio Station, Rugby.
S E Kent (YMCA) ARC: films by G3VSU.
Darenth Valley RS: Talk by Chris Ridley of KW
Ten-TEC of Chatham. The club meets in the
Crockenhill Village Hall near Swanley.
Telford DARS: Test Equipment by G6UDX.
Clifton ARS: meeting.
Radio Society of Harrow: Contests For All by
G4JNZ.
Dunstable Downs RC: film show.

Will club secretaries please note that the deadline for the
March segment of Radio Tomorrow (covering radio activities
f rum 1st February 1 986 to 1 St April) is 1 8th December

Contacts Leighton Linslade RC
Loughborough ARC

Pete Brazier
Philip

052 523 270
0509 412043

Abergavenny & NH ARC GW4XQH 0873 4655 Loughton DARS G6FWT 01-508 7190
Alyn and Deeside ARS GW4RKX 0244 660066 Maidenhead DARC John 0628 28463
Alateur Radio/Computer Maidstone YMCA S,C ARS G4AYD 0622 29462
Club Trevor 04895 81032 Maltby ARS Ian Abel 0709 814911Axe Vale ARC Bob 029 74 5282 Medway ARTS Tony 0634 578647
Barking RES R. Woodberry 01 594 4009 Midland ARS G8BHE 021382 0086Bath DARC G4UMN Frome 63939 Mid Sussex ARS G1FRF 0791 82937Basingstoke ARC Dave 07356 5185 Mid Ulster ARC DF Campbell 0762 42620Biggin Hill ARC GOAMP 0689 57848 Mid Warwickshire ARS G4TIL Southam 4765Borehamwood Elstree ARS Tony 01 207 3809 Morecombe Bay ARS G3PER Heysham 52659Braintree RS J. Roberts 0376 44857 N. Cornwall RS J. West 0288 4916
Brighton DARS Peter 0273 607737 N. Staffs ARS G6MLI 0782 332657
Bristol ARC G4YOC Bitton 4116 N. Wakefield RC S. Thompson 0532 536633
Bristol (Shirehampton) ARC Ron Ford 0272 770504 Newbury DARS G3VOW 0635 43048
BT (Reading) ARC G4MUT 0734 693766 Oswestry DARC Brian 0691 831023Bury RS G1PKO 0282 24254 Pontefract DARS GOAAO 0977 43101Cambridge DARC D. Wilcox 0954 50597 Preston ARS George 0772 718175
Cheshunt DARC Roger Frisby 0992 464795 Rhyl DARC GW1AKT Nantglyn 469
Chester DRS Alan 0244 40055 Shefford DRS G4PSO Hitchin 57946
Chichester DARC C. Bryan 0243 789587 S. Bristol ARS Len Baker 0272 834282Clifton ARS RA Hinton 01 301 1864 S. Lakeland ARS Dave 0229 54982Conwy ARC G4VVW 0492 636376 S. Manchester ARC Dave Holland 061 973 1837Coventry ARS R. Tew 0203 73999 S. E. Kent (YMCA) ARC John 0304 211638
Darenth Valley RC G1NMX Orpington 26951 Southdown ARS P. Henly 0323 763123Dartford Heath DFC Pete 0322 844467 Stockton DARS John Walker 0642 582578Denby Dale DARC G3SDY 0484 602905 Stowmarket DARS M. Goodrum 0449 676288
Derwentside ARC G1AAJ 0207 520477 St. Helens DARC A. Riley 051 430 9227
Donegal ARC EI3BOB 074 57155 Swale ARC B. Hancock 0795 873147Droitwich DARC G4HFP 0299 33818 Telford DARS Tom Crosbie 0952 597506
Dudley ARC John 0384 278300 Three Counties ARC Keith, GOBTU 0730 66489
Dunstable Downs RC Phill Morris 0582 607623 Tiverton (SW) RC G. Draper 03634 235
East Kent RS Stuart 0227 68913 Todmorden DARS Mr Gamble 070 681 2494
East Lancashire ARC Stuart 0254 887385 V White Horse ARS Ian White Abingdon 31559
Edgware DARS John 01 306 4342 Verulam ARC Secretary St Albans 59318Exeter ARS Roger Tipper 0392 68065 WACRAL G4NPM 0795 873147
Fareham DARC Brian 0329 234904 Wakefield DRS G8PBE 0924 378727
Farnborough DRS Mr Taylor 0252 837581 Welland Valley ARS J. Day 0858 32109
Fylde RS PRO 0253 737680 Welwyn Hatfield ARC Dave 07073 26138
Galashiels DARS GM3DAR 0896 56027 West Kent ARS B. Guinnessy 0892 32877
G. Peterborough ARC Frank 0733 231848 Westmorland RS G. Chapman 0539 28491
Halifax DARS D Moss 0422 202306 White Rose ARS G4YEK 0423 884481
Harrow RS Dave Atkins 0923 779942 Willenhall ARS G4LWI 0902 782036
Hastings ERC Dave Shirley 0424 420608 Wimbledon DARS G3DWW 01 540 2180
Haverhill DARS Rob Proctor 0787 281359 Wirral ARS Cedric 051 625 7311
Hornsea ARC Norman 0262 73635 Wirral DARC Gerry Scott 051 630 1393
Horsham ARC Pete Head 0403 64580 Wolverhampton ARS Keith 0902 24870
Inverness ARC Brian 0463 242463 Worcester DARC D. Batchelor 0905 641733
Kidderminster DARS Tony 0562 751584 Worthing DARC Roy 0903 690415
Kingston DARS G3ODH Epsom 26005 308 ARC (Surbiton) Dave Davis 01 399 5487
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The most effective route yet
to your Class A amateur
licence!

Professionally produced for
HAM RADIO TODAY by Shirley
Hesketh G4HES and Ron Ray
G3NCL, this advanced interac-
tive learning system makes use
of the stereo cassette format to
provide tuition to the 12wpm
test standard.

With its carefully designed
structure, we think that the HRT
MORSE COURSE is more effec-
tive than either morse classes
or electronic morse generators.

Based on TWO C-60 cassettes,
it offers the controlled promp-
ting so necessary for the initial
stages of morse tuition, fol-
lowed by carefully paced test
material to bring the student up
to speed. Full tuition notes are
provided with the cassettes.

To receive your MORSE
COURSE simply fill in the
coupon below and return it to:
'HRT MORSE COURSE', Argus
Press Software, No. 1 Golden
Square, London W1R 3AB.

TOP
MORSE COURSE

It's elementary Watson - now
that I've taken the
HRT Morse Course'

Photograph reproduced by kind perm,ssion of Mat con, Ltd

Please send me the 'HRT Morse Course' at £11.45 all inclusive of P & P and VAT.
I enclose cheque PO for £ (payable to APS Ltd) OR Debit my Access Barclaycard (delete as
necessary).

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS
Name (Mr Mrs Miss)

Address
Postcode

Signature Date
Please allow 21 days for delivery
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OIDD
Sbraler vong'She
The construction of the 'Simple
Sender' transmitter for six was
detailed here in Nov '85. In this ar-
ticle, I shall describe the construc-
tion of a power supply unit for it

12.6V across them an AC volt-
meter will indicate OV).

The second requirement can be
expressed: "What HT do I

require?" and this is up to the con -

Licences for 6m are coming soon and the 'Simple Sender'
is the cheap and fun way to get going on the band.

In part 2, Jack Hum, G5UM, describes the
construction of suitable power supply and how to
put the transmitter on the air with a minimum of

fuss.

and how to get the transmitter go-
ing 'on air' with the minimum of
test equipment.

Remembering that the 'do it
yourself' ethic was strongly ad-
vocated in the previous article, I

will assume that experimentally
minded readers of HRT will pro-
bably already possess in their spare
boxes suitable components to build
up a power supply unit for the
'Sender' or if not, can obtain them
at a radio club 'junk sale'. What
follows, then, is primarily a guide to
those who enjoy the 'use what I've
got' approach to PSU construction.
Basic to any PSU is the mains
transformer within it. In selecting a
suitable transformer for the Sender,
the current drawn by the heaters of
the four valves suitable in the
transmitter must be calculated. In
time honoured fashion, I shall refer to
the heater supply as the 'LT'.
Dial light and VXO valve: 0.3A
Two 5763 multipliers: 0.75A
QQV03/20A PA final: 0.65A
Total: 1.7A

from a 1 2.6V heater rail.
So the first requirement in the
transformer specification must be a
winding that can deliver 1 2.6V at
1.7A, or two 6.3V windings which
may be connected in series with
one another to produce the needful
12.6V. (Make sure the two win-
dings are connected in phase! If
this is not so, instead of measuring

structor, depending upon the DC
input they propose to apply to the
sender (never more than 50W by
licence regulation). Examples are:
Transformer No. 1 delivering
300-0-300V AC from its secon-
dary gave an on -load DC voltage of
300 at 180mA, or 1 5W DC input
to the PA. Transformer No. 2
delivering 240-0-240V AC from its
secondary was found to provide
240V DC under 'transmitter on'
conditions, or 10W DC input to the
final PA. Transformers delivering
larger peak -to -peak secondary
voltages will of course deliver
higher DC levels to the transmitter
stages, eg, a unit that provides
450-0-450V AC could be the
source of around a 25W DC input
to the transmitter final stage. Using
a transformer with a 250V centre
tapped secondary (250-0-250) is
probably the best idea as there is
very little to be gained in signal
strength by increasing from 10
to 25W.

Warning No 1: If the PSU you
eventually build turns out to deliver
more than 300V DC you should in-
sert a small resistor (say, 250
ohms 2 watt) in the anode feed to
each of the driver valves to limit
their HT levels to no more than
300V.

Warning No 2: Remember that
with a valve transmitter you are
working with potentially lethal
voltages (even 240 volts can kill -
and does, many times a year,
where due care is not taken). Two
safety precautions in the present
design of PSU are a miniature neon
indicator connected across the HT
supply through a resistor of
suitable value for the voltage used
to remind you when the PSU is
switched on; and secondly, a
'master' switch, to turn off the HT
line completely, always to be used
if a hand is placed within the
transmitter itself!

Simple Circuitry

So much for the preliminaries.
The circuitry of the PSU unit is of
well tried design. Mains power to
the PSU at Fig.1 is provided via a
three -conductor wandering lead of
the kind familiar in any domestic
electrical appliance. Within the PSU
cabinet, the three conductors of
the mains lead are terminated at a
3 -way connector block (IB)
mounted at the rear of the box
(Fig.3). The yellow -green conduc-
tor of the mains lead must be firmly
earthed to the PSU chassis at this

4O1

a.

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram for the power supply for the Simple Sender.

MT
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Fig. 2 Front panel layout. Control
functions shown within the rectangle
area should be added in Dymo tape or
stencilled.

S2 NEON

F3lT FUSE

F2 UT FUSE

S*2

point. Two conductors connect the
live and neutral mains wires, going
into IB to the 'master' power
switch SW1 on the front panel
(suggested layout Figs. 2 and 3).
After that, the incoming 230V AC
supply reaches the input to the
mains transformer via the fuses
F1A and F1 B.

The network formed by C1 and
R1 across the transformer primary
winding reduces the effect of in-
coming 'thumps' from the public
mains supply leg, other people
switching things on and off) and
outgoing thumps from the PSU
itself leg, when the transmitter is
switched on or off, or CW-keyed),
helping to ensure a clean signal and
minimising mains borne 'transient'
interference.

The function of each of the
secondary windings of the
transformer is obvious from the
diagram at Fig. 1. The HT winding
supplies a full -wave rectifier made
up of D1 and D2, leading to a con-
ventional 'smoothing' filter of high -
value high -voltage capacitors plus
iron -cored choke, to get rid of any
AC ripple left on the HT. The switch
SW2 cuts the HT on those occa-
sions when physical adjustments
need to be made to the companion
transmitter. Warning that the HT is
ON is provided by the neon bulb
B2. A resistor may need to be add-
ed at Point X, its value to be decid-
ed by experimentation. Those who
go for higher voltage outputs will
need to insert a larger value of
resistors at X than those who go for
the lower values of HT voltage. The
resistor should be selected so that
the neon B2 will remain alight even
when the transmitter is being
keyed.

Across the 12.6V line, two
6.3V 'cycle lamp' type bulbs are
connected in series to indicate that
the transmitter heater supply and

MAINS LEAD

VADfWiri:174.S".;MILTA "

pG,,

Fig. 3 Top view showing the
tagboard for the smaller components.

its associated re ay system are
operational.

Finally, OB on Fig.3 indicates
the output connector block to
which HT, LT and earth are wired.
From this block the constructor will
make his own preferred ar-
rangements about how to take the
power away to the companion
transmitter. This could be via a

4 -way miniature socket mounted
on the front panel. Alternatively, a
three -conductor terminal block and
wandering lead similar to the mains
input one may be used. Keep the
lead reasonably short to minimise
any voltage drop along the LT line.
If a wandering lead is employed,
this must be terminated in a female -
type socket - not a male -type plug
with exposed pins and consequent
ability to apply high voltage to in-
advertent fingers handling it,having
forgotten to switch SW2 to off first!

The high wattage bleeder
resistor across the HT supply gives
to the latter a degree of stabilisa-
tion. Stabilisation of voltage is less
important with a high voltage
system powering a valve transmit-
ter than with a low voltage system
powering a transistor one. The
thermionic buff will argue that this
is one of the many advantages of
using valve circuits in spite of the
inevitable comments he will hear
that they are 'old fashioned!' (They
are certainly more tolerant than
semiconductor circuits - Ed.)

'Firing Up'

One of the magical moments in
radio is when a home constructed
piece of equipment is switched on
for the first time, and when, in a
valve transmitter, the anode cur-
rent registered on the meter in the
final stage begins to rise (less
magical if this doesn't stop rising!).
From the earliest days of amateur

radio the Americans had a word for
it: 'Firing up the rig', another term
deriving from railroad lore, like
'73', as explained here a few
months back.

The constructor, having built
the Simple Sender and now its
equally simple PSU, the time has
come to connect the two. First, we
must check that the PSU is giving
out both HT and LT with a

multimeter switched to the ap-
propriate ranges. Remember the HT
will be DC but the LT is AC!

Stage 1: Interconnect PSU with
transmitter by means of the
wandering lead already referred to,
first having ensured the master and
HT switches are both off.

Stage 2: Press the 'Mains On'
master switch to ignite the heaters
of the four valves in the transmit-
ter. If they fail to light, check the
low voltage 12.6V line with your
multimeter switched to AC voltage.

Stage 3: is to apply HT to the
transmitter. With heaters alight and
a 12.55MHz crystal plugged in to
the VXO input socket, connect
your multimeter switched to the
10mA DC scale between the feed -
through point at the base of R1 and
the chassis of the transmitter. This
will indicate drive from the VXO in-
to the first multiplier when the HT
switch is turned on. Just in case no
drive appears, it is prudent to
remove the PA valve temporarily
restoring it as soon as drive to both
multipliers has been obtained (after
switching off, of course). It is an
expensive valve and in the absence
of drive into its grids can be easily
damaged. Now press SW2, the HT
main breaker. The milliammeter
should show a small reading if the
VXO crystal is oscillating. Next,
transfer the meter lead connected
to the feedthrough point to the in-
put of the second doubler at the
junction of R10 and R11. A small
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reading should be obtained here.
Adjust C7, the anode tuning of the
first multiplier, until the meter
reading increases to a maximum.
You are now applying drive to the
second multiplier, at 25MHz. This
should now be doubled to 50MHz
within the valve.

Stage 4: Restore the QQV03/
20A into its socket. Connect the
multimeter still set to 10mA to the
metering point R14/15. Rotate
C13 in the second multiplier anode
circuit until the meter is reading a
maximum - this is maximum
50MHz drive into the twin grids of
the final stage. But how do you
know this is 50MHz? Remember
that the 12.55MHz crystal in the
VXO is quite capable of producing
harmonics other than the wanted
one. There is a simple device to en-
sure that this cannot happen and it
is so important that the next sec-
tion of this article will now be
devoted to describing it.

'The RF Sucker'

Many devices for determining
the frequency of RF signals are
available on the amateur market.
These wavemeters provide meter
readings of the strength and fre-
quency of an RF source. Some
were reviewed by G3ZZD here last
February. They are invaluable tools
to have about the shack. They are
generally what might be termed ac-
tive devices.

It is purely a G5UM personal
preference to use passive rather
than active 'absorption' type
wavemeters. There is, he argues,
always a faint chance that an active
wavemeter will detect not just the
wanted signal but unwanted ones
as well. A passive wavemeter can-
not do this: it detects nothing!
What it does is to effect a deflec-
tion in the meter readings of a

transmitter or grid dip oscillator
when it is placed in the vicinity of
one of the coils of that device and
tuned to the same frequency.

The passive wavemeter used
on VHF for many years at G5UM is
shown at Fig.4A. It consists of no
more than 71/2 inches of 16 swg
wire wound round a 1/2 -inch dowel
to make a 4 -turn close -spaced in-
ductor, to be connected across any
small 'Jackson' type variable
capacitor which happens to be to
hand in the spares box. The one
pressed into this service at G5UM

HAM RADIO TODAY JANUARY 1986
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Fig. 4A 'The RF Sucker' or passive
absorption wavemeter which is
based on a variable capacitor and a
probe coil.

Fig. 4B the front panel of the G5UM
RF Sucker. It will 'draw' RF from
the inductors of a transmitter at the
calibration points shown and is valid
for 2m, 4m and 6m.

has seven moving and six fixed
plates close spaced. If you can only
find a larger version, some of the
moving plates can be removed to
reduce them to seven with long
nosed pliers.

If the constructor follows these
actual -size dimensions, they should
find that the calibration of the RF
sucker is as Fig.4B. They should
check that this is the case by taking
the wavemeter along to the QTH of
a neighbouring amateur to try it out
on an existing grid dip oscillator or
transmitter to confirm where the
actual calibration points occur
under operational conditions. Ask
around at your local radio club if
you have difficulties.

Stage 5: With the aid of the RF
Sucker you are now confident that
the frequency of the input being ap-
plied to the 3/20A final stage is
50MHz, the input or 'drive' in-
dicated by a milliamp or two
registering on a 'multimeter into
switched to DC mA and connected
between the junction of R14/15
IMP11 and earth. You are now at
the dip and draw stage, ie, you tune
the final's output capacitor until the
PA anode current on M1 dips and
you then gently ease the insulated
pick-up coil L7 into the centre of
the PA anode coil with an insulated

screwdriver. The anode current of
the final will rise, and the SWR
bridge, terminated in a 75 ohm
dummy load, which you have plug-
ged in to the coaxial output socket
of the Simple Sender will indicate
RF. Finally, make a slight readjust-
ment of the tank coil's associated
capacitor for maximum RF output
on the SWR bridge.

In performing these operations
remember that the tank coil is at
high voltage. Be ready to cut the
HT with SW2 if need be, especially
if things go wrong and there are
burning smells!

It is now time, assuming you
have received your 50MHz licence,
to transfer the transmitter output to
a 6 metre beam antenna. (For con-
struction details of a suitable
design see HRT February 1983).
When this is done, a small readjust-
ment of the PA anode tuning
capacitor will be required for max-
imum RF into the antenna, as
indicated on your SWR bridge.

Operating Techniques

Little need be said about the
operating technique to be followed
when the Simple Sender for six is
ready to transmit. Readers with
transmitting experience will already
know that there are two parts to
the formula of setting up a QSO on
a VHF amateur band. One is to tune
around that band in search of a CQ,
call, and to identify the location of
the calling station by a quick flick
through the Callbook to enable your
antenna to be pointed in the right
direction. The second part of the
formula is to ensure your exact
transmitter frequency is the same
as that of the incoming signal
before giving the other person a call
when the 'Pse K' request occurs.

Th'e 50MHz operator - using
possibly the Extrapolator converter
of HRT July '84 and feeding its IF
into your station HF receiver - will
tune above and below the 6 metre
calling frequency of 50.1 MHz,
with perhaps a check on the
GB3NHQ beacon if this is within
range. When a wanted station is
detected, the NET switch of the
sender is pressed and the VXO
capacitor rotated until the VXO
signal heard in the receiver is zero-

beat with the incoming one. When
the wanted station goes over,
simply press the 'Tx/Rx' switch
and call him on the morse key. No
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matter whether the wanted station
is on SSB or CW, he should be able
to read your morsel

And so occurs that unique mo-
ment when the sender built entirely
with one's own hands, assisted by

engaged brain, produces the first
QSO on 6m.

Why Not Try 'Four'!

It is only realistic to recognise

Your PSU Shopping List
RESISTORS
R1 1.5k 10W vitraeous.
R2 47k 10W vitraeous.

CAPACITORS
Cl 0.4uF 500V.
C2 1 6uF 750V electrolytic.
C3 24uF 750V electrolytic.

MISCELLANEOUS
T1 230V primary, 250-0-250 centre tapped secondary (HT) or greater

plus 12.6V 'heater' winding capable of 2A (LT).
L1 smoothing choke, iron cored, around 5 Henrys.
SW1 double pole single throw 'toggle', 250V.
SW2 single pole single throw, capable of switching chosen HT.
F1A,1B 13A panel mounting holder.
F2,3 3A panel mounting holder.
D1,2 BY100, DD2068, 1N4007 or similar.
B1 250V panel mounting neon.
B2 250V panel mounting neon (different colour lens to B1) with ap-

propriate dropper resistor for the chosen HT. Start with 250 ohms and
work up.

B3,4 6.3V panel mounting bulbs connected in series.
18 Belling Lee L744 type 3 -way chassis mounting terminal mounting

block.
as per IB.

mains lead and plug to suit. Sheet aluminium to form chassis.
OB
3 -core

that what has been offered above
(and earlier) in the way of a 6 metre
sender and companion PSU is still
of academic interest to the majority
who do not have permission to
operate on six. When this time
comes, I hope the Simple Sender will
be built in hundreds by the readers
of HRT who look for something
safe and simple, shorn of the high
tech trimmings that put many of to-
day's published constructional
designs out of court for all but the
professionals with mountains of
test gear at their disposal.

Although there !s still a wait for
the time when six becomes
available to the majority of Class A
operators, the present design can
be very easily adapted for the
70MHz band.

* OQV03-20A valves as used in
the PA and cheaply available at
radio junk shops or sales. These
were used in the majority of Pye
and Storno radiotelephones
manufactured in the 1960s and
came onto the surplus market dur-
ing the 70s. Don't spend your hard
earned cash on a new one! G3ZZD
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To take a look into the seething cauldron of radio
activity, otherwise known as the metre -wave scene
in Britain, is to be convinced that it is here the action
lies. In any year more experimentation, more
discovery, more sheer invention occurs here than
anywhere else in the amateur radio spectrum.

As 1985 draws to a close, Jack Hum,
G5UM, assesses the events that have
made it a highly radio active year.

Certainly 1985 was no exception, so much has been
happening it is difficult to spotlight the most
important trends.

Yet the observer of "metre -wave in '85" must
reach the conclusion that its highlights, alliteratively,
have been 'Six', CW and 'Seventycems'.

A Brand New Band

Six first then, if only for the sheer excitement of
the allocation of the British amateur of a new band,
an event given the added importance of a
Parliamentary announcement. To a handful of old
timers, 50MHz was nothing new. They remembered
the allocation they enjoyed for a few brief months in
1948 before television restarted after the war. Since
then the band began to intrigue increasing numbers
of amateurs culminating in the issue of 50MHz
permits to a hundred of them in November of 1984.

Although we are waiting for the great news that
permission to use the band has been extended still
further, expectations for 1986 are of a great increase
in activity on Six. No doubt this will be assisted by
the building of cheap and cheerful equipment,
perhaps our own high gain converter (July '84) and
the Simple Sender (Nov, Jan '85).

This is the kind of the run-of-the-mill activity for
which 50MHz offers scope. It also offers dramatic
openings of the kind which occurred in the early
Summer of 1985. Just the right propagation
conditions occurred for cross -Atlantic communication
on Six (a few hints having been dropped on the next
band down, 1 Om). Experienced 6m operators decided
to lie in wait for their band to open to the States. They
succeeded in getting across in considerable numbers.
Much of the rest of the year was spent discussing
the propagation mechanism that made such contacts
possible and whether it is all likely to happen again in
the near future.

1

50.000 to 50.100MHz
50.100 to 50.425FAHz

50.425 to 50.50MHz

A provisional bandpian for 6m

Beacons
Narrow bend modes
(CW, SSB, RTTV)
All modes
(FM spot frequencies 50.450
and 50.475MHz)

The initial allocation at 6m gave a 2MHz
spectrum of 50 to 52MHz. The official announce-
ment reduced this to 1/2MHz, 50 to 50.5MHz. Any
truncation is regrettable and alarming; but realists
recognised that a 2MHz span at Six was too wide for
the potential occupancy. The half-meg width -
remarkably comparable with the 4m band - was
likely to be enough for all, hoping that all of it will in
due time be filled with signals (which cannot be said
of Four and the alarming emptiness it exhibits above
70.26MHz).

Enthusiasts for Six - deterred by the size of
antenna required as they contemplate beams almost
ten feet square - may decide that a simple dipole
will be adequate to give them the nationwide
communication on low power CW. It will also enable
regular cross -mode contacts with SSB users who, as
Class A operators, should be able to decypher the
morse code, even though experience has shown that
some of them can't! There is a valid case for using
unity -gain dipoles at 6m if only to facilitate getting
going on the band quickly and simply.

This reference to telegaphy brings me to the
second big metre -wave event of 1985, the variation
of licence for class B operators that allowed them to
use the Al A mode.

Al for 'B's
Much discussion occurred in the amateur radio

media in 1985 about the possible introduction of a
novice licence for those unable to pass the already
too easy Radio Amateurs Examination. This had
much less practical value than the concept of
extending the VHF only class B licence to embrace
the Al A mode. Although only about a fifth of the
current class B licensees applied for the variation of
licence, these 6000 soon made their presence felt,
particularly on 2m, by the excellence of their
operating and their willingness to learn. Their
adoption of 144.150MHz as a meeting place for like-
minded brass pounders no doubt spread the delight in
discovering just what telegraphy could do for them in
widening their electronic horizons.
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Eightstone reel for prospective morsemen and women

1. When sending CQ on metre -wave identify your county by
using the 3 -letter county code, eg, LEC for Leicestershire, to
enable listening stations to turn beams on to your bearing.

2. Upon establishing contact suggest immediate QSY
3. If you are not in The Callbook give location in your first

sentence: leave "the name" until last because it is of much
less importance.

4. Always send at the speed of the incoming signal.
5 When working an operator new to telegraphy persuade the

use of abbreviations, dissuade spelling of complete words.
6. Never send "R" unless complete text has been copied.
7. For swift exchanges terminate overs in "BK", but
8. Never forget to identify regularly, including signing your call

three times when terminating: you never know who's listening
and may be trying to winkle out your callsign.

It will remain to be seen how many decide to take
up the class A option (having passed the morse test).
They will have to exchange the signal-to-noise ratio
they enjoyed on the metre -waves for the noise -to -
signal ratio and the formula QSOs they are likely to
experience at HF. Many will doubtless conclude that
CW at metre -wave will give them all the fulfilment
they need.

Both of these events were made possible by the
existence of a strong national society well versed in
the patient lobbying and admin work. This is
inevitable when dealing with authorities whose inbuilt
characteristic is caution and a propensity to say
"No" or at least to temporize. Much time, money and
effort are expended in persuading concessions out of
Governmental agencies. It is expenditure that benefits
the British amateur fraternity as a whole and not
solely the members of the national society.

The Third Times Factor

Most newly licensed class B operators choose
144-146MHz for the good reason that it guarantees
contacts at virtually any time of the day. To the
individual who has graduated from Citizens' Band, it
provides voice communication roughly comparable
with what he was familiar with back on 27MHz. All
of which aggravates the QRM problem on Two, more
especially from those operators who fail to appreciate
the signal -enhancing advantages of directional aerials
and persist in sticking with those anti -social omnis.
To invite them to get away from the 2m pressure by
trying the wide open spaces of 70cm is to evoke the
reaction all too often that ". . . seventies doesn't get
very far, does it". One wonders what "duff gen"
emanates from RAE courses to persuade people to
harbour such erroneous beliefs.

Closed minds can often be opened if the "three
times" argument is deployed: 70cm represents three
times the frequency of 2m, aerials may be made
three times as large electrically (equivalent to putting
a power amplifier on the end of the transmitter
without the complexity or cost; such aerials are
three times less visible to neighbours than a similar
size of antenna at 2m, and anyway 70cm is three
times more interesting! Argue this "three times"
factor with the doubter and you will find more often
than not that you have a convert to the next band
up.

Nevertheless, thousands of class B people have

either not heard this argument or fail to be convinced
of the logic of getting away from Two and trying
Seventy for a refreshing change. It was to break
down this state of mind that Monday's 70cm activity
night was initiated last April. Planned to continue for
a year, it has worked as expected. Hundreds of
operators have invested in gear for the band, to find
a whole new pleasurable vista opened before them,
plus an infinity of uncluttered FM channels available,
by contrast with the few on Two.

Other Ingredients

To dip further into that seething cauldron is to
withdraw any number of electronic ingredients that
provoke animated discussion and experimentation in
a metre -wave context. Microwaves and repeaters are
but two of them. Let us look at microwaves first.

Improving techniques on 1.3GHz suggest it could
be on a par with 432MHz instead of remaining the
latter's poor relation. Power levels at 23cm and
antenna sizes are at a stage unheard of a dozen years
ago when an apologetic 1W might be persuaded to
trickle out of the last stage. Now 10W is routine, and
much more than that at many stations.

The consequences of this improvement are
incentives to operators to try the higher microwave
allocations of 2.3 and 3.4GHz (not forgetting 10GHz,
popular with portables for a while now); and to work
for the national society's microwave proficiency
awards, on which there has been quite a run over the
past year.

As for repeaters: if anything is likely to provoke
animated discussion these certainly do! Significent
groups of VHF operators will have nothing to do with
them, appalled by what they say they hear passing
through them. But many more accept repeaters as
"the best thing that every happened to assist mobile
operation," which is after all what they are for. At
the risk of boring HRT readers with what has been
said here before, "the repeater concept represents
the biggest example of collective technical effort ever
to have been put forth by the British amateur radio
movement." Like atomic fission, repeaters can't be
disinvented: it's the way they are used that is all
important.

The UK voice repeater chain, now extending over
most of the country, has only a limited number of
frequencies assigned to it. Co -channel and siting
arrangements require national co-ordination often of
disparate and highly individualistic repeater groups, a
'love job' needing all the patience and tact which the
members of the Repeater Management Group can
bring to it. Fittingly, the Group's chairman, G3XDV,
is currently holder of the RSGB's Founder's Trophy
for services rendered.

Another prestigious trophy, the Wortley Talbot,
was awarded for good work done on the repeater
front. It has been held throughout 1985 by G4MQS,
whose expertise in developing video, teletype and
interlinked system repeaters plus microwave beacons,
as well as maintaining two heavily accessed
repeaters, GB3CF and GB3LE, has won the
admiration of all who have "seen it happening".
These forms of national recognition should help to
still the dogmatic criticisms of any anti -repeater
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addicts.
A trend which might have been expected to

develop but didn't was operators' acceptance that
contacts through repeaters are only substitutes for
the real thing - meaning a direct QSO. Even today,
not enough checking of inputs is done to establish if
"real QSOs" instead of "by proxy" ones are
possible. It must be said, that at 70cm, where many
fixed stations use modest vertical beam aerials with

enhanced ERP, direct contacts initiated by through -
repeater exchanges developed considerably during
1985. If this trend is to spread to 2m, more use of
simple beams at home sites is a "must".

Yet another significent advance on the repeater
front has been the incidence of more exotic modes of
through -repeater communication. Exotics include
RTTY, video and, of course, the Sheffield SSB unit
fathered by G3 RKL, a pioneer these last several
years in fostering advanced forms of metre -wave
communication.

To close this conspectus of 1985 is to recognise
that all too many activities have not been mentioned
here - not a word about contests for example. But
then, in a seething cauldron so much is going on that
it would be foolhardy to attempt to turn out the
entire contents. What may be said with confidence is
that on the metre -wave scene la meme chose does
not prevail for long. 1986 will undoubtedly be very
different from 1985.

P. S .

Your G5UM has left until the very end a highly
significant feature of 1985 because he wants to
return to it in detail in a subsequent Metre Wave. The
Class B licence "came of age" during the year. The
concept having been launched in 1964. Today,
nearly 30,000 licences later, it is a major influence
upon metre -wave activity in Britain. But more, as we
say, anon.

Readers'ADS!
FOR SALE

SUPERSTAR 360FM many
mods legal stamp etc etc
£125. Ham international
concorde three £150. Zetagi
mobile linear 6300 £65. CTE
speedy linear mains £45.
Various power mikes from
£7 Alcom half wave twig £7.
Reading 411501.
YAESU FT757GX, with
FC700 ATU, all immac £725
ono. G4ZYW not QTHR. Tel
Steve 0885 83428. After
6pm.
FOR SALE Grundig Sataliit
3400 150kHz to 30MHz
receiver built in frequency
counter superb radio cost
over £400 new £195.
Wanted FT79OR or similar
maybe a transverter. Brian
Barwick G1ESG 100 West-
wood, Golcar, Huddersfield
HD7 4JY not QTHR.
CB OUTFIT mobile
transceiver power supply
skylab aerial down lead all

unused new £55 the lot.
Also classic guitar Cuenco
with case £185, Fisher 01
398 0305.
MARCONI Atlanta VLF-HF
15kHz-28MHz large
bandspread. Xtal-cal fine
tuning variable passband
wide, narrow, very narrow.
Phone output £60. Muirhead
decade oscillator D890A
contains small CRT excellent
condition with manuals £50.
Marconi TP373C bridge
working £25. Methven
G 11PC 0293 271 87
(Crawley).
CANNON computer system
twin 5" disk drive printer
office type system no books
or parts matching working
and in mint condition offers
or swap for HF gear. WHY?
Tel Paul 01 961 4659 any
time.
YAESU FRV7700D con-
verter includes 2 metre and
air bands. Post paid £30.
Datong 2 metre converter

complete with 12 volt supply
unit £32 post paid. Letters
only please to Mr Moore, 76
High Street, Ide, Exeter EX2
9RW.
SALE Trio transverter TS520
with AC/DC power supply
and manual in vg condition
price £300. Also Trio
9R59DS general coverage
comm receiver with manual
in good condition price £25.
Contact GM4EQY QTHR.
FOR SALE Icom 290E
multimode transceiver 10
watt output £250,
MML144/50S 50 watt linear
amplifier 10 watt input £60.
KW202 amateur band
receiver 160-10 metres
£100. All in very good
condition, G 1 HTZ telephone
Horsham 10403) 67908.
FOR SALE Trio TR2300 2m
FM portable trans. NiCads
charger vgc £105. Tel 0305
786930 anytime.
YAESU 2100Z HF linear
£425. Yaesu FT7 HF mobile

transceiver 160M -10M C/W
Daiwa meter £225. Yaesu
FT3 0 1 transceiver
160M -10M C/VV mobile brkt
£295 Telephone 0462
813235 anytime.
ICO2E spare battery pack
soft leather case original
packing £20 ono. Contact
Keith GW4NBY evenings and
weekends only on 10656)
56576.
FT707 no mods £340,
Cobra 148 GTLDX 3MHz
coverage, frequency readout,
scanning on mike. Ideal 10m
multimode £ 1 30 with Yaesu
mike. Zetagi B300P £55,
FP757GX S/M PSU £85.
Ring Jim (G4KGE) Ashtead
74558 (Surrey).
ICOM 290E 2mtr multimode
transceiver 18 months old
£280. MML14 /50S linear
amp 12 months old £68 or
will exchange for FT29OR
and Mutek 8 MML 133/30S
linear and cash or straight
swap for FT290 R and Mutek
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and MML 144 /100LS. Ring
Terry (G4 OXD) (0462)
35248 after 6pm.
FOR SALE TCS 13 receiver
handbook £30. Grundig
satellite 12 bands receiver
handbook £70. "19" set
mint two power supplies
variometer handbook £40.
Buyer collects and tests.
Would exchange any of
above for R210 receiver and
power supply. Ring Hawick
0450 75089 Scotland.
FOR SALE 1.5KVA 240V
generator RF and spike free
ideal for field event petrol
engine little used hence sale
£250. Buyer collects. Phone
Keith GO CGB Dartford
70073.
YAESU FRG9600 VHF/UHF
receiver 60-905MHz all
mode as new in box with
Yaesu power pack 13/4 years
guarantee left with main
agents £350 - Donald, 25
Setley Gardens, Bourne-
mouth 10202) 520020.
ANDREW LDF4 -50 Heliax
coaxial cable 70 feet long
with N type connectors
tested H100 connector £55
ono buyer collects, 1 Ceri
Road, Rhoose, Barry CF6
9 HF South Glamorgan.

small chip from case hence
£130 also Datong morse
tutor £35. G3TPI Loughboro
261032.
THE ULTIMATE rig! Trio
4000A dual bander CW
duplexer and unused M4000
dual band mobile antenna.
18 months old never used
and brand new condition
£375. Would deliver
reasonable distance Man-
chester but would prefer
buyer collect. G4FKZ 061
624 2808.
FT290 R 2M multimode,
complete with case, Nicads,
charger, BNOS 50 watt linear
and preamp, 12V PSU boxed
as brand new, brought only 4
months ago for £450,
receipts available, used twice
only. First £350 cash
secures. Tele 0935 815616
(Sherborne, Dorset).
KW202 Rx for sale good con-
dition £80 ono. Tel (0723)
365043.
YAESU FT1 with all options
and recently upgraded PLL
unit together with SP102
loudspeaker, FC902 ATU,
dummy load and telereader
RTTY decoder power supply/
VDU. Pristine condition of-

fers around £1100 please,
staged payments possible.
Ring Dan Arbib tel London 01
937 6124.
FT207R hand held £120,
TR3200 mobile/portable
£110, TR2200 G mobile/
portable £65. TR7100 xtall-
ed mobile £60, station scope
SMC £80, Eddystone S640
HF £40 pocketphone 70
three channel not converted
£20. John 'Waterlooville
0705 261399.
RACAL RA17 good order
£250 sait MR1411 good
order digital readout £375
hammarlund SP400 SX in-
cluding PSU/spkr good order
£175 all worthwhile general
coverage receivers marine
xtal controlled trx 21 82 MHz
£95 (handheld) two PSUs
mains 300DC 6.3AC and
12V £20 each (Purley) 01
660 0794.
YAESU FRG7700 with
memory as brand new (cost
£4501 £290 ono or ex-
change for quality self con-
tained Rx any examination. E
Lane, 19 Smugglers Way,
Birchington, Kent. Tel Thanet
(Kent) 45561.
FOR SALE SX200N scanner
as new in original box little
used complete aerial and in-
struction book current price
£335. Sell £200. Also SEM
10 kHz to 2 meter £ 1 0 phone
Peel I.O.M. 2821.
TRIO 310 amateur band
receiver 160 to 10 plus 30M
not 18 Et 24. Fitted separate
oscillator coils all bands
stabilized oscillator, swit-
chable ant and ant coupling
£95 cash only. Daylight
hours audio filter. 35/37
Brighouse, Denholme Road,
opposite Raggalds Inn,
Queensbury, Bradford BD13
1 NA.
QSL CARDS designed and
printed. Whistable 10227)
265214 evenings.
DAIWA SR -9 2M receiver
VFO 144-146, 11 crystal
controlled channel R2,R5,
S19,S20,S21, fitted very
good condition ideal for RAE
student £50 ono. Maxcom
7E portable (hand held), CB
radio, 40 channels, 4 or 2W,
and Nicads, charger, carrying
case, mobile ant, (mag
mount) very good condition
£40 ono G10FL. Tel Grave-
send 10474) 326036.
TRIO TS180S with CW filter
£449; AT180 £80; PS30
£85; Sp180 £35; R600

£249; TR)800 £149; all ex-
cellent condition with
manuals and original boxes.
Genuine reason for sale, go-
ing maritime mobile so re-
quire TS430S or similar.
G3UZI Horsham 66327.
FOR SALE Yaesu FRG 7000
250kHz 30MHz Rx mint con-
dition digital frequency
display, manual plus audio
filter £150. Ray 041 631
3570 (Glasgow).
MURPHY AP100335 com-
munications receiver requires
power pack £25 - Mr
Moulder, Rainham 22994.
COBRA 148GTL 26065 to
27991 FM AM USB LSB CW
low and high PWR switch
£150. Tel Oxford 10865)
880997.
TRISTAR 747 ideal rig for
10m mobile 12W pep 4W
AM/FM micro mods ATV
converter 435 /600 Yaesu
11 m £25 SSB filter
901/902 £15. Tele 0924
495916 Martyn G4SUI.
ICOM 1C720 A gen coy txcvr
pristine cond, built in speech
proc complete with mic,
manual, boxed would px
FT107M 707 WHY. Selling
for VK visit Martyn G4SUI
QTHR tele 0924 495916.
TRIO/KENWOOD TW 4000A
£389 or swap, 2 mtr
multimode (base) or mobile
and cash. Also Icom IC24G
£130 apply c/o 18 Fox
Grove, Godmanchester,
Cambs.
SR9 2 mtr monitor - £20
Vega MW LW SW 6 band
radio - £ 1 0 both in good
working order. Wanted
250-0-250V 0.5A 6.3V
transformer for 'Scope'. Ring
Mansfield 823001.
FOR SALE Trio TS520S
superb condition with manual
covers all HF bands £350.
Also KW107 super match
ATU in very good condition
throughout £60 ono.
Telephone 0942 521604.
TRIO TS520 'S' transceiver
160-10, complete with
VF0520 and SP520, pristine
condition £320 HF ATU
(coax wire balanced feeder)
80-10m £40 28MHz FM
transceiver with repeater
shift, RF gain etc, £40. Trio
2m FM transceiver TR7800
25 watt £210. Mike (07721
Preston, 635560.
FOR SALE Dragon 32 disc
drive, Quen printer, leads etc,
large qty, software including
RTTY T/ceive, assembler, ac-

counts, wordprocessor all
original boxes. Will accept
£400 ono GM4RJX Kimar-
nock 10563) 37841.
SALE Datong RF speech clip-
per complete with combined
headphones £25. Futaba
radio control complete with
partly built slingsby captan
glider £30. High band Pye
Cambridge receiver boards
£2.50 each or £12 the lot.
BBC software, joysticks £20
G4ANW 0730 61859.
KDK2025 2m FM, Tx
144-146 Rx 144-149, 3
watts or 25 watts, scans
thru 10 memory', or all or
part of band, mint cond never
used mobile bargain at £135
ono or exchange for IC2 E or
similar handheld (reason for
sale). Ring GOANC on 01
247 6097 daytime only.
SALE TH41E 70cms han-
dheld leather case FT27OR
Mutek 40W linear extras
power supply. WELD Rx Tx
TV converter TV modulator.
Casio FX3600P program-
mable calculator offers.
Package deals or splits.
Phone Tony Dickey, Bishops
Cleeve 1024267) 3333 ext
2289 2-5pm.
HAM International Jumbo
base station transceiver
FM/AM/SSB 10 kHz shift,
boxed, manual £130.
Wanted Magpie autoscan
5000 preferably with crystal
filter modification. Also
realistic noise cancelling
microphone or p/ex for above
Phone 104605) 4583 ask for
Michael.
FOR SALE bargains must sell
leaving country, hygains all
frequencies £75 Ham multi
all frequencies £80 Nato
2000 £110 FT101
0-30MHz. All sets have been
checked make me offer,
phone 0283 221870.
Wanted R2000 communica-
tion 0283 221870 wanted
Cobra 148 GTL for cash
Phone 0283 221870.
SPEECH synthesizer for
Texas T199 /4A home com-
puter, £ 1 5. Also chess
module for same, £8. Valves,
6CH6, one new and unused
£4. Several in used but work-
ing order, £2 each. EF183,
new, £1. Tel 10926 I
498388.
CW RTTY dedicated unit ref
CRW-6 1 0 E mint condition 2
months old will sell for £150
plus monitor green screen
model PM091 G mint condi-
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tion to compliment the above
unit will split will sell £50. Tel
Merstham 4436 after 6pm.
SCARAB MPTU1 RTTY
system plus Spectrum RTTY
interface and program
RTTY/3 this system is fac-
tory built and ready to plug
into your Sinclair Spectrum
£65 ono. Telephone Les
G4JNW Scarborough 0723
366360.
ICOM IC730 mint CW filter
and transverter board install-
ed. Used as second rig only
£420. TecktiJnic scope type
567 magnificent beast. I do
not understand it. All
manuals £45. G4FPU 0707
320741.
GEMSCAN 70 60-519MHz
microprocessor computeriz-
ed digital base -antenna £185
digital DX302 0-30MHz
receiver with pre amp amp
base antenna £210. 10 mtr
t/c repeater BNOS MPU men
base power antenna £95.
Datong 2mtr converter new
mains/batt tape recorder for
scanner new £20. Early con-
tact moving QTH. Phone
0722 22646.
FT102FM new tubes ex-
cellent condx full technical
manual handheld mike £525.
Daiwa CNW 419 500 pep
ATU mint condx £110.
Weltz dummy load 400W
pep as new £35. Wanted
Shimizu SS105S QRP
transceiver. Contact Tony
G4XBY tel 0530 243248.
2 .5GHZ microwave aerial
£20; band two groundplace
and dipole each £5; cavities
for 1100MHz £10. Belcom
FS1007P 2M base station,
16 channels, ten watts,
£70. Carriage extra. Ring for
details 0604 844130 Andy
Emmerson, 71 Falcutt Way,
Northampton, NN2 8PH.
DRESSLER D200 2 meter
amplifier 400W FM 750W
SSB with KW power meter
and dummy load £475.
Jaybeam 70cms 48 ele
multibeam £25. K -W match
VSWR bridge offers.
Telephone 015206020
anytime.
RSGB new publication
'Amateur Radio Software'
unwanted gift. £5. FL200B
SSB Tx 80-10M 240W PEP
spare valves £95. Wanted
RTTY program for Com-
modore C16 (cassette) cir-
cuit diagram C16. Bexhill
213479.
CREED 444 teleprinter with

silencer cover and paper,
£40. PAG terminal unit,
£50. Would deliver within
limited radius GOCFB 0986
683 403 evenings.
FOR SALE realistic Pro -2002
50 channel programmable
scanner receiver bands
covered VHF -air ham VHF -lo
VHF -hi UHF -lo UHF -hi mains
12V DC operation with VHF
UHF indoor scanner antennas
included £150. Phone 01
692 0944.
ICOM IC -290D 25W multi
mode, little used, £380 ono.
Also FRG -7 with 2m con-
verter £100. Buyer collects.
Tel (0305) 782151
(Dorset).
SONY ICF-2001 portable
150*Hz to 29,999 (2000 to
1 Om) AM/SSB/CW FM
87.5-108MHz full SW
coverage, digital display PLL
synthesized. Amateur bands
spare whip antenna instruc-
tion plus service manual £85
could post. Nicads, AC
power supply extra. Bury St
Edmunds (0284) 60984.
MARCONI Atalanta 'C' Rx
covers 15kHz to 28MHz all
modes modified for UK mains
and complete with original
manual, perfect working
order, good performance
£60 plus postage (it's
heavy!) or swap for Totsuko,
Liner 2, etc or morse tutor.
Jon, Selsey 605779.
KENWOOD R820 (the
ultimate receiver) 160-10 M
plus broadcast bands, with
Kenwood 230 filtered
speaker, both mint cond,
manual, as for Tx, original
packing, bought new by
SWL, receipts £500 ono.
Tele 267125 Tyne and
Wear.
YAESU communications
receiver FRG -7000 excellent
condition £200. Bremi linear
BRL 200W excellent condi-
tion £50. Phone Boxford,
Suffolk 211218, Stuart.
FOR SALE Azden PCS 3000
micro computer controlled
144MHz PLL synthesized FM
transceiver keyboard opera-
tion detachable head
142.000 149.9875 25kHz
12.5kHz 25 watts 5 watts
memory scan brand new in
box price £ 1 90. Telephone
228 4835 (London).
YAESU FT707 FP707 PSU,
FC707 ATU, FDM 707
digital VFO memory bank. All
HF bands +26-28 MHz SSB,
AM, CW, and 100W FM all

mint, manuals, boxes £600.
Tel 01 958 6400 Stephen
(GO BEE).
YAESU FRG7 mint no mods
£100. Solartron CD1400
double beam scope, good
15MHz band width £45
G8CZH 01 859 1852.
ICOM IC730 HF transceiver
excellent condition very little
used with matching
homebrew PSU £450.
Telephone Swindon 0793
790849.
MICROWAVE MODULES 2m
linear amp MML 144 /1 00-S,
£95. 10 metres of Andrews
LDF4-50 cable, and 2 An-
drews L44W plugs all new
and unused, £30. Jaybeam
70cm multibeam MBM48/
70cm £18. Tel (0926)
498388.
SONY CRF 230 plus service
manual 23 band radio ex-
change airband radio or sell.
Flat 3, 591 London Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey DR4
6 AY.
YAESU FT790R70cms multi
mode, carrying case, Nicads,
charger, two whip antennae,
£235. Wood and Douglas
10W 70cms linear, £30.
Puma 70cms 10W PA, £20.
SMC 12V 8 amp PSU, £30.
Young, Tel Hull (0482)
509404.
TW4000A in excellent con-
dition and complete with
original packing is still for sale
due to time wasters £375
ono. Phone G6JNS 0905
620041 anytime.
FT307 solid state all band HF
transceiver CW internal PSU
memory unit scanning unit,
mike and manual £450. Also
Ham multimode £70 and
Tristar 747 £60, all good
condition new unused FT757
GX £695. Phone 04083
3197 evenings.
FOR SALE MET 144-8T 2m
Yagi £15. MET 432-19T
70cms Yagi £15 both ex
cond. Also new 2m slim Jim
£7 new Sun 2m co linear
£30 new Sun mobile 2m co
linear £10. Phone 04083
3197 evenings.
YAESU FR1 01 receiver com-
plete with 2m converter and
homebrew digital readout
£ 1 70, also FRG7 general
coverage receiver, supreme
condition £125. Phone Dun-
can on Wrexham 357612.
FT 707 100W HF rig FP707
power supply FC707 anten-
na tuner FV 707 DM remote
VFO with memories and

scanner £590 ono. Datong
automatic speech processor
£58 ono LCL 10 metre FM
rig perfect £30 G4 OFR
QTHR Plymouth 880784.
YAESU FRG 7000 receiver,
G2DYM trap dipole aerial,
antenna matching unit for
above £200 the lot,
despatch included. Ring Jon
Kempster BRS45205, 01
341 9053.
YAESU FT290 R MuTek
nicads etc also microwave
modules 100 watt lineae of-
fers as new. Wanted Yaesu
FT902DM HF transceiver
must be mint condition cash
waiting. Telephone Irvine
217611.
TR9130 boxed, superb con-
dition, £350. PS430 boxed,
unused £70. Channel master
antenna rotator automatic
£35. Low loss coaxial feed
met six element crossed 2
metre crossed Yagi free if all
items purchased. Phone 021
355 6464, all items
demonstrated.
KENWOOD station monitor
scope SM220 panadaptor
fitted, tyune your rig with
minimum distortion check
linearity key clicks etc RTTY
AMTOR located quickly with
cross pattern observation
pandisplay provides band
scan. Ideal for contesting as
new £200, delivered. Ring
GM4RSJ 0292 76365.
FC102 ATU fitted optional
remote relay switching. New
price £191 offered at £140.
Mint warranty SEM tranz-
match acceptable Px also
Kaga-taxan 12" green
screen VDU virtually new lit-
tle use in 1985 £45. Ring if
possible evening John
G4WLD 01 857 8096.
HITACHI V422 40MHz dual
trace oscilloscope less then
year old £350 ono, or swop
70cms multimode. Three low
band AM Pye Westminsters
Boot mount complete with
contol gear £30 each, £75
for three. Telephone John
Moxham 0458 34105
anytime.
SONY ICF 2001 portable
communications receiver
£85. Two meter receiver xtal
controlled £45. CB rig 120
channels £30 AM and FM CB
legal FM £20. Handheld CB
£25. Base station box. 14,
Doverfield Road, Brixton,
London SW2. Mike 01 674
0513.
FOR SALE 500 IN4001, 700
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zenners SV1, SV6, 50 1 MH
chokes, 500 1500V 1.5amp
diodes 3 digit and 2 digit gas
discharge displays 180V
type. All brand new, offers or
exchange for gear G3CLP
QTHR Chesterfield (0246)
450650.
PYE PF2 3 channel UHF
handportab(es CW remote
speaker/mike and aerial, easy
to convert to 70cm - all
details supplied only £65
each, Also available Pye
Westminsters, PF2 multiway
battery charges and various
VHF/UHF aerials etc. Tel
0222 29647 after 6pm
GW4 YOM.
YAESU FT101 MkII
160-10m HF Tx260w PEP
£210 Tel Chesterfield
824972. Yaesu FT290 R
2 mtr multimode inc Ni-cads
etc £219. Tel Chesterfield
824972.
LATEST Tandy 50 channel 4
watt hand held LCD plus
mike and rubber duck £80.
Only 2 months old previous
model LED with mike and
rubber duck £70. Both for
£ 1 35. New today over
£250. Tel Mike on
0689-23480 8.30am to
5.30pm.
K2R1W 70cm linear plus
PSU £1500. Four 19E 70cm
Tonna £55. Kungsimport
70cm 4 -way antenna com-
biner £15. LDF4-50 brand
new ends still sealed 63
metres £175 or £3 P/M
minimum 20 metre lengths.
Ken G8GEA not QTHR 0342
311475.
HOLDINGS RF filter for
Yaesu FT101 series
transceivers. Good condition
£16 (0639) Neath 820356.
ROTATOR Kenpro
KR400 RC, Jaybeam 2 metre
8X/Y beam, 2 inch mast,
wall brackets, some cable, all
excellent condition, buyer
collects. £100 ono Tel
Bristol (0272) 692558.
evenings/weekends.

DATONG 270 AD active in-
door receive antenna ideal for
SWL two sets of elements
£20 plus postage 0634
404096. Exchange Yaesu
FRV7700 model (A) to ex-
change forosame either model
(El or (F). Telephone 0634
404096.
FT790 R with Nicads and
charger £240. FT227RB
£100. 2M transverter
M M T1 4 4 /2 8 -R £ 1 4 0

G3NOH QTHR 01 997
4756.
RA 117 HF communications
receiver and technical manual
£100 ono. Telephone
Stonesfield (099 389) 380.
COMPLETE HF station, mint
condition. Only four months
careful usage. Trio TS530S
remote VFO 240, ATU 230;
matching 230 speaker. Mike
35S Hokushing HF5 vertical
antenna £650 or will ex-
change 2 metre station. Cash
adjustment if necessary.
Phone Jeff evenings 0484
846631.
FT 101 B with G3 LLL double
balanced first mixer module
fitted. New driver and PA's.
YC601 digital display.
Lowpass filter homebrew
ATU with 30W dummyload.
Vertical Antenna
10, -20,40 metres £400.
Consider exchange for good
2m multimode station.
GM1 POU Tele Falkirk (03241
26210.
SELLING complete station,
Midland base station 76-900
Rama echo chamber, Rama
frequency counter model
F-50 Bremi SWR + power
tester model BRG 22. All
mint condition £288. Buyer
collects, Mr Powell,
(Ellesmere) 069 171 2368.
JAY BEAM 14 element
parabeam for 144MHz £35.
Wanted two element HF
tribander (and rotator if you
can't split). Andy GOCCX
QTHR as G1 ICE 0273
516517.
6 METER rig GEC 2 chan,
need three 6 BH6 valves. 2
meter Tx homebrew 50W
out. Redifon marine watch
2182 kHz receiver. Pye
pocketphone 453 .175MHz
with charger PSU, pre amp
and ex sper. Sell or exchange
all above for 2 meter Tx/Rx.
0273 559373 Brighton
Brian Childs.
YAESU FRG7 receiver un-
modified £125 Yaesu
FRT7700 tuner £30 realistic
PRO 2008 UHFNHF scann-
ing receiver with Discone
antenna plus coax cable
£115 ono. Everything in mint
condition boxed with instruc-
tions Phone 0732 882982
after six pm please.
PYE EUROPA FM transceiver
5 watts inc microphone £70.
Pye motaphone AM (mid) 4
watts inc microphone £10.
Pye Vanguard £10 .

Telephone Jon G6 ANI,

Southampton 0703
555608.
FT901 DM £500 (with
WARC bands) FV901 DM
£95; FC901 £65; SP901P
£45; buyer collects. vgc.
This time first payment
secures. No reservations
G3AAG Hampshire 0730
892143 or 893534.
EX -EQUIPMENT valves,
heaters tested; QQV03-20A
£2.50 each, 807 £1 each;
5763 £1 each, 6V6 25p
each; 6L6 75p each; 200
others. "Parmeko" LF chike,
new 20H, 120mA, £3; HD
elect capacitors, new 2 NR,
4UF, 450V, £1 each; mains
transformer, ex -equipment,
325V -0-325V, 6.3V (twice)
plus Er +16 +32 OF elect cap
£2.50; HD LF chokes. Ring
Newbury 40750.
IC271 E fitted MuTek front
end, superb !corn 2 -metre
multimode £575. Densai
base mike, used once un-
wanted gift. £45. Bremi
5 A-7 A PSU £ 1 5. Free
Adonis AP -1 mike pre -amp
with IC271E, use any mike.
G6IAT, QTHR. Phone Luton
(05821 23750.
FOR SALE 70 cms Pye set-up
base station, handheld and
Westminster all
channel SU8, 10 elements
70cms beam 8 element 2m
beam, rotator, and controller,
10amp power supply coax
and leads £80 ovno. Tel Mar-
tin (0440161410 after 6pm.
Suit beginner.

WANT F7'

WANTED solid state HF
Tx/Rx similar FT757GX must
be vgc but any model con-
sidered G3YHK Tel Felix-
stowe 286616.
WANTED KW2000B,E, with
PSU unit. Similar rig might
suit. GI8TST (0662146837.
WANTED disabled enthusiast
wishes to buy some gear, but
no rubbish, multi -mode, ATU
for SWL but also QRP speech
processor, base power mike.
Fair prices paid phone or
write to Tom, Kettering
522007 or write 5 Centre
Parade, Kettering NN1 6 9TL.
WANTED Trio TS520 or
TS520 S cash waiting, must
be in gd cond. Ring Chester-
field 0246 36496.
WANTED Datong audio pro-
cessor either LR3 LR2 LR1
LR3 prepared also wanted
Yaesu FRT-7700 and
FRA-7700 also for sale or

swap RTTY computer ter-
minals used with BBC. Tel
(0742)471160 after 7pm.
WANTED Eddystone 740
speaker and signal metre also
any information on receiver.
Phone Woodstock 812278
or to Ambleside, Burditch
Bank, Wootton, Woodstock,
Oxford OX7 1 EH.
WANTED Yaesu FRG -
7700M must be mint at a
reasonable price please.
Phone Colchester 394336
Essex.
WANTED Icom IC451 E
please someone help me!
Also wanted MuTek 70cms
masthead preamp will con-
sider HF rig with 70cms
transverter instead of IC541
WHY. Call me Julian Tether
G6 LOH 0295 7 6 81 5 2
Highview, Culworth OX17
2AX.
WANTED Heath HW100
transceiver and AC power
unit with manual. Phone in-
itially with details and price
required to Stephenson
0272 642101 (Bristol).
WANTED service manual, cir-
cuit diagram for telequipment
scope type D43 with plug in
modules 43B and 43C. Loan
or buy. Tele Ed, Rayleigh
(0268) 770716 aftger
7.30pm.
MANUAL wanted for Ed-
dystone 830 receiver. 20
Rossett Avenue, Liverpool
L17 2AP. Tele 051 733
4899. Ehric Malley.
FTDX 401 workshop manual
for purchase or copy. State
price or expenses every
assistance appreciated.
G4 DAZ QTHR 0487
830166.
CBM OWNERS I am a radio
ham very interested in CBM
computers and data
transmission. Is there
anybody who would like to
swap ideas? Graham
Chester, 277 Wellington St,
Grimsby, South Humberside
DN32 7ND.
TS430S wanted. Must be in
good condition with original
packing also wanted bird
thruling elements. Phone
Peter Crosland on 0905
620041 anytime.
WANTED software or hard-
ware for Heath or Zenith
H-89 or 2.90 computer
system. Phone Calne (0249)
816319 or write to John
Steinwand, 18 Atcherly Rd,
Compton Bassett, Nr Calne
Wilts.
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Buy, sell or exchange your gear through our free service to readers

CONDITIONS

1. These advertisements are offered as a free the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the
service to readers who are not engaged in buying publisher against any legal action.arising out of the
or selling the same equipment or services on a contents of the advertisement.
commercial basis. Readers who are should contact 7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to
our advertising department who will be pleased to accept or to delete sections of advertisements
help. where this is judged necessary.

2. Advertisements will be inserted as and when 8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith;
space becomes available. however, the publisher cannot be held responsible

3. The insertion of advertisements will be on a for any untruths or misrepresentations in the
first -come, first -served basis, subject to condition advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers
(21. As a result, it will not be possible to guarantee or respondents.
the insertion of a particular advertisement into any 9. Advertisers must fill in their names, ad -
particular issue of the magazine. dresses and (if available) telephone number in the

4. Readers should either write out their adver- space provided, and sign the form to indicate ac-
tisement in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it, underlin- ceptance of these conditions (forms returned
ing any words that are to appear in bold. without a signature will not be used).

5. The magazine cannot accept any respon- 10. All that is to be reproduced in the advertise-
sibility for printers' errors in the advertisements; ment should be entered into the space provided on
however, we will do our best to ensure that legibly the form printed in the. magazine - note that a
written advertisements are reproduced correctly. photocopy is not acceptable. All advertisements
In the event of a gross error, at the Editor's discre- must give either a telephone number and/or ad-
tion, a corrected version of the advertisement will dress for respondents to contact, and this must be
be printed (at the advertiser's request) at the included in the wording of the advertisement.
earliest issue in which space is available. 1 1 . Advertisements must be 40 words or less in

6. The magazine or its publishers will not accept length (telephone numbers normally count as two
responsibility for the contents of the adver- words, exchange or exchange code plus number).
tisements, and by acceptance of these conditions,

I accept the conditions above.
Name

Signature
Address

Send this form to: Free Readers Ads, Ham Radio Today,
I Golden Square, London, W1 R 3AB

ENTER YOUR ADVERTISEMENT HERE:
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HAM RADIO TODAY CLASSIFIED

1

Lineage:
35p per word (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
£7.00 per single column centimetre
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)

BUSINESS -
OPPORTUNITIES

MULTIPLY your income/profits
working for yourself with the
breakthrough ENTREPRENEUR
ASSOCIATION, part-time or full-
time. Send SAE for valuable free
details: Atlantic Press, Dept P6 (1),
9 Cork 'Street, Mayfair, London
W1.

(G3WHO) BBC RTTY and
AMTOR (as reviewed in Ham
August) Software. SAE or phone
for details to: 10 Appleby Close, Gt
Alne, Alcester, Warks, B49 6HJ.
Tel: (078) 981 377.

BOOKS AND
UBLICATIONS

SERVICE MANUALS
Ham Concorde 2, Ham multi -
mode 2, Ham Jumbo 2, Ham

Viking, Ham Puma. Cobra 148
GTL DX, PC 879 and PB010.

Colt 1600 DX, Tristar 777,
York 863, York 861.

All above at MOO + £1.00 p&p
each.

Other, rigs and spare parts
available.

10m conversion for FMCB rigs
£30 + [1.50 p&p

Details on request.

CBT
1 Prince of Wales Road,

Swansea. (Tel: (0792) 463821.

SERVICES

SINCLAIR (48K + 16K) Spectrum
ZX81 (16K). Logger designed for
amateur radio operator. Holds
720 logs (48K). All the legal re-
quirements and niceties, full
search and update. Price on
cassette £5.50 each, cheques and
P.O.'s to: Martello Computer Ser-
vices, "Freepost Reading RG6
1I3R".

SERVICE MANUALS
For Most Makes. Model. Agent Electronic Equip-
ment. Amateur Radio. Vintage Wireless, Test
Equipment. Audio, Music Centres, Televisions.
Colour and Mono. video. Old Military Equipment
etc, etc. Thousand3 stocked

See enquiries end quota ton by return
Unique Yechni-Guides. Repair Manuals. Data
Information from valve equivalents to IC icier,
ancation etc. etc.

MAUNTON TECHNICAL SERVICES
Dept HRT

New Service for Amateurs
PCB's from your own artwork from under f5 each
including VAT & postage. Good discounts for
quantities and club protects.
Pius* sand S.A.E. for tempts and details to

OSREW, C+L Circiab
Kings HIS Ind. [Klein

Suds, Cermet

FOR SALE

SINCLAIR 16K RAMPACKS. For
ZX81, £6, incluing VAT and post-
age. Halbar, Unit 1, Bury Walk,
Beford, Beds.

EQUIPMENT

\ USED AMATEUR EQUIPMENT?

I BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE!
SELLING( I pay the BEST POSSIBLE PRICES for clean used equipment!!
BUYING( I have the BEST SELECTION of TOP QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE!!
Whether buying or selling phone Dave, anytime, for a deal you've been
looking for on

HORNCHURCH (040 24)577U ANYTIME
or send SAE for latest list to.
G4TNY AMATEUR RADIO

132 Albany Road, Hornchurch, Essex RN12 4AQ

AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
bought, sold, exchanged. List of
available items sent on request.
Ring R8S Radio 0305-786930.

CARDS

QSL CARDS. Gloss or tinted
cards. SAE for samples to
TWROG Press, Dept HRT. Peny-
pont, Gillilydan, Blaenau, Ffes-
tiniog, Gwynedd, LL41 4EP.

COMPONENTS

R.F. Transistors. Specialist Comp-
nents for Transmisttsrs. Unelco Capa-
citors. Sparague Mica Trimmers 1500V)
Sole Agent for solid state Microwave
R.F. Transistors supplied to full speci-
fication. Full 2N range supplied. Special
SD range 1W-100 WATT output 1 to 100
MHz. Preamplifiers for 2 meters and
70cms Power Amplif ierswith and without
Switching Aligned and ready f Or use. Due
to exchange fluctuations we cannot price
Send S AE for full lists

Phone: 102431 823603. Modular Elec-
tronics, 1 Coniston Close, Felpharn
Bognor Regis. Sussex.

01-437 0669
EXT 328
Send your requirements to:
Caroline Faulkner
ASP Ltd.,
1 Golden Square,
London W1R 3AB

MISCELLANEOUS

HEATHKIT U.K. spares and ser-
vice centre. CEDAR ELEC-
TRONICS, Unit 12, Station Drive,
Bredon, Tewkesbury, Glos. Tel:
0684 73127.

COURSES

COURSES - RADIO AMATEURS
EXAMINATION City & Guilds.
Pass this important examination
and obtain your licence, with any
RRC Home Study Course. For
details of this and other courses
(GCE, professional examination,
etc.) write or phone - THE RAPID
RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept JN4,
Tuition House, London SW19
4DS. Tel: 01-947 7272 (9am-5pm)
or use our 24 hr Recordacall Ser-
vice 01-946 1102 quoting Dept.
JN4.

VINTAGE
REPAIRS/SERVICE

VINTAGE RADIOS repaired -
restored - over 200 Radios
Stocked! 1922-1960. RADIO VIN-
TAGE, 250 Seabrook Rd., Sea-
brook, Hythe, Kent CT21 5RQ.

PNP
Communications

Modular Communications
Interface

for
RTTY Morse AMTOR

Mod/Demod Kit £14.50
built P.C.B. £18.50

PSU/Pre-amp/Filter Kit £11.50
built P.C.B. £15.50

Morse Demodulator Kit £12.50
built P.C.B. £18.00

Bargraph tuning indicator
Kit £8.10

built P.C.B. £10.75

Software available for:-
CPC464, Acorn Atom, BBCB,

Dragon 32/64, Commodore 64,
VIC 20, TRS8OC.

Send a large (A4) S.A.E. for full Cat.

Please add VAT at the current rate.
Access& Barclaycard (VISA)

welcome.

62, Lewes Avenue, NEWHAVEN,
East Sussex BN9 9SB.

Tel: (0273) 514465

SOFTWAR

MORSE READER
PROGRAMMES

SPECTRUM BBC 'B' DRAGON
CBM 64 VIC 20

ZX81 16K ATARI 800/800XL
AMSTRAD 464

Sinclair computers need NO interface. othersuse
simple on transistor (DC107 or similar) interface.
Programmes sell tracking 8 30WPM All connec-
tions to existing sdckets. Cassette volt full
instructions and interlaCe cncurt where required
0600 inc P&P interlace built and tested C7.50
'no P&P.

RTTY
FOR YOUR 48K SPECTRUM

Many driven: 10 programmable memories, spirt
screen morse ident four baud rates etc. etc. NO
TERMINAL UNIT lust a simple I ilterl Ca SWIM with
lull instructions, circus and litter layout 0350 or
SAE for full details.

FILTERS
We aiso supply a range nt Eaters suitable for use
with our programmes.
RTTY ONLY Supplied unboxed but fully tested

and filled with leads C6.00
RTTY/CW The switched duel purpose litter is

supplied m a smart black ABS box
and is fined wan plugs to 111 your
Spectrum £tt 50

RTTY/CW Spikerfication as above bur with the
SUPER addition of a tuning indicator LED

circuit for perfect tuning C13.50

CW ONLY Supplied unboxed but fully tested
and lined with tests 07.00

All the above run from 9 volts DC and are freed
with a battery connector. Battery not supplied.

ALL GOODS DESPATCHED BY 1st CLASS POST

JEP ELECTRONICS
NEW ROAD COMPLEX

NEW ROAD
KIDDERMINSTER

DY10 1AL

Tel: (0562) 753893

P MORSE KEYS

GW MORSE KEYS
0.1.0.110f 4 Owen Close, Rhyl,

Clwyd LOS 2L0
Tel: 0745 54763

'NEW THE OW LIGHT KEY 'NEW'
This la the key for the 30wpm + man, very light
with no plvlot to slow the key down. Only £34.54
inc VAT. Available in a kit. Inc state base otnly
f23.50 Inc VAT.

THE OW BRASS KEY
Still the best selling brass key in the UK today a
joy to use and to look at. Only C34.98 inc VAT.

VIBROPLEX KEYS
The Presentation only t1211.62

Original Std £70.34
Deluxe C52.74

Vibro key Std E63.55
Deluxe /76.011

Untie SId. 163 N
Deluxe 27e.09

Brass Racer Larnbic only [54.59
All £2.00 post and packing

WHY PAY £50.00 + FOR A PEP METER
Most radio amateurs possess a power meter and
the OW PEP Nodule allows them to carry out a
simple modification at little cost and provide
themselves wan Irue PEP METER. OnlyES.55
sop P&P
INTERFACE IA FOR CW. Clean up con-
taminated AU Signals get rid of unwanted noise.
ensure pure copy Surtaable for any comptuer
E10.95.
Come along et enyumeend h eve a clay out at Rhyl

41 e
(V 4,# /4. 1/

#`" c 4 /0-+
1,/ 44- 4,9
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SOFTWARE

It's easy to
complain about
advertisements.
But which ones?

Every week millions of advertisements
appear in print, on posters or in the cinema.

Most of them comply with the rules
contained in the British Code of Advertising
Practice.

But some of them break the rules and
warrant your complaints.

If you're not sure about which ones they
are. however, drop us a line and we'll send you
an abridged copy of the Advertising Code.

Then, if an advertisement bothers
you. you'll be justified in bothering us.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
If an advertisement is wrong,were here to put it right.
ASA Ltd. Dept 2 Brook Holise.Tomngtan Place. LondonWC1E 7HN

HAM RADIO TODAY
ORDER FORM

Advertise nationally In these columns to over 100,000 readers for only
35p per word (minimum charge 15 words). Simply print your message In
the coupon end send with your cheque or postal order made payable to
Argus Socialist Publications Ltd to:
CLASSIFIED DEPT., HAM RADIO TODAY
1 Golden Square, London W1 R 3A8.
Tel: 01-437 0699
Please Indicate CieSsificetior required.

Name

Address

Tel.No.(Day)

Please place my advert in H.R.T. for I_____J months
Please indicate no. of insertions required.

or debit my Access/Barclayttard
(delete as necessary)

GREAT NEW SOFTWARE
The RX-4 Multimode receive program for

SSTV - RTTY - AMTOR - CW
No expensive hardware is needed. This program has everything
you want, including Text and picture store for isntant recall, save
and printer dump. Frequency scale and fine-tune adjustment for
accurate, easy tuning and a long list of other top features.
For SPECTRUM (not 16k), BBC -B, CBM64, VIC 20 ( + at least 8k).
Tape only £25. Spectrum needs no hardware, the others use the
same interface as our RTTY/CW program (see below).

RTTY and CW TRANSCEIVE
You don't need a pricey terminal unit with our program, although
if you already have one it will perform superbly with that, too. Split
screen, type ahead, 26 saveable memories, auto CR/LF, preset -
baud rates and shifts, receives any shift automatically, autotrack
CW to 250 Wpm, QS0 review to screen or printer and much
more.
For BBC -B, CBM64, VIC20 (+ at least 8k). Tape £20. Interfact kit
£5, ready-made £20 inc all connections (state rig). CW-only ver-
sion for SPECTRUM (no hardware needed) £12.
And superb programs for BBC -B, CBM64, VIC20, SPECTRUM,
ELECTORN
MORSE TUTOR Britain's best. Absolute beginner to over 40
wpm. Easy, effective, with full learning guide. Tape £6. For ZX81-
16k also.
LOCATOR, QTH or Maidenhead locator or lat/long. Distance,
headings, contest points, converts between locator and lat/long.
Tape £7.
LOGBOOK Date, band, mode, call and remarks. Instant callsign
search. Screen/printer output. VIC20 needs expansion. Tape
£8.
RAE MATHS All the practice and testing you need. With com-
prehensive reference sheet. Tape £9. For ZX81-16k also.
Any BBC -B, CBM64, VIC20 program available on disc at £2
extra. BBC: state 40/80 tk.
Price includes VAT and p&p by return 1st class inland, airmail
overseas, Channel Island, Eire, BFPO Europe deduct 13%.

E3 technical software (HRT)
Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL54 7RF.

Tel: 0286 881888

YAESU FT 757UX
CAT Control Program tor BBC Computer Full rontrol cl transceiver. with selectable Pep step rates 300
memory storage per file Spin and A, B i/fo selection In fact all trin estras mat are missing from ',Beau Tnis is a
boon to the SWL a allows scanning of all your special stations without twiddling the knob This works with the
Yaesu interface or we can supply one al less than hat! price The prop is available on disc at C10 or 16k ROM lo
C15.00.We have thoughts on other programs for Yaesu 9600 arid 6800 let us know your Interest regarding
erther CAT props.
Other products RTTY PC Boards and boxed units for !he BBC. Com 64. Amstrad and many more computers.
Also AMTOR for the BBC. AMTOR timing PC boards now available. Please SAE or ring: Mr. J Melvin G3 LIV.
2 Salters Ct.. Gostorth. Newcastle. Tyne 6 Wear NE3 5BH Tel 091-284 3028

RIG DOCTOR

POWER SUPPLY REPAIRS
We offer a fast repay service on most
makes of D.C. power supplies in the 1 to
30 amp range. crowbar circuits. etc

also fitted.
For full details please ring

0536 743496

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SPACE

PHONE STUART
ON

01-437-0699
Ext. 289

'TERMS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS 8 CONDITIONS

Our terms for new advertiser, (semi -
display and lineage) are strictly pro -
forma payments until satisfactory
reference can be taken up (excluding
recognised advertising agencies).
Cheques and PO's should be crossed

and made payable to:
ARGOS SPECIALIST PUBICATIONS

LTD.,
and send together with the

advertisement to:
THE CLASSIFIED DEPT.. L/H,

NO: 1 GOLDEN SQUARE. LONDON,
W1R 3AB.

There are no reimbursements for
cancellations. Advertisement, arriving
too late for a particlular Issue will be
Inserted In the folowing issue unless
accompanied by Instructions to the

contrary.
All advertising sales are sublect to
Government regulations concerning
VAT Advertisers are responsible for
complying with the carious legal
requirements in force eg: The Trade
Description Act. Sea Discrimination
Act & The Business Advertisements

(Disclosure) Order 1977.
FULL TERMS & CONDITIONS OF
ADVERTISING AVAILABLE ON

REQUEST
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SCOTLAND

CI om

SCOTCOMMS
OPEN TUES-FRIDAY 10am-12.30pm. 2pm-5pm
SAT: 9am-1pm. 2pm-4pm. CLOSED MONDAY

25 Morton Street, Edinburgh 15
Tel: 031-657-2430

LONDON

PROTEL AERIALS AND
COMMUNICATIONS

Manufacturers and suppliers of aerials and accessores.
DXTV equipment and aerials also other specialist
aerials. Large range of bracketry and masts also
aver labia

295-297 Dollard. Lane, N12. Tel: 01-445 4441
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Details on request.

DRESSLER UK LTDEVICOMI
191 Francis Rd., Leyton, E10

V
Open 9-5.30 Monday -Friday 10-5 Saturday

Authorised dealers for:
Dressler, Yaesu, loom. Standard, Trio/Kenwood,

Datong. SCM, Microwave Modules, Tonna
Tel: 01-558 0854/556-1415 Telex: 8953609

TO ADVERTISE IN
EMPORIUM GUIDE

PHONE STUART
ON 01-437-0699

Ext. 289

CENTRE ELECTRONICS
354 Stoeldield Road, Yardley, Birmingham B25 8JP
Specialist in the sale and service of Ex Goverment

arid Vintage Radio and Test Equipment
(Many spares in stock)

Telephone enquiries to 0676 32560

Special delivery
service

Shop open thursdays. hnuays
and Saturdays

C.

R. WITHERS
COMMUNICATIONS

584 Hagley Road West
Oldbury, Worley 1388 OBS

(Quinton B'Ham) TN: 021-421 8201/2/3 \i
Opening hours 9.00-5 30pm Late nights Thurs-Fn.

For all your communication requirements send SAE for
latest used list and latest info.

442

Ci

W. MIDLANDS

HEWARD'S HOME
STORES LTD.

(Est. 1983)
822/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham B44 9RT.

Tel: 021-354 2083
G4RJM with 38 years in The Radio Trade

Ham Equipment urgently wanted!
Open: Mon -Sat 9-6

GUILDFORD COMMUNICATIONS
34 Aldershot Rd., Guildford

Open Mon -Fri Sam-6.30pm
Sat Sam -5 30Pm

KA;) o IICOMI
\47 ASDENV TOTSUKO

Secondrard wanted

0483574434

MIDDLESEX

OPEN 10am - 5 30pm TUES-SAT. CLOSED MONDAY

NORTHOLT RD., S. HARROW
MIDDLESEX

TEL 01-422 0985

NORFOLK

D.P. HOBBS (Norwich) Ltd
13 St. Benedicts Street, Norwich

Tel: 61 5 788
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30

Closed Thurs a ICOM'Stockists of: -

YAESU, FDK, ICOM, JAYBEAM
& Electronic Component Specialists

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

SP ELECTRONICS
48 Limby Road

Huckhall, Nottingham
Tel: (0602) 640377

Open Monday -Saturday 8.30-5.30

p

Thanet
ELECTRONICS

95 Mortimer St. Herne Bay
Tel: (0227) 369484

Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30PM 0except Thursday 9-1 pm 1-

W. MIDLANDS

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
FiXe from YAESU. JRC. ICOM

tockists of microwave modules 8.N O.S. M.E.T.
GAMMA DATONG. ICS. TASCO

Open Moir Sat. 9-30-5 15
176 Lower High Street

Stourbridge (0384)390083

AVON

6 GOLF CLUB
LANE,

SALTFORD,
BRISTOL

Tel: 02217 2402
Open Tees -Sat 9arn 90,

Close Mondays

4

FARNBOROUGH
COMMUNICATIONS

97 Osborne Rd., North Camp,
Farnborough. Tel (0252-518009)

Open: 6 days 10-6
Yaesu, [corn, FDKs, Mosley areials, Jaybeams.

G. Whips

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

c:7

.A.S. (NOTTINGHAM)
P. Owen G8JUS

3 FARNDON GREEN, WOLLATON PARK
NOTTINGHAM. Tel: 0802 280267

FDK Open. Tues-Fri 10-5.30. Sat 9-5 TONNA
YAESU: FDK: ICOM: TONNA

HALBAR: WELZ: ANTENNAS & OWN GW5 H.F.
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RADIO CONSULTANTS Kt MANUFACTURERS

MERRY CHRISTMAS -0.,k4r
Seasons Greetings to all Our Customers and Retailers with Best Wishes for a Prosperous

and Peaceful New Year.
Perhaps Santa Claus can give you some help in selecting your Christmas presents, or maybe you
would like to choose from our products listed below. In either case we're sure that any of our re-
tailers would be pleased to gift wrap it for you.

SANTA CLAUS' SELECTION FROM THE FAIRY GROTTO:
LINEAR AMPLIFIERS:

MML 144,30 -LS
MML 144/50-S
MML 144/100-S
MML 144/100 -HS
MML 144/100 -LS
MML 144/200-S
MML 432/50
MML 432/100

- 2m 30 watt linear/preamp. 1 or 3w input. switchable
2m 50 watt linear/preamp. 10w input switchable

- 2m 100 watt linear.preamp, 10w input switchable
- 2m 100 watt linear preamp. 25w input, switchable
- 2m 100 watt linear, preamp, 1 or 3w input. switchable
- 2m 200 watt linear preamp. 3. 10. 25w input switchable
- 70cm 50 watt linearpreamp. 10w input
- 70cm 100 watt linear. 10w input

82.90
92.00

149.95
149.95
169.95
299.00
129.95
299.00

TRANSVERTERS MMT 144/28 2m Linear transverter, 10m input. 10w output 129.95
MMT144/28-R - 2m linear transverter, 10m input. 25w output 215.00
MMT 1296/144 - 23cm linear transverter. 2m input. 2w output 235.00

RECEIVE MMC50/28-S - 6m to 10m down converter 34.90
CONVERTERS MMC144/28 - 2m to 10m down converter 32.90

MMG144/28HP - 2m to 10m high performance down converter 47.90
MMC432/28-S - 70cm to 10m down converter 39.90
MMC432/144-S - 70cm to 2m down converter 39.90
MMK1296/144 - 23cm to 2m down converter. GaAsFET preamp 129.95
MMK1691/137-5 - 1691 MHz Metostat converter 145.00

RECEIVE PREAMPS MMG144V - 2m RF switched GaAsFET preamp. 100w capacity 37.90
MMG1296 - 23cm GaAsFET low noise preamp 75.00
MMG1691 - 1691 MHz Meteosat GaAsFET preamp 113.00

MICROPROCESSOR MM2001 - RTTY to TV converter 189.00
CONTROLLED MM4001 KB - RTTY transceiver with keyboard 299.00
PRODUCTS MMS1 - THE MORSETALKER - Speaking Morse Tutor 115.00

MMS2 - Advanced Morse Trainer 169.00
FREQUENCY MMD050,500 - 500 MHz digital frequency meter 89.00
COUNTER MMD1500P - 1500 MHz 10 prescaler 95.75
AMATEUR MMC435,600 - 70cm ATV converter. UHF Output 29.90
TELEVISION '.1TV435 - 70cm ATV 20 watt transmitter 179.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT BUT NOT POST & PACKAGE PRICES CORRECT AS AT 31 DEC. 1985

MICROWAVE MODULES! THE CONNOISSEURS CHOICE.
mess

VISA

WELCOME

MICROWAVE MODULES Ltd
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND

Telephone: 051-523 4011. Telex. 628608 MICRO G
CALLERS ARE WELCOME, PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

HOURS:
MONDAY -FRIDAY
9-12.30, 1-5.00

E & O.E.
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